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ABSTRACT
Triditionally, rape has been defined as "carnal

,14owledge of woman by force and against her will." The test of-
.

force has been crucial, and consent deduced. Victims were Assumed to
'be-consenting parties unless criminal circumstances could he proved.
victims were;ofteued questioned about past sexual behavior, Current

. reform effoFts hive attempted to correct these injistices,.
Legislative changes have attempted redefiie rape to recognize
varying degrees with flexible penalty structures and to take into.'

',account issues of child sexual molestation, ripe within ;marriage, and
'the rape- in which a male is the victim. Intone states, penalty
structures are beiig reduced. Priva0y for victims, advocate programs,
service programs, ind prevention and self-defense programs are being

° 'introduced. The Michigan and Washington State laws offer.patterns of
successful chaage,'Appendice include .a summation table and narrative,
description of legislation for!eaal state. (Author /JLL)
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. This report suihmarizes pii attitudes towar rapt, _current.liivs, movetents

toward reform, and problems of enforcement of rah law. Spectialegal problems
involved in rape adjudication ate disdussed and t e,MajOr alternative statutory ap- 4i '
preaches tb rape are conlpared. A state -by -state table gives cusrpnt jroposed and

..
..

passed legislatioh.,
.

..
-. : ... .

. .
$. V-

Triditionally, rapt has been defined is "carts rnmiledge of a woman by force ..

and against her will." The test of force has bee crucial -to the case' and consent .

his been deduced from the circumstances. Hisurically,(.victims 'were assumed' to
he consenting parties to ihe rape enless criminal circumstances could be proved
:beyond doubt; often requiring active victim resistance -or independent iorrobOra-
don of the victim's repbrt of the crime In addition; Victipis were often subject to

.

qucations about past sexual behavior and enibarraised.bYpolice imkcourthandling
y

. of The case. Curreht reform efforts have attempted toccffrect these.; injustices, aris-
ing from assumption pf, victim guilt. Legislative changes have ailso attempted to_ 4

rape. in order td recognize varying degrees & levels of .sewriousneas; With
i . , ;

flexible penalty structures depending upon degreigollorce-;ndother circumstance .
and in order 'to take into account the special issues ofchild sexual mcaestation,
rape within marriage,;andothe Tape id which a male is the victim: In some states,
penalty structures are bang. reduced in general since, reform groUps have found:
Juries uniyilling tokconvict for.rape except in the most serious cases because penalty

.....

stro.dures are currently .too severe. Privacy for iapetictims, Victims;hdvocate pro
gratbs, victim serice programs, and raps prevention and selfideiense prooards.are"
discussed/ The Michigan and Washington Statelaws.are. discussed as patterns of

)1successful change from the tradithz al model. Appendices include a table summariz-4
ing Jegislation .in each State;. a na rative summary Ii.L.State legislation; the 'Model ' . ..

Penal Code; the Michigan, Minnesota, Washington, and :Wisconsin State statutes;
,a selected bibliography; and several sample definitior ofr9e, 4 4.
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f involved, with? the crime of ra
-porary rape laws in each juritdi

. The need for a document
has been a Spate of legislative
The rapidity and-volute of le
those concerned with the law
'had only limited knowledge.
graphic boundaries. This lack
sions regarding the direction 1
ing-the major issues at stake w
izing the changes already and
the revision process.

While the repoit addresses pits which are of substantial legal complexitygit is
believed that the audience fo the document, will include many persons *Mimi
legal training who are ponce ed abdut the statey.cl the criminal laws relating to
rape. Thus, footnotes and cit ions have been kept to a minimum throughout the
text of the report, and tech cal. and obstriye legal 'language has been avoided
Wherever possible. Readabilit 'has also dictated that rapists4-be characterized as
male and victims as fernrile, although other sex-indicative pronouns have been
avoided. Sex-indibative!pr o in respect to the rapist and victim seem appropri-
ate sincerape has'beestra iti nally defined in terms of male offenders and female
victims: Furthermore, des ite some recent definition changes which make rape a
sex-neutral crime, the fac. r ains that virtually all reported offenders are male
=Akar victims are femd

2%

PREFACE
roducts of a 2- year research pitzgram, fun ed by
ce Administration, National Institut* of L -En-
, and conducted by the Battelle Law Justice
gtori. The report analyr..s,the principle legalissues
, as well as providing a summary of Ore contem-

don in'the United Statek

this type is clear. Duriig tfie pist.3 years there
ctrvity regarding rape throughout the United States.
al change in many jurisdictions has 'been such that
evision process within individual jurisdictions have
f developments occurring beyond their own

knowledge 6's made it difficult to reach conclu-
, revision should take. It is`hoped that by examin7-
en effecting changes in rape laWs, and by summar-
alcen in each of the states, this report will assist in
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CHAPTER'1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of rape is rapidly approaching epidemic proportions. Michigan legis-
lators have.asunique opportunity add a pPessing responsibility; immediate legal .

.reform (is needed] to prevent the rape epidemic before it happens.,Legislators have
the pqwer that no single concernedcitizen, and no women's organization has the

. power to say to an entire class of potential criminal offenders that violence in the
form of sexual assault is not only anti-social but also will result in certain punish-

, ment. . . . Without prOmpt action on this crisis Hundreds of people will be assaulted
while the assaulrers continue go virtually free fromotty threat of conviction.

, This certainly far outweighs the uncertain benefits of more years of de4beration.1
I-

Michigan's Women's Task Force on Rape .

a

1

/
-TIE statement above exemplifies a concern about

rape laws expressed, in recent years by women's
groups in-jurisdictions throughout the United States.
Responding to this concern the Michigan legislature,
along with- the le"gislatures of $6 other states, has
enacted laws: in. the past three years affecting the
crime trap. Michigan's legislation represents the
most comprehensive" revision of rape, laws attempted
in the history of the state, and almost certainly incthe
country at large.2 Because of its comprehensiyen4s,
the Michigan measure has become the focus of major
national -attention. Although not adopted in its en-
tirety by any one jurisdiction, the Michigan statute
has been, or is being considered, a bask model for
the revision of rape laws in at least 12 states.

Whatever the model eventually used by a state
affecting changes in its rape laws, certain common
issues Must be considered by those Concerned with
the drafting of new legislation, Essentially, .these
issues fall into two distinct categories: issues of defi-
nition and isstkes of proof. Under the former- cafe;
gory arise questions about /be nature of rape:. the
types of rape to be punished by the criminal justice
system; the standard for deterniining whether the
crime had taken place;, and the severity of punish-
ment to be attached to different forms of rape. Ques-
tions affecting matters of proof involve consideration
of_ the kinds of ,evidence to tie used prove or dis-
prove rape charge. example, should a rape
charge. require corroboration?;to what extent should
a victim's,prior sexual history be a relevant consid-

.

eration in determining whether she consented?; and
under what circumstances, if any, should a victiin,un-
dergo o psychiatric examination?

The discussion which Tollowsdn immediately suc-
ceeding chapters in this .report is primarily centered
upon matters of definition (Chapter,2) and of proof
(Chapter 3). The concluding chapters review special
issues affecting victims of rape (Chapter 4) ancrthe
process of implementing change in rape laws (Chap-
ter 5). Before turning to the substance of the report,
boy/ever, same introductory comments regarding then
"rationale, scope, and initial impact of legislative ac-
tivity on rape should tosist in placing these later -
chapters in perspeCtive. k

LI Why Change Rape Laws? ,

The quota$ion provided above from the Michigan's
Women's Task Force on Rape refers to a'number of
ratio,nales for desired change in raj* laws? the "epi-
demic roportions" of the crime; the need for a more
!peen e.deterrent to grape; aid the lack of convic-
.tion of offenders under existing rape legislation.
Th re is no doubt that these are among the most an-.
portant reasons voiced by those seeking revision of
rape laws. The-startling increase in the incidence of
rape can be seen from Table 4. During the'pastitieseiz
ade rape rites have more than doubled, the pace or'
increase becoming more rapid since 1967 and in
early 1979's and reaching a speed whiCh has out-
stripped all other major categoiles of violent crime.

4
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Table 1
Index of Forcible Rape in the United krises

(1960-1975P

Year
Rate Per 100,060

Nuatter Inhabitants

A
. r.

° ' .
.For the wbmen*s groups who have been the prime

lobbyists for changes in rapelaws in states through-
out the union,' soaring rates of rape, coupled with
poor rates of apprehension.and conviction of rapists; .'
have provided substantial backing for more funde. , ..
mental criticisms of existing rape legislation. Of par- c) .

1960 . 17.140 9.6 titular importance and influence has been the move= t. o

1961. 17,220 9.4
meni to effect change in the status and role Of women

1962 17,550 9.4 .
context1963 17,650 . 9.4 . in ourtociebly. In tins context, the definition and ad-, 1

1964 21.420 11.2 ministration of the laws relating -to forcible rape have
1965 p 23,410 12.1 achieved a special significance "among the vanguard.
1966 ° 25,820' 13.2 of those issues affecting women's rights. Manywothen,
1967 27,620 14.0'
1968 51,67Q 15.9

regard this part of the criminal law as a means of
1969 37,170 _ 18.5 . protecting the inviolability of a male's property rights
1970 . 37,990 18.7 rather than the inteirityfof a female's body. In, the
1971' , 42,260 20.5 words of Kai Millet, "traditionally' rape spas been -,
1972 :..: ..... : 46,850 22.5 viewed as an offense one &ale commits,npon another
1973 51,400 24.5
1974

.
55,400 26.2 a matter of "kbusing 'his'woman'."6 According to

1975 , A-56,090 26.3 this view, a male-dominated system of criminal jus-

-0

Tice sustains this attitude, refusing to ,prosecute or 4 S.;
Source baked on data contained in annual volumes of convict all but a handful of rapists. Meanwhile, the ;

the F.B.I. Uniform Crime Ripens, 1960-1975.

"Concern about the inadequate deterrent capacity
or existing rape laws has beerr.based not oniiton

ealatingastatistics Vim also on the poor recotrof
die criminal justice systerh in apprehending and con-
vieting those-who commit this type )if crime. :While
nationally Police agencies reported to the FBI a rape
clearance rate by arrest of 51 percent in 1975. a
Battelle Law and Justibe Study Center survey of a
sample of MO police departments around the coun-
try. revealed wide disparities in bath rates of clear-

- ance, and in the methods used to calculate these.
rates.' Similarly, disparities were sound in filing and
conviction rates for rape listed in a survey of prose,
tutors.; According to FBI figures obtained in i 973,
58 percent of alLadtilts arrested for rapt wge prose-
cuted for this offense. Forty:six pereedt of these

- prosecutions resulted in' acquittal or dismissals; 42
percent with the convictionof the substantive offense;
and-12 percent in convictions, for lesser offenses.

However; as part of this rescarch, rape cases from '
two major jurisdictions were analyzed. As illustrated
in Table 2, these data vividly illusliate the extent of
case, attrition at each stage of the criminal process.
Of the 635 rape complaints reported, 167 suspects
wcre identified,-butranIy 45 were, ever charged with ,
rape' or attempted ;ape. Ultimately, only 10 suspects
were convicted of rape 'pr attempted rape represent-
ing less than 2 percent of the total rapes, reported a'

v. le

. yictim of rape is subjected to a tost of indipitietat t.
the hands of the pblice and other system personnel.

2

1.2 The Scope of ,Legslative 'Change.

The rapidity with which the crime of.forcible rape
has 'becoraetthe focus of nationaitention and cop-
cern has alniosi certainly caught many people by sup
prise. The criminal justice 'system has beerrstruggling
to catch up with the ,momentum for action and
change: Many proposed or effected 'reforms of the
Substantive criminal law have been matched by nu-..
nierous attempts to strengthen she capabilities of the
agencies, of criminal justice to deal with rape and re-
lated crimes. Across the nation new and innovative
procedures' are being developed and implemented to
'faeilitatterension and conviction 'of rapists
and reduce the incidence of rape.

Within the legislativp arena the sane of the
changes effected has been both broad ancl.taried.,
Appendix A proivides an'eVerview of these changes
on a state4by-state "basis. In generaWhe trend has
been to adopt nevi and wider definitions of rape while
relaxing proof requirements for" the crime. Rol
%nay, tape ha,s been redefined 6$h binader,

lAtitral assault or battery, with different degrees de-
pending, gedefally, on the dangeroistess of tht'cir:
culnstances of the assault or the kind of assault. Some
states, lik4 Michigan, have abandoned entirely the
Traditional law of rape in fayor of new sexual offenses
and a new legal terminology to define dies! crimes.

.; 4
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tinder the rulkic of proof changes, corroboration
requirements hare.been eliminated or minimized in
many slates. Statutory changes have also tendedto
restrict the admission of 'evidence of prior sexual
conduct on the part Of the 'victim and lo abolish the
cautionary instruction, a traditional warning to the
jury that the testimony of thecomplaining witness in
a rape case-is suspect, and the chastity:instruction,
which permits the jury to infer that,a woman who has
once consented to sexual intercourse is more likely
to.consent.again. Further developments have been to
mandate special' training prOgrams for police and
-special medical procedures for the' examination of
rape victims. In addition, some states have begun to
'provide. for high school instruction in silf-defetise.'
Although an 'earlier trend toward protecting the rape
victim from. public, exposure could be noted, that
trend has largely ilisappeared in the wake Of several
Supreme Court cases wiiich have expanded freedom
of the press in respect to criminal proceedings.

1.11 The Impact's-of Legislative Change

In their statement to the Michigan legislature, the
Women's Task Force on Rape expressed the belief
that new rape laws would, among other things, pre-

'..vent a ``rape epidemic."The Michigan rape law has
now.been in force ior 2 years and the question may
be asked whether the legislative change has pre-
vented the "rape epidemic" feared by many women.
Regrettably, a lack of basic statistical data, coupled

. with the stilljimited operating experience gained with
the Michigan law, and the new laws in other jurisdie-
dons; makes any precise assessment of its impact
upon the issue of ape virtually impossible. However,
certain trends in the administration of new rape laws
around the country, at large suggest that legaLcbinge,
. .

by itself, will gothare the anticipated favorable im-
pact upon rates of commission pf rape, or rates of
apprehension and conviction of rapists.

Iviore will be said about this issue ip the ,conclud-,
chapter of this report. But it is clear that one of

t e by-products of the spate,of,legislative ictivitylas
b the creationof substantial confusion and uncer-
tainty regarding the scope and value of many new.
rape laws. This confusion and uncertainty can. be
partly attributed to the speed with which many nel
lavis haVe been passed by degislatures. The more
typical and tradiiional process for effecting major
changes in the substantive criminal law has been
bypassed: Altitingh the traditional process can on
occasion be rightly criticized for producing. anun:
reasonable delay in instituting law reform,,it does
permit adequate discussion and debate before change
is enacted. It is beginning to be realized.tliat changes

'have been made- in ripe laws which were barely-
understood ,by those drafting new legislation, while
the-effect-41cother-areas-of-crimi
or neglected. Further; the" potential impact of con-
stitutional law was underestimated. These deficien-
cies and uncertainties Tow carry with them the dan-
ger of a badklash effect against rape victims, espe-.
cially if new legislation is found unconstitutional and

.old rape law is thereby entrenched With new vigor;
With more rape bills in legislative hoppers, and

with challenges in the courts tot freshly revised rage
laws, the time seems opportune to explore itr some
detail the major issues at stake in this important area
of social and legal concern. It it hopeethat what
follows in this report will assist in clarifying matters
of substantial legal complexity' which must be Con-
fronted by those wishing to effect changes in lair
'laws. .

,.

. NOTES

' Michigan Till Force on Rape, Background Material for Pollee. Battelle. Law and Justice Study Center: Seattle";
i Proposal for Criminal.Code Riform to Respond to,Michi- Washington, 1975, 45-47.

, .<

:gat's Rape Crisis, 19.73, 1. , 'Forcible Rape A National Survey ofthe Response of

See generally Ben Dor, Jan. "Justice After Rape: Legal Prosecutors. 'Battelle Law and ustice Study Center: Seattle,' -
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CHAPTER 2. DE

2.1, The Commati Law and the' Model
Pettal Cod

.
To eval to recent attempts to Adefine the crime

. of rape, is important to understand" how :it has
traffitio - been defined as a criminal act. Rape
law ,developed through decisions by the courts, as
judges made case-by-case determinations of what
constituted the crime. This process of lawmaking,
knOVin as the common law system, is an aggregate
of judicial opinions, each looking to and incorporat-
ing prior opinions. In this respect, the common law
differs from statutory law: the common law evolves
roarintlividuareaseshile:ItatutEiry faw-reflects-a:

generalized case.

Rape, at common law, is unlawful -carnal knowl-
edge of sworn= b)., force and against he) will. Any
sexual penetration, however'slight, by the male penis
of the female vagina is sufficient to complete the
crime if the Other elements are present. The common'
law conceptualized rape as "carnal Icnowledge"3 and
instituted a resistance standard for the victim as a
Means of distinguishing forcible carnal knowledge
-(rape) fram,.consensual carnal knowledge (fornica-
tion or adultry, depending upon the victim's marital
status). All were'crimesf but if the carnal knowledge
were ,forcible, their' the, victim escaped ''punishment
for-fornication or adultery.

I

I

ION OF RAPE

4
The courts,. who had to apply the consent stand-

aid, searched for a way to decidewhethera woniaii
in fact consented. They'settled eventually upon re-
sistance, the outward nliitiff station of nonconsent;
as the device for dqtermining hether a woman actu-
ally gave consent.' Not surp_i,ingly, "the use of the
outw'ard manifestation of 314' subjective state of
mind of the victim .proved an ubsure indei to she.,
conduct of rapists. How much resistance indicates
nonconsent?" 2 Some states required' resistance to the ...
utmost on the. part of the victim, a Standard subject-
ing a woman to great risk of death or -severe physical

_ injury and one which few rape victims-could meet,
since most would choose rape above death.

as

Most states repudiated such a stringent resistance
standard, but_ where utinoit resistance was not re-
quited, great Fonfusion existed. Some cases seethed
to impose a reasonableness standard While others
stressed the decisiqu of the womarp without requiring
that her fears be reasonable. Still other cases necessi-
tated only "sufficient resistance to make nonconsEnt

.reasonablY manifest. .The amount of ,Cesistarice re-
quired depended upon all the circumstances of -the
case. -

Faced With this confusion an attempt was [trade in
1962, in the kiqdel 'Renal Code, to effect a significant
change in the common law definition of rape and
especially in- the resistance standard. The Model
Penal Code wat an attempt by a distinguisked group
of lawyers, the American Law Institute (A.L.I), to
bring rationality' and coherence to the penal laiti-of
the United States.

To the extent that legislatures dealt with"raPe law
at all up until the 19511's, they did so onlx lo codify
whit they understOodto be the common law. Inter-
pretations of the statutes which codified the'conithon
law emphasized the `tigain'st her will" element of the
aisle and thus revolved on'whether or not the victim
consented tome intercourse. "Force"Avas' perCeived,

,not as an independent element of the crime, but as
a means of shosiing that the act was without the
victim's 'consent. Thus; the perpetrator's use. Of throe'

%became Criminal only if 'the victim's state Of Mind: .
met-the strilittory requirenient. The perpetrator could

he-f0FCe-iipgginaye_ancLuo.rtrinrwould*
committed 'if the state could not prove additi6nally .

4. thtd- the victim did not consent.
.

:

I

'1

. The section of the Code dealing with sexual of:
fenses, including, rape, was first presented to the
A.L.I. in 1955, accompanied by an exteisive cons-
mentary.3-.It was not significantly chariged- the
1962 final version. A copy of Article 213-eitual
Offenses of the Model Penal Code, and related corn-
mentary, is contained irt Appendix .C..

Tahe-McideLPertal:Code was not intended be
typical of the law in effect in most' jurisdictions,
althoughjidrew for its formulation upon the expert;

.../
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ence of the states as well as on the common law. The-
A.L.I. hoped 'the Code would be adopted by legitla-

--s tures in each state. While this hope has not .been
realized, many states began revisions of their crimi-
na des as a result of the A.L.J.'s impetus and
tom cted portions of the Moael Penal Code in
resfrt\ uring their rape laws, -

Th , Model Penal COde sought to reduce the de,
gree o resistance reqiiired of the rap victim tsy
eliminat g the element of "against her will." In its
place wa substituted a requirement specifying that

. .,he. perpe ator "compels .her to submit by force or
by 'threat f imminent death, serious 'bodily injury,.
extreme p in or kidnapping, to be inflicted oh any-

. Orie." 4

This' redefinition shifted the focus from; the ;lc-
tiqs.state of mind, as evidenced by her resistance,

,to *Conduct:of the perpetrator:The drafters noted
,.

in or comment. on this section that they were
tryin avoid the requirement that.the'oman resistt
to th ' ,tmost. *However: they stated that "compels
to sub' it" meant that the woman -had to offer more
than a, oken initial resistance."'

(

when there is concurrence of an nnacceatable act
and a criminal intent with respect td that act. The

.unacceptable act is called the actus reus; the criminal
intent is called the mens rea. In the traditional defi-
nition of rape, the nous reus is the uneonsented-to
sexual intercourse and thg mens rea is the intention
or knowledge of having the intercourse without the
consent of the victim. Lack of consent of the victim
is ultimately the characteristic that distinguishes rape.
The ceneurrence of the act and the intent requires
both that the victim in fact not consent and that the
perpetrator know at that time that the victim did not
consent.

Alth h there was less.emphasis on resistance in
the Mod Penal Code formulations of rape than in
more tre tional carnal knowledge statutes, resist-
ance remaked an important factor. The question
must be ratted why resistance remained central to
rape. It is important to recognize that a resistance
standard refki\ts1 the perpetrator's view of sexual
intercourse: unless the victim resists, the.perpetrator
may assume she is consenting.,Resistince thus oper-
ates as a communication from the -victim to the per-
petrator regardin her 'intentions. But the resistance
standard 'also pi *des an objective standard by
which society, in a form of a jury determination,
can evaluate what i inherently subjectivewhether
the victim consented. Consent is a frame of Mind,
with all' the contradict ns.-blurred impressions', and

. vague thoughts that _a; frame of mind., contains.
Resistance ill a useful o ward manifestation which
it more easily evaluated the perpetrator 'and by
the jury. This duarpurpose resistance is of special
importance in light of the tr itjonal components of
a criminal act.

elTh three following situations illustrate this con-\
- ceptr I .

, 4 .
' (1) If the victim consents in fact, but-the perpe-

trator Believes she is not consenting, is this rape?Thg law says `noince there is criminal latent, but
no act. The sena:IT-Intercourse is consented to and
such intercourse is not an unacceptable act within
the meaning of rape. Conceptually, this would be
regarded as' an attempted Tape.

(2) If the-victim does not consent in fact, but the
perpetrator believes she cdisenting because her
behavior would lead any reasonable person to think
she was consenting, is this riipe?°The law says 'no'
since there is an unacceptible act, i.e., unconscated-,
to sexual intercourse, but-np criminal intent. In. '

criminal law terms, this is .the -mistake-of-fact de-
fense; if -thidefendant is mistaken in a. fact which is.
an element of a crime ,-anck i(the fact, as missal*,,
would make the conduct lawful; then the defendant
has acted with lawful intent and no eri e has been
codunitted. In California, a recent' coil ruling. re-
quirei an instructidn to the jury that the defendant
must be acquitted if they find he reasonably be-

. lieved the was cementing. This holds true if
.

they,also find the victim did not in fact consent.

(3) If the viett does not consent in fact ana
makes that lack of "Zonsent apparent to any reason-,
able,person, but the perpetrator, being unreasonable,
nonetheless. believes she is consenting, is this rape?
In. the strictest sense there is still no niens rea since
here is criminal England, tht ere s still no cr m na ntent. ng an , ere

2.2 The Relationship ,Between Resistance'
and Consent The Unacceptable Act and
CriMinal intent

I
Legal theory has long held' that a crime-exists onl.L

.f.

would be no crime committed in this situation,' In
the United States, however, such mistakes.geherally.
need to be reasonable and in most,jurisdictions there
would be a rape in the instance °Lan unreasonable_
mistake as to consent.

0
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Thus,' the definition of rape depends upon both
the perceptionpf the victim, i.e., that the intercourse
was in fact not consented jp, and the perception of
the defendail,of *at lack of consent. The problem
That immediately arises is that, given the assumptions
of many people about what is appropriate sexual
behavioz)'-for .men > and women, there will- be no

a, criminal intent in many instances where there is an
unacceptable att.:The victim will perceive the inter-
course as rape Intich.iinire frequently than will the.,.
perpetrator. .

From the victim's perspective;.ff she is not con-.
senting to sexual intercourse, it tape.. if .the per7.
petrator accomplishes the intercourse by making her
feel guilty, by wearing her down with endless coax-
ing, by igqoring her verbal protestations, by plying .

her with liquor, or by simply going ahead in the face
of 'her failure tit indicate consent, she thinks It is
rape. Thus.. .what to many has been condoned or
taught as- the art of courtship, is considered rape
by the.seduced,

The victim may see the perpetrator's detainina--
lion. to hive sex with her as too powerful, to' resists
perhaps accepting the consequences of. interconrse
as a punishment for being in the situation.'she is in'
orbecause it is the only way to end an onslaught
of psychological, intimidation. If .she is in ,a situation
where rape_ is possible, she is likely to be where
society condettins her for being in the first place: in
her apartment iione"with a date, in a parked car,
a map's 'bedroom, iri a lonely wood. Accepting the ,
guilt for her situation, she may assume responsibility
for the rape as well.

The common belief that. there . are substantial
num;Wrs of false rape-complaints might partially be
traced to the victim's perception of rape. Tile law
sometimes rejects as a "false" rape complaint what
the victim considers to be rape. Sexual intercourse
accomplished without the victim's affirmative Consent

or by means of .coercion or intimidation is, rape in
the eyes of the victim, but. it may hot be Criminal
.Under traditional rape law, nr lit the. eyes of the.
perpetrator.

The perpetrator tends to define rape in terms Of
.the woman's conduct in response to his adVances.'
'He' 'assumes that she is consenting unless She 'resists
physically in a clear unequivocal, perhaps violent
communication of nonconsent.

Even the victim's` resistance does not always create
agape In the eyes of the peypetrator., He tends' to

view resistance as.. the victim's' wa
guilty feelings of her actual conse
sistance more as her response to 'eta
of consent than as a rejection of him.
petrator's eyes,. "no" from the victim
and anything ambivalent or unclear is
favor of consent.

Defining rape, in terms of the- victim's perspective
conflicts with .society's view. of what is necessary
in order to punish someone for a crime: the perpe-
trator must commit an unacceptable act with eriminal
intent. Because victims and perpetrators do not agree
on what is unacceptable, there is often no criminal
intent in situations where there is an act unaccept-

(.
able to the victim. Thus, the need to redefine rape
may require. a' resolution of this funtiameptal dis-
parity. o. ' .0

Recent developments in rapt .redefiiition have`
focused' on the need to rura-attention fiotn the
.vic'tim's behavior (resistance) or state of mind'(lack
of consent) to the rapist's --condue't .(force). To this ,

end, several 'states 'have recently defittpd rape
terms of criminal circumstances which emphasize
perpetrator conduct. Eight statesao date, eliminated
the word "rape" and created a terminology, such as
criminal sexual assault,- connotating a crime defined
by what the offender did. In order to broaden further
the concept of rape, many states have made the crime
sex-neutral.' These states have proscribed several
types of sexual attacks whO tip not presume male
perpetrators and female victims. In aaddifign, several
states. have classified, "rape.'" into various degrees
which Are differentiated by the seriousness of the .

offender's C;onducl. Each of these developments is
now considered in more detail.

- ,

of avoiding
He sees re-
disapproval
in the per

means. "yes"
construed in

2.3 Criminal Circumstance Definitions,
of Rape

-

Traditibnally, rape has been defined in terms of
sexual intercourse, -plus lack of Consent, plus criw
inal ,intent 'of the perpetrator. Most states which
have -redefined-rape in recent, yeari have avoided
the- 'consent 'issues altdgether. These states. have
attempted to define. rape as sexual intercourse under
circumstances which require the conchision that
there was both criminal intent and lack of consent.
With this type of :definition, there is no need to in-
quire into the victim's perception. If the sexual
intercourse occurred, under a dangerous criminal
circumstance, then an objective standards has, Been
met and it does not matter whether or not the victim

\s'
- .1
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consented. ft] fact, the law .does, not allow her to
consent under such a circumstance. A determination
bas been made by the legislature that consent, in %AU
a situation is-too dangerous to be 'sanctioned.

This redefinition of rape requires a careful delinea-
tiorq of criminal circumstances'- so that there is no
overlap into social interactions which society might
permit if there werevolsent. Possibilities for such
criminal circumstances incluCle': 4

.( 1) sexual intercourse accomplished by means
of a weapon or through physical injury or through
threat of harm;

(2) sexual intercourse accomplished with a vic-
under a certain age or hi a certain relationship,

blood or authority, with the perpetrator;

(3) sexual intercourse accomplished with a vic-
tiht who is unconscious or has had drags adminis-
teied to her withbut her consent;

.

(4) sexual intercourse accomplished in the course
o a kidnapping or burglary;

sy sexual intercourse accomplished under sir- -
stancetrelsonably calculated to coerce the victim
submission.

Such criiiiinal circumstances can either be iteanzed
inchisive list or be used as ..illustrative, of the

int

as a
type
condpc

There

f circumstances which render the :sexual
rape.

are substantial advantages to a "criminal
circu sta ces" definition of rape. If consent is not
an el went of the crime? then mistake as to consent
is not relevant and the defendant will not be able
to esc Re responsibility for his acts by convincing a
jury t at he thought the victim Was consenting. More
critica y, ifs.onsent is not at issue, then prior sexual
cond t of the victim is not relevant and is not ad-
missibl, on that issue. Generally, the criminal cir-
cpmsta model permits a much broader.staltdard

.110
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standard still encompasses a narrower range of con"
uct than what the victimyorceives to be rape, since

t focuses only On the coarse dangerous rape conduct.
he clangeronsheis of Conduct is certainly wationale

aggravating an .olense.in terms of sentencing,
it is not, in terniS 'of ram, germane to the nature

of the offense. Conceptually, rape should not be pun-
ished only when some datigerous circumstance in

addition to the rape exists; otherwise, rape bec.onies
`a,. non - crime, an act' punished only when Mere is
,sorne other crime being pariiihed in any case. *ma;
the deft ition of rape must look heyond those situa-
tions wh h are conclusive of lack of consent!

.
The denim* rape can expand conceptually

beyond circumstances which are conclusive of lack
of consent to circumstances where consent is pbs-
sible, although unlikely. Examples might include
sexual intereonrse accoinplished by mean of physical
restraint (bondage) or by the administration of drugs

Avith-the-victites-acquiescence, -These-instaices-are
not so .dangerous as to preclude the possibility of

' consent.*Sexual intercourse might be pretumed ter
be rape unless the defendanj affirmatively Illowg.that
the sexuae.inter' course was consensual.. In practical
terms, if the'jury finds that there was inttrZotirse, plus
criminal.'ekcumstance, 1)14 'consent, they must ac-.
quit. Thus, eOnsenc can be concurrent with the crimi-
nal circumstance and if so, then no crime has been
committed. Consent is antuffirmative defense, but its
lack is not an element -of the 'crime..

. .

Even this broadening of the definition does not ,.
include all nonconsensual intercourse. To the extent
that there are other circumstances too varied to de-,
fine in advance or too* ambiguous to indicate on the
face that there is no consent, there remain situations
wherelhe -victim does,not consent and the perpetra-
td1 knOws or would know that skis not consenting.
TO include these situations, the objective standard
must be abandoned and. the law must look solely to .
the subjectlie state of mind of the victim, as wel
as the Subjectite state of mind of the defendant.
Here, lack 'of consent is restored as an element of

,. the crime, but there is no additional standard: no
resistance and no criminal circumstance is here
required:

for rape than the resistance model,. which, focused.
.,s narrowly on the ,victirn's conduct. Furthermore, it

provide clearer, mitte objective cited, than the
consent standardi Which allows differing perceptions
by the victim slid thd perpetratbr to 'negate crimi-
nality. Thus, the criminal, circumstances model com-
bines advan ?ages oftioth the resistance standard, in
that it isobjective,44 theonsent tandird, in that
it covers a wide. scope of non - consensual sexual
Conduct. r t-

Despite its wide scope, the criminal circumstances.
,
4

7

These definitions of rapefroni,criminal circum-
stances conclusive of lack of consent to circumstances

- presumptive of lack7of-conienrcind-fit tally-triaek of
consentinclude the range. of et:induct in which
there is both an unacceptable act and criminal intent
Hkwever, Te.problem rvarying perceptiOns be-

A. r



tween the victim and the perPetrator remains. Many
unconsented-to sexual* acts would go unpunished
vehere the perpetrator believes there to be consent.
These- acts arise largely in situations where the
victim feels coerced, intimidated, overpowered, but
the perpetrator feels he is engaging in aggressive,
but legitimate, "seduction."'

The only way to'expandthe definition of rape to
include these situations is to presume all sexual
intercourse to be rape, that presumptioir being over- .
come only be demonstratingr uncoeiced consent
clearly communicated by the victim. Such a definition I
may appear shocking on its face and so divergent

- from' current societal views of seduction and court-
ship as to preclude its legislative enactment. None-
&less, it is strongly suggested in recent legislation
like'that of Michigan.

Th Michigan Crimingi Sexual Conduct Act. The
importance and. national impact of the MiChigan
Criminal Sexual -Conduct Act -has en .tpentioned
earlier.. In some senses, the Michigan bill is a prose-
Ono. s's nightmare. It is very long ands complex, not
Only-because it repeals nine other statutes, but be-
cause, it creates an entirely new vocabularly, part of
which is defined within the statute, and part of
vvhlch is 'left, to the courts to .interpret. Others
interested in,; ollowing the Michigan model have
had to exam inb the language of that bill carefully,
since terms used in Michigan may have very different
meanings in other states. .

Under the n ew law, fouedegrees of criminal sexual
conduct are distinguished, dependent upon the pres-
ence or absence Of (a)rsexual penetration or contact,
and (b) sigelfied aggravated circumstances. The.

. four degrees can be illustrated as follows:

Pelle- Vailrig
tration Contact Circum Mgximum
Required Required stances Penalty

Criminal
Sexual

Conduct

Firs! Degree - '"" I 35
Secbnd Degree
Third Degree
Fourth Degree.

X Life
X X 15 'Years

X .15 Years
X - 2 Years.

A$500

The Michigan statute represents a radical. depar-
ture from common law rape. Both penetration and?
contact are 'sex-neutral and' broadly defined. 'The

_

The f 'lure of the Michigan statute to mention the
elimipalion of lack of consent as an 'element of the
crime may firove a serious* error. Fifteen'years ago;
for example, California adopted a ktatute which
eliminated all mention of consent and Mich defined" ,

rape in terms' of force and a modified resistance
stairdefff. Even with a reduced resistances standard;
the courts quickly interpreted subjective lack of
consent as an element of the crime; reasoning that
the very nature of rape dem-inded lack of consent ;

since, otherwise, the intercourse would be consensual
and, thus, not rape: Without a resistance standard
courts are even .tho ;e likely to bring a consent'
standard back into a statute unless the, statute speci-
fies that lack of consent is not an element of the
Crime: Even if lack of tonsent is not re-established
as an element of the crime in-the-Michigan statute,
the status of consent as a defense is certain to create
problems of statutory *interpretation.

La t
,two-possible ifirerpretalions of the, status of -eon-

seneas a defense under the Michigan law -are:. (1) .

consefit can be eliminated as a defense or (2).con-
_pm:Can be regarded as an affirmative defense which

an excuse the conduct even' if all the elements of ,

the crime are present. It is a marked weakness in
the Michigan law that itleaves the crucial determina-
tion oi the differences befweea these two views to
the courti.'FOr example, under 5.5206(1) (e) of
the vtichigirlaw, criminal sexual conduct in the
first degree is committed, if the perpetrator engages
in sexual titration while armed with a weapon Or
any article used-- or fashioned in a manner to lead
the victim t reasonably believ it to be a weapqn.
If. consent is of a defense, then the victim cannot

JegallY consen and thereby legalize the perpetrator's
conduct if he i. armed. If consent is a defense, then
the perpetrator n claim that, although heas armed
with a weapon, e victim in fact consented
weapon was not ponsible for, any coercion. in'
this situation, the se of consent as an affirmative .
.defense has legi y in view of the failurehe
statute to specify the victim need bei!liware of
the existence of the apon. There is alsd a strong -
argument for 1.conse defense where, the victim
knows the we4ori is the as on a camping trip, but
there is reason to beliey she was not: coerced by
its use. Thus,, courts mi toe inclined to assume ''
consent is 'a defense to the rime.

4

_rtigd_rape_hasivenzeplaced by Criminal Smut
. .

Conduct," the resistance requirement has been ex-. Under 5., 52Qb(1)(f) of th
',-74iesslY eliminated, and consent is nowhere men- , ever, criminal sexual co* nduct in

donut.

44 >1 ft

,

Michigan law, how-,
e first degree also
exual penetration

9

accrues to .the accomplishment of
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through force or coercion where the victim is injured.
At least in situations where force and injury are
subttantial, the use of consent as an affirmative
defense is dekructive to t en i dl circumstances
standard The jury coul. ,e to d that, despite the
clear indication of force, the victim's broken
ribs, and_split lip, they can fin . tlint-slie-conserited

, to the intercourse and they must tfiereby acquit
- the defendant. The worst travesties of justice in

terms of rape law have occurred precisely' because
the defendant was permitted, to show that consent
and force and injury could be concurrent. The
Michigan statute does hot specifically prevent the
continuation of consent as a defense in situations
where it appears entirely inappropriate.

The failure to 'deal with consent is aggravated by
the definition of criminal sexual condudi in the third
degree. The Michigan raw establishes this as a felony
when sexual penetration is accomplished by force.
If force' is meant in terms of its common law
'definition, then it means force sufficient to overcome
resistance, thus, indirectly, the resistance standard
returns. If force Means any application of energy,
then all sexual penetration involves use of force and
is criminalized by this section..The problem is some=

., what ininiMized by a reference ton.5206(1)(f)(i)
(v) for suggestions as.to what force means,: but.i

°"-1
it also leaves open the possibility of a broader
definition by stating that force is not limited to
the circumstances outlined there.

tration is accomplished by means of "forcible com-
pulsion." Forcible compulsion is defined as "ppysicaf
force which overcomes resistance, or a threat, ex-

ed or implied, that places person in fear of
dea or physical ink* to herself or himself or
an' he person or in fear that she or he or another
pers be kidnapped."' Thus, it represents a
broad objective standard, which includes resistance,
but replaces traditional lack of eonsent as an element
of the crime.

The treatment of consent as an element and a
defense is ultimately left tothe construction of the
Washington courts. The Washingtod statute does
giye some indication of its intention to eliminate
consent except in le second degree of she crime.
Section 9.70.160(1) of the-statute specifies that a
mistake-of-fact defense. is applicable in the second
degree of rape where lack of codtent is based solely
on the. victim's mental incapacity or physioal help-

--le-ssness* Mistake-of_fact,,imilds..instance, is_a_defense
which the defendant must prove' y a preponderance
of the evidence. Presumably, by 1 specific reference
in second degree rape and lack of on elsewhere,,
mistake of fact as to consent is not a Tense to, the
first or third degree of rape. If mistake of fact is not
a defense, the crime is one of strict, liability. Wheie,
as in the first degree, the -perpetrator accomplishes
the sexual penetration thrdugh force.ar4kidnapping,
he cannot.claim .that he was mistaken in thinking
there was consent, or that she was accompanying him
willingly. Traditional mens rea is established through
an objective determination that there cafili neither
consent nor a mistake as,to lack of consent where
sexual intercourse' is accomplished through forcible
compulsion.

This interpretation of the statute is, however,
somewhat Conjectural. The statute does not explicitly
state that consent is ncot a defense to the first degree
of the crime, here forcible compulsion is the stand-
ard. Furthermore, the status of consents confused
by the third degree of the crime which relies upon
lack of consent asihe standard foilfie orime. Section
9.79.190(1) of the Washittton law punishes all
sexual intercourse accomplished without the consent .,
of the victim if that lack of consent is clearly ex-
pressed to the perpetrator. However, consent is de- ".
fined in terms of affirmative, communicated consent.
_Presiintabl yret_puishes_th gcle

intercourse a without affirmative, com-
municated cone , regardless of the nature of the
circumstances. There is no need to show coercion; ,,

* ._

'` Under the Michigan statute, the possibility exists
, that consent might *permitted as a defense to any

of,the sections 9f the law. The difficulty is that it
may be desirable to have consent as a -defense to
some forcible penetration situations, since face
theoretically encompasses, all types of penetration;
on the other hand, it is undesirable as a defense
when the force is sufficient to disallow the conclusion
that force and consent existed coneurently. With no
indication in ,the statute'itself as to when "consent
may be a defense, there is a real likelihood that
consent will be permitted as an affirmative defense
in all' instances, except where consent is factually
irrelevant, as with statutory rape based upon age.

The Washington Rape Statine: In 1975, the slate
of Washington enacted a site retaining the word

-"rape". but broadening the definition to include three
degrees-of-the-srimer7-The--Wasbingtonstatute,-rather

than looking to' itemized criminateircumstarkes, as
does Michigan, defines rape in terms of a broad
resistance standard. Rape exists when sexual pene-

10! .
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'resistance oiintimidation;tbe state Must prove kiply
*hit the vrethri did got 'communicate consent tg.the
perpetrator and ihat her5ack of such colninunicaiion
was clearly expressed. in the absence of a coifi.putni-

..
cation of 6nsint, the perpetrator must presume

:lack of consent. .

.- There is some ambiguity in the Wording of the
third degree which qndert.thisainterpretation prob-
lematic. It seems strange to talk'about "eZprissing"
a lack of communicatipn. If the 1,vornan does noth-
ing, if she remains totaliyupresponsive and:nute, is
she "expresiink" her lack of' communicated consent?
The point its unclear:

Presumably, if the victim Hi Tact does not give
her comMunicatedmonsent, then the defendant, can-
not claim that he thought, Mistakenly, that she did'
indicate consent. Her failure to give consent estab-
lishes intent.lishes the crime wiihout respect to his criminal intent
Although strict liability in the first degree-follows
from the definition of forcible convulsion, strict
liability in the third degree of the crime has ques-
tionable rationale. One can reasonably conclude
that theke is criminal intent -where.the're -is the use
of physical (dice overcoming: resistance; It is less
clear that there is conclusively criminal intent when

Alteyielini_d_oel not _actively .cOmmunicate consent.
In fact, it has been suggested. that consent be ob-
tained in writing before engaging in intercourse in
Washington.

.
The Wiscoishi Sexual 'Assailt Statute. Wisconsin

has adopted :a four-tiered "sexual _assault" statute
which punishes both penetration and"contact crimes,

-.eliminates the resistance standard, and incorporates
a criminal circumstances standard in additibn to the
subjective "lack of consent" standard.* The explicit.
retention of lack of consent as a major element of

'the -crime includes a definition of cOnsent to mean
words or overt action indicating freely 'given 'agree-
ment to sexual intercourse or contact. The first and
second degrees punish aggravated sexual penetration

-and* contact as long as there is no consent. Thus,.
even 'under the circumstance of rape resulting_in
'severe injury, the victim can "theoretically consent
and negate the criminal act, This retention of con-
sent Means also °tat the mistake-of-fact defense as g't

,to that consent still exists. The third and Oath
degrees of sexual assault punish sexual intercourse

Sexua Conanet?i ,

Se, "t ates,_ including Wisconsin, -have recently
or contaccaccoThplabeewithetit-eOntat- 'Thumb- revlse4-theirdefinitiins-of
biguiti of- Washington's terminology l'elear expres- a specific crime and creating a new,crime which -fits

t scion" is corrected here. It is ; crime, in Wisconsin generally into ,,assault and battery concepts. Several
to have sexual contact unless the recipient, by wo'r'ds 'other states are currently considering such matures.'

k. .

of overt action, indicates frelky given consent. Such--
contact constitutes a criine if the'recipierit remains4. .
mute .Lr.:_unresponsive, even if there is no overt
rejection..

Although this definition incorporates the victim's
perception of rape,, the problem remains that .the
use of consent, even as redefined, means that juries
can find consent in, situations where highly dangerous
.conduct has 'taken-place: It also retains the commOp-
lbw focus_ on the victim's behavior rather than the
defendant's In Wisconsin, a jury will' be instructed
that they Must find lack of consent in order to convict
under most sections of the new law. In Waihington,
such an instruction cs appropriate only in the third
degree rape, Since Washington's tfiird degree
"lesser:included" offense o-fiiscand second' degree
rapes, however, the instruction on consent' will be
given even if first or secOnd,.degreerape is charged.
Washington Aries will be asked to apply a consent
standard only if they do- not convict oil the first_or
second degree charge. It is doubtful whether they
can suspend the c nsideratjon.. if they cannot, the
Washington 'and onsin statutes merge on the
issue of consent. \ t .

k.

Thus, Michigan, with its elimination of lack, of
consentiii_an element,.Washington with its partial

'.. exclusion, and WisconsiciiViihriteiiiiOli of iaile "Of
consent as redefined, offer a spectrum of ways- to

' deal with consent: The more that lack of consent
forms the basis of the crime, the- broader the conduct.
which can be unished, since leek -Of consent lqoks
tg the subjective state of mind: of. each, victim.
contrast, the more that lack of consent is eliminated
as an element, the less the likelihood that dangerous
conduct will be punished, since consent is found to

41triratteurrent with thilipnduct. Conceptually, -the'
ashington. stain*, if Mfied -as to when consent

*. is a defense,. may strike the necessary compromise'
by eliminating consent as- an element' and defense'
in- its aggravated rapes where attention can be fo:
cusdd on Itip rapist's, -conduct, while retaining it in
its Iessfer'degrees of rape where the rapist's conclue-
maybe more ambiguous.

:Sexual Assault or Criminal

I
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Assault & defined' as an attempt to inflict air un- activity between unmarried persons is lawful, then
sented-to touch upon another person, and battery

Ilefuted as the touching itseittonceptuilly,.ssault
r fleets an attempted rape, while -battery; whei

Ur
uching is involved, more closely approximates the
tual crime of rape.

'traditionally, battery is a misdeMpanor Punished
lY as one of the least serious of crimes Even
vated aSsildt or battery statutes ustally carry'

.1 Vier perialties than rape. The emphasis of thee
s antes is: on the potential physical harm" which
c result from the perpetrator's-conducta' po-
t kial usually measured by the actual physical harm'
i feted.

.
e problem with the assault/battery concept in

pect .to rape is that the seriousness of rape dogs
t necessarily depend upon the degree of force,used
on the potential physical harm %%high vesultt from

fined -intercourselthoughraevietims are SOIlle7"
' times beaten in addition to the rape, there is usually

lade physical trauma as a result. of she. rape itself.
The 'harrt of rape rests in the fear of death, as- well
as In ti)eradationand humiliation the victim must
experience. The injury is always to the psyche, some-
times to.the body. .

.

trend toward treating rape as an assault or
..battiry, rather than as ,a sexual act, imu-st be !rain-

aterl with some care. The rejection of rape as a
mittety of sexual interaction is ap'propria'te,

yit turning simply to assault.and battery as
an alternadvaineank of defining the dime may create
more. prObleins than it solves. The emphasig in an
assault statute is ,on the physical' harm inflicted on
the., victim. Rape would rarely be punished at all.

, under most aggravated assault statutes. The :typical
rape; without substantial physical

assault
in-

stead be punished as, a 'simple. assault or 'battery,
and earry,,,, light jail term orfide as its punishments,

-

Oise reason given for- embracing assault and bat-
tery concepts is that litany believe 'consent is not a
defethe to those crimes and thus the .concepts are
seen: as a way of avoiding the consent Problem in
rape.. However, consent is genera*. a defenSe to
assault and battery unless what is consented 'to is

nst public policy or prohibited by law .Trans-
latex! int s he ra co eans-Illat-g-thgauack-s-..,
basic activity is illegal, for instance under foinication
'statutes which ,forbid sexual intercourse between
persons not married to one another., then. consent
would be impossible. But if, as in some states, sexual

consent would be a defense to a 'nye even if it were
classified as a battery:

.Recent statutory I:evisions which consider "rape"
as, crimes of "sexual assault:' usually share little
With traditional assault stathTes exeelit the conno-
tation of foice and violence. This Connotation may

t-be sufficient reason to borrow assault langliage to4
define. the crime only if one ignores the fact that
many rapes without force or violence.-

Care must .be ,t en, in -this, event, that common
lawdefen to assaultaqd battery, inckidine consent
and The need intent to inflict serious bodily harm,
do not later n row the crimes when courts are called
upon.Io irate_ 414 new statutes. Where a legal
term with h legal histdry js used, courtis have
a siront tendency to apply the connotations devel-
opeil. around the word; judges and lawyers assume

.P-that such a tentritould-notbe-usectlyydre-legislature---7-7
for definiliontil purposes unles's its connotations were
meant 'to apply., °,

s
Betause of these 'dangers, states considering a

change to an assault or battery concept must look
- carefully at their own case law to determine phether

theseconcepts. -are, in fact, applicable toqape. If
agsaiiit and battery Concepts ,do carry meanings in- .

appropriate, to,rape situations, it would be better to
creek a netxtenn altogether, 1,ike Michigan's ."crim-
inal sexual conduct:"

.

Futitliernrore, the word "assault" may' not carry
overtones. of any great seriousness. pip one is horri-

;fiedAr. the idea of an assault unifssIthe assault is
to be sexual. The questiori to be asked, may

be whether. a rape is viewed with more gravity than
.'a severe beating. If society believes these harms to be

substantitily 'sinailarrthen assault may be a valuable-
word.to cover rape 'as well as the beating. However,
if society places ,a different yalne, on, rape,- ex-

..*.ainple," than .tin a rnit stabbing another man in the
.arm. then OSe use Rk the word "assault" may serve
milinlirto devalue the seriousness of rape..

Elimination of the word "'rape" from therrimitial
statutes has.`11ao been urged by Those wlinfielieve
tritits, definition has been too constricted: limited
to the insertion of ti penis .into the vagina. Sexual

1171"actude--inariy-Tother-Idocis-of-conduck--
whiih do not differ in their 'gravity [many way oilier
than the possibility.bf Pregnancy; arising from vaginal
epe.-That .risk, in' days When an out-of- wedlock
child made an outcast of the mother, may well have

12
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legitimized the legal distinction. The consequences of
such a pregnancy were probably far greater for the
victim that} any other kind of injury short of death.
Today, however, with the ability, to terminate an
unwanted pregnancy, there is no longer justification
for distinguishing vaginal peneration as a separate
mime. Pregnancy resultioi from rape, however,, may
constitute a reason for aggravating the punishment'
for Se crime.

.$

If there is insufficient reason to isolate vaginal
penetration.by the penis, then the crime of rse might
include all kinds of sexual peneration. Section 520
a(h) pf the Michigan Criminal texual*Conduct Act,
for instance, defines sexual penetration as!

sexual intercourse, cunnilingus, fellatio,
anal intercourse, or any other intrusion,
however slight, or any part of a person's-
body or of any object into the genital or
anal openings. of another person's body,
but emission of semen is not required.

Without too much distortion of the hiotorieal
concept, rape could be expanded to include such a
definition. withour- changing' the word itself, as does
Washington, However, the word so strongly connotes
sexual penetration that it'does. not expand readily to
include, sexual contacts other than penetration. It
does not seem odd to think of forcible sodomy as
rape, brit it does seem peculiar td think of forcible,
manual touching of the genitals as rape..Therefore,

4

i( a state wants to include forcible sexual contact
other than penetration, then a term other than rape,
such as criminal sexual conduct, seems appropriate.
Othenfise, it would be necessary to define two sena-
rate offenses, one including an expanded definition
of rape, and the Other called something like "criminal
sexual contact,;'' The latter could then be defined as
a separate crime. Michigan defines it within its
criminal sexual conduct statute as: ,

. the intentional touching of the victim's or " .
actor's intimate parts or the intentional
touching of the clothing.covering the im-
mediate area of the victim's or"

f"--
r'' actor's. ,

intimate parts, if that intentional-
Despite this sex- neutrality trend,ithe marital status

construed as being forcan reasonably be
4of the parties involved in criminal sexual conduct

the purpose of sexual arousals or gratifi-;
cation .°

1

important one bolt pragmatically and conceptually.
Sexual contact cranes are not likely to be charged
unless they involve some 'aggravating factor like
physical injury. The existence of the crime, hpwever,

,enables prosecutors who have charged penetration
or aggravated contact chimes to negotiate pleas down
to those unaggravated contact crimes which carry

- much lighter sentences. The sexual contact crime
gives the prossecutpr additional flexibility in disposing'
of cases with guilty pleas. Many of, these are likely
..to be cases which, under old statutory schemes,
would have been dismissed oatrighl or pleaded to
simple battery or disturbink the peacectirthermore,
the' inclusion of .sexual conta t crimes recognizes
conceptually that very serious hm can arise from
a sexual attack even if no pene
or attempted. The degree of ten
the victim does not necessarily
fact of penetration.

n is accomplished .4
experienced by,

epend, upon the

, I

2.5 SexNeutrality' and Marital Status
The expanded definitions of criminal sexual con-

duct in states like Michigan, Washington, and Wis-
consin have apother gnificant side effect. They

amake rape ?ex- neutral crime. Thus,. it becomes
possible for nien to be.,victims and for women to be
perpetiators.4ttmoseibal conduct Is treated identi-
cally with ehetlitnexual conduct. This necessitates
die repeal df any statutes which fdrbid consensual
homosexual.conduct, as well as those statutes which
punish other kinds of sexual -conduct common to
both heterosexuality. and.homosexuality, such as oral
and anal intercourse.

. The expansion of Tape to a sex-neutral crime also-
eliminates the focus on the crime given to it. by
feminist analysis, ,which views rape as -a crime by
men against women, a crime whose ignificance lies
in its use by men to maintain women in a slate of
powerleisness. The sex-neutral crime makes quite a
different statement:- that the sex of the perpetrator
and the' Victim are without significance in evaluating

. the meaning .of the sexual contact.

-

Whether criminal sexual contact is included in a
general criminal sexual cciliduct law or whether
separate offenses are created in order to.retain the
word "rape," the expansion to contact crimes. is an

continues to be an issue of importance and contro-
versy. The rape of a wife by her husband has never
seen a crime in this country, althoughnome countries

-4do_protect married *omen from rape by their hus-
bands.k° Recent proposals fir changing the defini-
rion of rape in this country have frequently included

'complete protection for married women; but such

23
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provisions have always been defeaied. Most states
have retained marriage as a total defense to charges
of-rape, despite strong opposition by the proponents
of new legislation. - -

.

N
( The rationag for creating marriage as a detente

to rape is understandable in its, historical context.
Thd concept of marriagdentailed the ownership of
the Wife by the hutband. A husband ,could not rape
his wife for the same reason that he could not

s. burglarize-his own house; one cannot steal what-one
already owns. Furthermore; the wife, by virtue of
her marriage vows which required that she !`obey"
her husband, consented in advance to all sexualin-.
tercourse within the marriage; Untif,recentlY,'divorcd
law provided that the rdfusal."orthei wife. to' engage
in sexual intercourse gave the.:husband grounds for
divorce while, rape of the wig by the husband did
not, give her grounds for divorce.

The greatest advance in protection for married,
women 'consists of provisions permitting a tape
chargc if the spouses are living apart at the time of
the rape. Most states: like ,Michigan, additionally
requite that one spouse must have filed 'for sepainte
Maintenance or dit'orce. This type of provision seems
to be a 'standard compromise on the issue, a com-
promise which some' have a geed violates equal pro-
tec4n by peotecting som married people but not
others. Several states, how vex, have recently enacted

if-.4.-1- legislation which elimina s rape . charges between
, perions living together even ifs they are not marrieds
A number of arguments are given for retention of
the married spbuse exclusioh, or some variation of
it. .It is said, for example, that the crime creates legal
intrusion into the marriage' relationship. 'It is none-.
thelUsetrue that any Crime other than rape can be
committed by one spoOse updp another. If a wife
forges her husband's name on a check, she can be
charged with forgery. If a, man beats his wife, he
can be chargepvith adult or battery. To no other
crime of violence is marriage a defense.

It is also argued that allowing rape prosecution
against one spouse allows the other spouse to use
the threat of `such a prosecution in order to gain
some other advantage, such as a favorablessettlement
in a divorce: Exactly the ,same -threat,however, can
be used inrespect to a beating, althoUgh in that case
the threat may have more vitality; a beating usually
carries physical signs of itroccurrence, and the proof
problems may be fewer. The threat of a rape prose-
cuticin, even with substantial evidence, is" rarely
meaningful given society's current seeming inability

r
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to view rape of -a, wife by a husband as anything.
deservingrpunishment: ;

It is true that there are. likely to be substantial
evidentiary problems with most interspousal rapes,
since a crime, is involved which would "rarely be
capable of proof beyond a reasonable doubt.* This

-arginnentt it woul,seem, placates those who fear
.the wbolesale prosecution lot husbands rather that:
defeats the rationale for the existence of the crime.
What is usually determinative of whetkei- conduct A
is criminal is the interest of society in protecting
individual safety and 'welFbeing. . .

Tile difficulties of proving ti crjme ordinarily mean
there will be few prosecutions. Clearly, Prosecution
under the criminal law is not the solutiOn to the

,problem of wives beaten by their husbands. Rape

.. is a crime, theoretically, becauieli is such offensive
' onduct that sOciety.ts obligaticl to.e.xpiess its wrath
wherever'ihe conduct is en-Countered. ,

.

2.6 Degrees of Rape and Penalty
Structures .

.

Rape, knitter carnal knowledge statutes, is regarded
as a single crime, with a single punishment, fre-
quently death or up to life in prison. This severe
punishment for rape is understandable in view of
the narrow finition of rape under the carnal knowl-
edge con

t
only a fewirapes at tie most dangerous

end of the spectrum of forcible sexual 'conduct are.
punished. The actual severity of the punishment for

.mrape is ore theoretical Than real. Most offendeis
serve far fewer years than the ppssibie maximum.
Nonetheless, ii has been Teared that the possibility
of the imposition of the maximum sentence has .

deterred juries from convicting, even in cases Within
the parrow definition of carnal knOwledge rape. .

Under statutes which broaden the definition to,
include a greater variety of criminal conduct, there
may b'e distinctions between the kinds of conduct
which justify different penalties. A' jury may -convict ..
for a serious crime where they would acquit if forced
to choOse between acquittal and conviction on a
serious charge. Different penalties require different
degrees of thecrime, or some method of aggravating
factdrs. In fact, the trend has been toward dividing
the crime of rape into degrees in order to provide
gradation in penalties.

2.7 The Model Penal Code Ap'p'roach
Theories on how the crime should be divided vary

.
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greatly, and a number of approaches to such grada-
tion have been taken. The Model Penal Code, for
example, establishes three categories based upon the

ei!iptio dangerousness of the perpetrator's conduct. The most
severe degree is reserved for those crimes where the
pernetratoes conduct is "most brutal or shocking,
evincing the most dangerous aborrabon of char-
acter,and threat to 'public security. . . ." " These
crimes are then defined as those in which the per-
pet mtor inflicts serious bodily injury upon someone,
or where the .victim was not a voluntary social com-
panion of the - perpetrator upqn the occasion of the

...) crime and had not had ,previous consensual sexual
contact with him. If neither of these two circum-
stances exists, then thei. crime is one of the second
degree. The least serious degree of the crime, called
"gross sexual imposition," includes sexual intercourse
accomplished .(1') 11y,.mearis 0. threat, (2) with
knowledge of, the 'victim's mental deficiency, (3)
Without the victim's awareness that the act is. being
cominitte4 or (4) without her awareness that the
perpetrator is not her husband." It. ..

Althobgh the infliction orious bodily injury
seems appropriate as an- aggravating factor, the
Model Penal Code definition of serious bodily injury
is very narrow, It is restricted to injury whiCh creates
a substantial risk of death or which' causes serious,
permanent disfigurement, or protracted Joh or im-
pairment of a bodily member or organ. Aggravation
basefl oh bodily injury ii apt to apply to only a few
cases eW though some form of injury in the course
of rape ri quite common, most of the,injuties would
not meet this standard. Thus, in nioss cases, aggrava-
tion of penalty would depend upon the lack of a
prior relationship betw"ged the victim and the rapist..

is The community's greater sense of outrage at
I

e 1.

..
stranger-toltranger rape prpbably assumes that the

. potential for, harm to the victim, both physically
;,and emotionally, is greater. where these bas been

no prior relationship between 'them. There is some,
indication, however, that there actually rends to be
greater physical injury to the victim wheie' there
has been a prior acquaintance. It is doubtful, too,
that the seriousness of -emotional trauma to the vic-
tim depends upon the lack of a prior relationship.

Even
.

. v where an intimate relationship exists, in-
eluding consensual intercOurse, a victim might feel
more traumatized if 'taped by:, somecle she once
trusted Whose purpose was to humiliate her per-
sonally. Further, the rape by the person with whonk
there has been-a prior sexual relationship is possibly

I'

i.

1
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more dangerous to the victim since personal ani-
mosity itself may' lead to the infliction of injury.
There is reason, therefore, to beliive that a' prior
iexual relationship might tend to,make rape a moig
dangerous event. At this-time, however, the matter
is conjectural and there is no justification for using
this as itcriteiion' for 'imposing a more or a less
stringent penalty.

o Some states have followed the Model Penal Code
approach in setting up degrees of rape, with .a con-
siderable variety in the details of, the gradations.
Some limit the infliction 'of serious bodily injury to
the' victim; others have eliminated the involuntary
companion factor. Other states have added additional'

other aggravation factors, such as group rape, use
of threat of use of a deadly weapon, emotional injury,
kidnapping, threat of serious bodily injury, and
attempted - homicide.

2.8 The Michigan Criminal texUal
Conduct Act Approach

The Michigan. Criminal Sexual Conduct Act pre-
sents a complicated gradation. scheme which focuses
first on the hiture of the sexual conduct and then
on the dangerousness of the conduct. Michigan
*grades the nature of the sexual conduct by punishing
sexual penetration more severely than sexual:contatt
without penetration. Penetration with. aggravation
(first degree) is punished more severely 'than contact
with aggravation (-second degree); penetration with-
out aggravation (third degree) is 'punished much
more seyerely than contact without aggravation
(fourth degree). Aggravated seitualscontae(second
degree) is punished with the same maximum sen
tence as unaggraveed sexual penetration (third de-
gree). The aggravating factors for penetration and
contact are identical.

The distinction between sexual penetration and
contact seems to bg based on the assumption that
crimes involving penetration are more dangerous and
more traumatic to .the victim: than those which do
not. Such a generalization is probably true enough
to jOstify the distinction, although it is not difficult
to imagine situations where the sexual contact crime
might be far worse than a:penetratiottcfime4a-ma
who burns a woman's breasts or genitals with a
cigarette while' masturbating would be punished less'
severelrthan the man who 'slaps a woman and then
coerces het into sexual intercourse..0Thus, there are'
eases tinder this scheme where the penalty is' inap.

.
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propriate, since Ole actual duct is more dangerous. zbiliti high justifies its inclusion in the highest degree
Akan the category preerip ores. In many of these ik : The .dangerousness punished here is the -.
instances, this ,probl e uld be mitigated by chat "ixt4 trauma the victim is likely to suffer because

.
ing other, crimes% st .as aggravated assault or :' the is Egang rape.
attempted homidiciefitt dition to the sexual contact ' ., . ', ' ;

third aggravating factor, "armed With a '',
. crime. In states ,be it is posible, consecutive , I

W IN" appears to cover situations where the per-sentence& could be. 4 posed to keep the very dan- i I .
Dm or has a -concealed weapon about which qr -. . 'serous perpetraf ,i'',iit of . society, Conceptually ;, . . 1

Viet ";, knows nothing. It could alio cover situationsnonetheless, s,om inconsistency is unavoidableander where': the vie* knows 'the perpetratqr_ has411the penetratiopieopta4 distinction.
/

-
/ , t'' ,

wea , but she is not threatened with -its use orhas_
The additional flcitors in. the Michigan 'statute ha on to believe the weapon might be used

reflect a desiti to Amish' mitt dangerous conduct 'against her if she failX to comply with a demand for
more severelt .The4/ factors Iliclude: .: .

.; ' , ';.;:i' "
sexiiil, intercourse.

,
.

,l. citcumitancOipvolving the commission of any .Arguably, the very presence of- a weapon oh a-
other felony,! !

. 4iers.on ,engaging in sexual intercourse might be re71 '
'- arded conduct dangerous enough t6 require its

2. the aiding or abettlIngcif the perpetrator by one .. jaclisi The yery.presenee;of a yeapont.if.lcnown.-:)
6

A

ormore-othee persont when (i y the perpetrator-.-- to .1.hq xtiartl is apt to her-soilleitifily. coercive to
...._.

knowi"the viedib is mentally defective, mentally ' *cause r submission without iial:Overtise".j of 'the.
incapacitated, or physically helpless, or (ii) the

, weep p Thus.,, requirMA the Perpettiior..to."usel
perpetrato'ruses. force or coercion; the;*0 pon to aeoppIhh, the sexiral 'conduct- may:iii

3. the" perpe tor is :armed with a weapon or, sef.itgoe narrow a-standard in view of the inherent .

sorne.item'as ix. usect pt. fashioned in such dariteuiness and -icoercivetiesr.of the" Possession of .

1.4,natinitim .tc.;lead the victim AO :believe,' _ a 44/494._ Oil tliezOVrillitA",the Q0101;4.4_1 the -.. .,
...yeasonati y`, that itiis a weapon; weil/iitt, must be InoVii.:144ihe victim in Order to

'invece:this ritiottafe.. Otherwlse;the person who has .,
ti tlie perpetrator, accomplishes the penetration. ,al, intereou!xelvhikiii. the possession of a for -.s

through, force VC coercion and causes injury : gio col poeketkniferwill be liable tor the first degree
to the viCtibi; - : .

. . ' cp eleven though:Abe existence of the pocket ltitife
."

5. the perpetrator ca injury to the victim and li -Unknown fo,lhe'victini:iiiid, even though :there .1

Icnows that the vi im is mentally defective.' w l'ino.b.ther- aggravatingtit, g lactors!:,
.. - --

mental.' incapacitated, or-Physieilly helpless. t f 4 . .;- '*;` . - : . .
I' r . .,;The , fourth aggravating__factor, wtiielkieguires :.

The first these aggravating factors is puzzling I .4Orsonal injury.'aecttrrinekfitOtet Iscie11446r."4_,70er.-1,.. -

vince* it wo d- Seem to include consensual sexual 09a,",:iiiiiitS..th ihju'rylo"..ihe victan. thiiitemitmxi:::,1:. i.
. intercourse Between two people Mutually .involved heft harr9wet. 'thaa '111 aq:MOdel Penal Code; -- ' .-

in the commission of a burglary or a.marijuana sales .,,:.'which covets bliaries to others as well: If the-per- ` :''.,.1

is also the vAlim of the felony-would be too narrow: t, ;be dangerous" enough to warrant charging' with the --=

transaction get, to limit the category to those situa- p:PetrAtcte inflicts personal. injury upon 'a companion ,' I

tions where.qie victim of the criminal sexual coiiduct !Lot the victim, then the perpetrator would seem to.; ,

. p

'
it 'isiiild 'exclude thelsituation where the victim's i". first degree'crime. .

. ,. , ,
, .

.y."-,companion ig kidnapped or assaulted. The solution The standard ;for- i'personal injury" under Athec-7,, . °-
semis to be ;to limit the classification to those situa-f;

Michigan siiittitd, unlike the -Model Penal 'Code
;ions where the victim is not implicated in the felbilyt - . ; . . injury,

-,,
i' .1 t ..' K . " standard, is very- broad. It includet many. injury,

The second aggravating factor cqvers gang tapq disfigurement mental anguish, chronic pain, pre!-
. -,

-without respedt to-physicallibiury,-presumably--ohr -noisy; or ithpairment of-a-sexual or .
'the 'theory that gang rape is generally more terrIfyijo reprOductive organ. Some argument might be made
and humiliating to the victim, than rape by ai., . that this standard is so broadas toincludeall crimi-
perpetrator:, The .terror inlierebtly inflicted tiy: nal sexual conduct. Arguably, there is always some '
gang rape, in turn, denotes ii,high degree or climiail degree of Mental anguish' for a victim of rape. TheI
culpability on the part of the perpetrators; culiiiii- reason rape is punished in the first plaCe is that

16 II j't
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rape, is emotionally' traumatic to the .Victim. If the
.standard were to beapplied only to cases of extra-

. ordinary mental trauma, then the punishment de-
pends upon the particular emotional makeup of the
victim, rather than on the dangerousness of the
perpetrator's conduct.'One sictim may react to a less
dangerous rape with considerably more mental

Anguislf.than another 4ictimf subjected to a more
dangerous rape.

.1..4

.1,

Much dangerousness pf conduct no doubt takes
place on too subtle a level, as ft istornmunicated by
body language, tone* voice,. or facial, expression
to be delineated in -terms of perpetrator conduct.
The only way to capture this dangerousness is to
measure it in terms of victim response.*And it does
seem reasonable. to -assume That victims' of.Aore .

4 dangerous rapes will suffer more severe mental,
anguish than Air viCtimS: The problem .here is to

..
establisti standards to determine whether the mental
anguish is severe enough to become a distinguishing
factor.

M a practical matter, if the perpetrator's conduct
does not sufficiently explain the victim's history of s
emotional and makes -the jury perceive
ber extreme mental anguish as the meths of events

. other then: the rape, then there is unlikely to be. a
conviction under the first degree crime.,The inclusion
of mental anguish does,. furthermore, mean that the
prosecutor will frequently be able to justify the

*charge of the first degree crime, thus facilitating the
riegotiation of a plea to a lower degree;

The inclusion of -pregnancy as an aggravating
factor ptesents an odd dilemma. To the extent that
its inclusion might affect the perpetrate conduct,
it would seem to encourage-oral or anal pen, tion
in place olVagipal penetration in order to avoid the
possibility of a pregnancy. The inclustOn of preg-
nancy may also theoretically encourage rapists to
tike some birth control,precautions, either through
use, of a prophylactic or 'through withdrawal prior

atto emission.ission. To'this" extent, the inclusion of preg-
nancy serVera-valid-purpose-since the dangerodsness
(0* the victim of an unwanted. piegnancy, both in
physical and emotional terms, ii :generally serious
enough to warrant gie charge of: the flute. degree
crime. The perpetrator's recklessness in allowing for

thepossibility of pregnancy, with its attendant
dangers fori.the victim, is thus regartied as a higher
degree of She perpetrator's culpability, much as gang.0 /
Pie is SP =regarded.

sl .

The fifth aggravating factor , isti pe'rsonal injury
which occud with the knowledge that the victim is
mentally defective, mentally 'incapacitated, or phys-
ically helpless. This factor does not appear tied, to
the dangerousness of the perpetrator's conduct in
terms of either physical injury or emotional distress
to the victim. The mentally defective victim may be
the victim least likely to suffer trauma if the nature
of the crime committed upon her it but dimly. per- /-

.ceived by *r. Likewise, the victim who is mentally
incapacitated, perhaps through. drugs, is also less
likely to suffer severe emotional trauma. The like-
lihood of seder physical injury also seems to be
less in these situations. Only where the victim is
physically helpless, y el fully cognizant, of what is
happening, is there apt tb be an aggravation of emo-
tional trauma which justifies its inclusion, in the first .
degree crime. The inclusion of mental defectiveness;
incapacity, or physical helftlessneit of the victim as
an aggravating factor can be justified only
policy intended to protect thoie people least able
to prevent the crime against them.

'V

,

)

2.9 lie Washington Approach
Like Michigan; Washington divides rape into

different degrees with different penalties intended to
punish more severely those rapes Which reflect
brutality or serious threats to public security. Here,
however,. theviord 41r.,m:_is retained, although de-
fined' to include "sub&Sially what is punished P.,
retietration under the Michigan law. The Michigan',
contact crimes, of the 'second and 'fourth degrees,
are not Included iii' the Washington lap.

mid-

The aggravating factors in the Washington statute
ar e quite similar to those of Michigan. The first
degree factors include:

(1) use or threat of use of a deadly weapon;

(2), kidnap of the victim; .

(3) infliction of serious physicarinjury upon any-
r:.

4 Opt;
t.

(4) feloni$611:nvy into' the building or vehicle
. where the victim is situated:

The second aid fourth.factors are included Within
Michigan's "corn:mission of any other felony." The
third factor is "similar Id,MiChigan's except that it
includes injury inflicted isiI.anyOne, rather than solely
on the therst aggravating factor is'

Similarto Michigan's, Washingrou's degree structure
dbes -not take into account gang rape:

4
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The second' degree of rape in Washington is a
catch-all category: it includes penetration accom-
plished by forcible compulsion or incapacity to Con-

. sent by reason of being physscally helpless or men-
tally incapacitated. The third degree includes' all
penetration where the victim did not affirmatively.
consent, where such lack of consent was clearly
exprdssed by the victim's words or conduct, or where
there was a threat of unlawful harm to the property
of the victim.

The "structure of the second and third &grecs,
unlike the aggravated first degree, does not depend
upon dangerousness' in addition to the rape itself.
nstead(' they depend upon thtstate of mind o( the.
victim. In the second degree, the victim is placed in
fear or-is mentally incapacitated. hi the third degree.
the victim does not -give afflrma.?ivelepifsent: there
is no necessary clement of fear. 6

issues as possible jury nullification.ffi rape cases, ,arai
the use of death penalties in such cases. Regardless
of how a 'state legislature has generally determined
its sentencing philosophy on its structure of rape, -\\
these issues might be usefully addressed under this \
section of the report.

The use kf degrees, Whichever factors are seen
as aggravati4. probably more important for the
flexibility it gives prosecutors ip charging crimes
and negotiating pleas than in influencing the perpe-
trator's conduct. In fact, if there is no-influence on
the perpetratOr's conduct, i.e., if the nature of,the
crimes committed remains unchanged deipite 'the
creation of aggravating factors, then the only rtaton
for theduse of degrees is to facilitate the negotiation,
of pleas and to encourage 'conviction by providing
for a lesser-included offense where Niles perceiye

-perpetu-ator conduct s insufficiently culpable to .war-
rant severe punishment. In this light, it docs not
matter which ;actors are selected as aggravating. as
long as they are generally consistent with notions
of 'culpability. ^

2.10 Penolty*ktructures

Debate concerning the question of the appropriate
punishment for rape has. frequently been associated
with the issue of whether to create degrees of the
crime.' The severity of penal; structures' for rape
has Alio been symptomatic of a. larger national
debate on sentencing which has raised philosophical
and pragmatic' issues with regaid 'to retribution,
rehabilitation, and deterrer0 In,lbc.,mecific context
sof rape, this debate has centered on the Oa-

-salve effectiveness and equity of treatment programs
for sexual-psychopaths versus lengthy or Thaadatory
prison sentences. .

.

Apait from,: this philoiophical debate, significant
discusslons have also 'o,deurred with regard to such

18
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One. reason suggested for low conviction rates in
jury trials is the, punishment generally associated with
the crime of rape. Traditionally, the statutory pun-
ishments prescribed for rape haye been severe; in
most\ states a defendant convicted of rape faced
either a maximum term of life imprisonment or, the
death penalty. Unless. the state's case is very strong
and the facts are practreularli heinous, juries seem
reluctant to convict and, by so doing, expose the
offender to such severe punishment. If there is

evidence that the victim had "assumed some of the
risk" of the rape, by her prior promiscuity. or ini-.
prudent behavior, the jury might acquit rather than
call the defendant's assault a "rapt." However,
where the,., jury -has a choke of convicting the del-
fendant for rapc or another less serious type of
assault, they might 'Convict, on the lesser charge.
Kalvia and Zeisel reached this conclusion after ex-
amining jury decision-makilig in 72 rape trials]

. .. the jury chooses to redefihe the..crime
ol rape in terms 6f its notions of assump-
tion of risk. Where it .perceives an as-
sumption of risk the jury, if given the bp-.
tion of finding the Attendant guilty of a
lessertcrime will frequently do so. It is thus
saying`not that the defendant has done
nothing, but rather that what he has done
does not deserve ffw distinctive oppro-
.brium of rape. If forted to choose in these

,".cases between -total acquittal and
the defendant guilty of rape, the jury will
usually choose acquittal as the lesser evil."

This is an example of a concept callel, "jury
nullification" where 'the jury will acquit' a rietandant
who is, technically guilty. of the cri4e because they
are unwilling to enforce the taw. To facilitate the
conviction of defendants who do commit rape, re-
gardIess of the naivete or foolishness of their vie-
din's, it may beappropriate to lessen' the penalties,
for rape If the jury. does not assume that conviction
means extreme:punishment, they maybe more will-
ing to reach a verdict based on the faits.

4

This concept of jury nullification fits. logically
with the redefinition of rape into various degrees.

.
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Not all rapes are identical. In a continuum of of-
.

lenses' one could clearly' distinguish between those
cases tvhere a stranger rapes a stranger and corn-

, mils grievous bodily harm, and cases where a rape
evolves from a dating situation and resulp in no
injury. is only logical that the penalty struc-

, tura reflect this continuum and, thus, in those states
which have-different degrees of rape, there are dif-
ferent penalties for each degree. A jury, by choosing
between lesser,included degrees of rape, would not
only be defining the seriousness of the rape, but
indirectly assessing an appropriate punishment, for
the `crime. ,

How severe the punishment should be for a rape
of any degree is a difficult philosophical aid, politi-
cal question. Depending on the definition of tike'
crime, it is possible that, the lowest degree of rape
ben, a misdemeanor without the possibility of a
prison-sentence. The highest degree of rape could
result in a possible maximum life imprisonment or.
even the death penalty. Some -states have devised
legislation- which prescribes the possibility of prison
for each degree of rape, but mandates a certain corn-
mitment to prison for only thethost, serious degree."
Thii would provide- the court or the 'Airy with a
rauge of dispositions which would reflect the range
of criminal conduct that can be classified' as Tape.

The possible provision of a death penalty for
rape cases raises serious problems that should be
mentioned. Several comprehensive studies have

clearly suggested that historically the death penalty
'has bee.assessed in a systematically discriminatory

0 fithiOn."' A high correlation has been found be:
tween the imposition of the death penalty for rape
and the. the offender and victim, i.e., between
black males -and. white females." Arguably, if the
statistics are accurate, the problem marrefiect racial
issues that transcend, the crime of rape. In extending
the death penalty 1st. rape cases, legislatures. should

0

t

be aware of the historical pattern of its, imeerien-
tation. .

A range of penalties tied to degrees of rape pro-
vides significant advantages to the prosecutor. Where
rape was traditionally defined in a single degree,
the prosecutor' lacked flexibility in the filing and
plea bargaining of cases. Where he charged cases
as rate, he would often reduce the charge to an
assault or other crime in returntfo; a plea of guilty.
Alternatively, he would file the charge as an assault
and gain a conviction for a crime that did not reflect
the reality, of the'case.Since.cases were difficult to
win and reduction meant calling the crime some-
thing other than rape, prosefutors were often re-
luctant to file a case as rape unless it was extremely
,strong and the reduction was unlikely. This in-
flexibility leads eio either a very conservative filing,

. policy where few rape convictions were achieved,
or to convictions to lesser unrelated crimes which
never reflected the,serfousiess of rape.

With several degrees of rape available to a prose-
cutor as well as to a jury, there is a possibility of
plea bargaining without depreciating the seriousness
of the crinie. A first degree tape could realistically
and pragmatically be reduced to a second degree
rape; this might allow a significant range of punish-

. ment to the judge and still ive 'the charge reflect
the get. -.

To the extent that rape sanctions can be con-
sidered apart from the general debate regarding
punishment, deterrence and rehabilitation; it follows"
logically that penalties be associated with the-serious-
mess of the_offense. This will increase the potential
for jury convictions and realistic plea bargains 'the

"defendant will be convicted of a crime which 'ap-
proximates the seriousness of his 'criminal behavior
and receive .a sentence appropriate to hg

". NOTES

'See generally Diforkiii, Roger. "The Resistance Stand
and in Rape Legislation," Stanford law Review 18:680489,

;4. February, 1966.
1 -

'Ibid., at 682.
'Model Penal Code (Tentative Draft No. 4:1955) _Corn-

neat toS207.4 which appeared as S213.4 of the final' 1962
draft. .

Ibid. S2 t3.I.2.
°Morita .v. aP.P. (1975)6 1"Cr.App.R. 136. See also, -

Smith. J,C: "The Heilbron Report." The Criminal LaW Re-
. view 97 -106; February, 1976.
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A copy of the Michigan Criminal Sexwil Conduct Act is
contained hrAppendix C. '

. ,
For 'the provisions of the Wasbingfon Statute lei Ap'

pendhc, t. , -

*For the provisions of the Wisconsin. Statute see Ap',
peodix C, "' ,

'Michigan OliGninal Sexual Conduct Act. 52011(6).
1°Theltate of SoUth Australia recently became the first

common law jurisdiction to eliminate the spousal exclusion
from its rape statute.
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CHAPTER 3. l'Kuvw

Proving the crime of rape necessitates the presen-
tation of evidence which establishes beyond a rea-
sonable doubt each and every element of the,crime.
While tape statutes differ from stile to state, there
are generally three elements that must be proven:
,( 1 ), that a sexual assault, through penetration or
other contact, did occur; (2) that Ole sexual ssault
occurred through force or without, the consent of
the victim; and (3) that the sexual assault was
accomplished by the defendant. The types and
amount` of evidence required to establish these
elements are generally regulated by 'a standard
scheme a evidentiary 'rules which apply to all crim-
inal cases. In rape cases, however, a speCial set of
rules hive also been erected which makes the trial
of a rape case somewhat different ;from that of the
normal, felony.

The special -rules for rape have evolved from a
belief that.rape complaints are easily proven, often
falsely ,made, and very difficqlt to defend against.
Critics of these rules argue that they prevent the
conviction of rapists because they deter victims
from reporting and create insurmountable barriers

e of proof for prosecutors. Defenders of these -rules
argue that they are necessary to protect innocent
defendants. This chapter will explore rules affecting
'corroboration requirements, cautionary instructions,...

sychiatric evaluations .of victims, the use ..of the,
lygraph, slid the admissibility of the victim's prior

se ual higtdry as evidence. The discussion will
ad less the question of whether the nature-of rape
.pro
AVithi

'des a- special rationale for its unique treatment
the criminal law.

3.1 Evidence of Prior Sexual History
. /
t. Per,hapsthe most controversial facet of the rape

0 -Mal and the issue which has received the most
public and legislative attention is, the defendant's
use at trial -of the victim's prior sexual history'. There

-can be little question that this evidence is. important
,to most defense strategies and often devastating to
the state's ease. TM reasons are obvious. The
victim who fears that her past sexual activities May

. . ,
.

be exposed in public,is less likely to report her rape
and pursue profecution. Furthermore, if such e,Yi=
dente is exposed at trial, it diverti jury' attention
from the rape to the character of the victim. Such
evidence allows defeVants to suggest that the-inter-
course was consensual or that the victim "asked for
it" because of fief charactet. '

For evidence to be admissible, it must. be relevaqt
or tend to prove some aspect of the case. Prior
sexual history evidence, which could cover a wide
range_ of activity from previous marriages and preg-
nancies to Hying arrangements and use of contra:
ceptincs, is arguably relevant to a numVer of issues
that can be raised at trial. These incOik a determi-
nation of whether the victim consented at the time
of the alleged intercourse, whether her testimony is
credible and Whether the defendant is in fact, the
rapist. Each one of these points requires-separate-.
analysis.

a. Consent. Where the defendant seeks ai demon-
strate that the intercourse did not constitute rape,
the court must determine whether evidence of the
victim's prior seicual- history is relevant or heaps to
prove whether ale did or did not consent. The de-
fendant's. argument is' a simple one: a general
propensity to consent to sexual intercourse, estab-
lished by prior acts, makes it more likely that, a
woman, will consent on any given Occasion. Argu-
ably anything which. makes it. more likely that she
consented to intercourse with thekletndant is rile-
vant to his assertion and, *therefore, her Odor sexual;
history should be admissible. -

The defendant' might use the :following example'
to press his point. Two women go out on dates. One
has sexual intercourse on the first date and -subse-

iluently with virtually every person she dates; the
other ,is the. satire age, dates with the same fre-
quency, but is a virgin. If One were to predict which
would be, more likely to consent to intercourse Yii,th
her date on that eVening, one neduld predict that the--
first would consent and the second would riot. Where
each date has been charged with rape, and the first
alleges consent, would ask that evidence of the

3
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victim's prior xual history be admissible. The vic-

. tim in the tee nd case might even argue that her lack
Of -sexual hist ry be admissible'to demonstrate that
consent was u ikely. '

This type o evidence tends to show e, pro-
pensity tc do ertain things has been divided by the
law into two rts. The first part concerns evidence
of specific pri r acts Which suggest the probability
that other ac will occur. In the context of rape,
this evidence ould include evidence" of specific
incidents of pr or sexual history with names, dates
and places br ught forth for jury consideration.
Generally, the aw has not allowed this type of evi-

c dence in any ial, although there are exceptions.
4 This is probabl based on a recognition that, human

behavior is far oo complex to, allow for any great
correlation bet een past behaviOr and behavior. in
respett to a particular event. Despite the logic which
suggests that the first woman is more likely to con-
sent, her prior activities do rileprove that she did
consent on that night. Furthermore, the virginity of
the second victim does not establish the fact that
this time she did not consent.

A more accurate assessment of the passibility of
.consent would require a thorough exploration of
prior incidents and a comparison with the night in
question. So many potential factors would have to be
examined to abcomplish this assessment that it would
divert the real concerns of the court --:the. incident
on the night in question. Since the criminal trial
could indulge in only the crudest analysis of human"
behavior,. such specific, reference is not , normally
allowed.

A second category of prior sexual history evidence
does not pertain to specific incidenti of pnchastity:
but to a general reputation i the community for
promiscuity. Courtewhich tzot allow reference toif
specific acts have often whit is oalledlen-
eral reputation evidence." This evidence is obtained
by ..questioning someone knowledgeable as to the
general' view of the victim's chastity in the commu-
nity in which she lives. Arguably this type of evidence
might be even less reliable than specific information

- as a means for concluding whether the victim did
consent on a particular night. The circumstances
under 'which she "earned". this reputation are spe-'-
cifically not explored, so the trier; of fact- cannot
begin to judge the probative valve of this reputation
1O, the, specific events of the alleged rape. Further-
More; this type of evidence hai come under recent
attackhecause it isatteslionable whether Americans

. .

22 ff

es-

,stay in their communities long enough to develop
reputations which are likely to become, known to.
neighbors.

The reliability of these two types of evidence can
be weighed by the trier of 'fact. However, what
standard of relevancy should be applied? How rele-
vant is relevant enough' for the evidenCe to be con-
sidered? Rbe Federal Rules of EvidenCe define
relevant evidence as that which has:

any tendency to make the existence of any
fact that,is, of consequence to the deter-
mination of the action More probable than
it would be without the evidence.'

,Taken literally, this standard for relevancy means-
that even the lowest probative value establishes
relevancy. Even if the jury has inadequate informa-
tion determine the weight to give rior specific

even general reputation evi, nce, arguably
they s uld consider this information because it may
have me relevance.

The importance of prior sexual history informa-
tion has too often been assumtd. Until recently, the
process of predicting futhre sexual behavior based
on past sexual acts h ejyrbeen carefully scruti-
nized. Rather, the discuasi has been diverted by
traditional notions of women d chastity which has
placed great weight on fiinale haracter as a pre-
dictor of sexual activity. A class statement which
exemplifies this judgmental pers jive, is found in a
nineteenth centurycase:.

. . are,we to'be told that previous pros-
titution shall not [be) one among those
circumstances which raise a doubt of as-

.. sent? That triers should be advised to make ,

no distinction in their minds between the
virgin and a tenant of the itevk between,
one wild would prefer death to gpollutiOn
and another who, incited by lust and lucre,
daily offers her person to the indiscriminate.
embraces of the other sex? And will
you not readily infer assent tla the prac-
ticed Messaline, in loos; attires' than in the
'reserved and virnictbosLircretia? . . It
has*,,bp,en repeatedly adjudged that in the
same_view ,yolk day also show a previous
voluntary connection betwei'the prosecu-
trix. and the prisoner. Why is this? Be- .

cause there,.. is not so .much probability .

that a common prostitute or the prisoner's
concubine Would withhold her assent as

O
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one less xleptived, and may I not ask, does
not the same probable distinction Oise be-
tween one who has already submitted her-
self to the lewd embraces of another, and
the coy.and modest female severely chaste
and instinctfully shuddering at the thought
of impurity? Shall I be answered that both
are *quay under the protection :of the
law: That I admit, and so are the common
prostitute and the concubine. If either have
in truth been feloniously ravished 10 purt-4)
ishtnent is the same, but the proof is quite
different. It requires that the stronger evi-
dence be added to the oath of the prosecu-
trbi in one case than in the other.2

Here is th;ltbvious bias of the law in fared the
pure and virtuous, and not a consideration of the
probable releVance of prior sexual acts. Quite the
opposite perspictive is summarized by a more recent
Kentucky Court:

Many courts have expressed the opinion
that no inference can be logically drawn

'" - that the prosecutrix voluntarily yielded to
the defendant upon the particular occasion
frcim the fact that she had_ previously sub -
in embraces,of other men, hence
lirpt it is incompetent to prove any of
h01.2 ,

tiltiriitittely, perhaps, relevancy is a matter of opin-
ion. Sttne, for example, believe strongly that the

.fact that a woman is a prostitute is obviously relevant
to whether she consented; others feel it is just as,
obvious that there is no connection between the
facts of prostitution and consent in rape cases. For-
tunately, the law wrestles with the problem in a more
complex and sophisticated wax. I

bt Policy considerations regarding exclusion. Even
if evidence might be logically relevant it is not auto-
matically admissible. Its probative 'value must be,

, weighed against various policy interests that may out-
weigh its relevancy and preclude its admissibility.
Relevant evidence, for example, will be excluded if:
(l) it presents a substantial likelihood that the jury's
prejudice will be aroused, (2) it ;would unduly con-
fuse or mislead the jury, (3) it would take an undue
amount of, time to present, or (4) it would unfairly
surprise someone who did not have reason to antici-
pate that the evidence would .be presented.

If the probative value of the evidence is out-
Avtighed by its prehdicial impact, then the evidence

It"

will not be admitted. A cortupoeexample 'of this
type of evidence in a criminal case occurs when the
state has information that the defendant has habitu-
ally engaged in bad conduct. Despite' the possible
relevance of this information, it is normally excluded
lest the jury convict the defendant, not on the facts
of the case at hand, but on the sense that he is a bad
person. With regard to the prior sexual history of the
victim, it is quite clear to all parties that such evi-
dence is very prejudicial to the state's case; that is
the very reason why the defense wants its admission
and the state seeks to keep it out. .Kalvin and Zeisel
concluded that the jury "closely and often harshly,
scrutinizes the female complainant and is moved to
be lenient with the _defendant whenever there are
suggestiois o contributory behavior on her part."

\This study suggested that the jury was so prejudiced
that they acquitted the' defendant in the same case
that the judge would have convicted. The policy
judgment which shields juries from prejuditial evi-
dence might thus be applied to evidence of prior
sexual history.

Whether or not the evidence is as inflammatory
and prejudicial as many believe, the evidence does
open the door to lengthy examination of issues which
are, at best, peripheral to tbe.case. Trying the victim
for herlack of chastity or her marginal reputation
in the community diverts the jury from the issue of
the actions of the defendant and the victim at the
specific time alleged' in the criminal complaint.
Faced with either specific evidence of promis-
buity or general character evidence of nchastity,
the state- May be forced to call rebuttal witnesses
who can allege that the victim has a good *character
and .is not obscenely promiscuous: Since chastity is
a changing concept that does not hive the obvious
meaning it had in the nineteenth century case quoted
above, the jury will be bombarded with evidence
that is likely to confuse and mislead rather than help
explain the incident in question.

The prior sexual history. of. the 'victim is in'tpor-
tent only because'rape has been defined in terms of
consent. Since a traditional' element of rape is lack
of consent, evidence of prior sexual history, arguably
relevant on conient, may be admissible in some
situations. Where rape is defined in terms of conduct
which presumes lack of consent on the part of the
victim, consentis .thus irrelevant and -evidence of
prior unchastity is inadmissible.

C. Prior 'sexual conduct with the defendant. Th
question remains whether prior sexual conduct with
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the defendant should be treated differently than gen-
.

eral evidence of lack of chastity. Arguably evidence
of prior consensual activity with the defendant has
more probativevalue than evidence of a generaklack
of chastity or' specific acts with other men. There
would be fewer variables which might differentiate
betren prior consensual activity and the intercourse
in question. On the other hand, puck evidence would
be likely to have greater prejudicial inipact on the
jury fqr they might argue that the wothan' has not
really been harmed since a similar, though not identi-

. 'kcal, incideneaccurred Consensually jit the past.

Prior sexual activity with the defendant may very
wegbe a special case of prior sexual activity in gen.
ear. The prbbative value and predictive relevance
seems higher and more important for the defendant
to establish. Nonetheless, the details of the prior in-
cident maybe very different from the incident alleged
and the probative value may return' to mere statisti-
cal relevance.

d. Credibility. Even where consent is not an issue,
evidence of the victim's prior sexual history May be
considered on the question of the victim's general
credibility. This may be premised on the'' dubious
assumption that. the unchaste woman is more likely
to lie. If this were true there would be no reason to
isolate the admission of this evidence to rape cases.
The Washington Supreme Court has pointed out that
if a witness's reputation for chastity somehow dyes
affect here 'reputation for veracity, then the question
of her' chastity could logically be raised in all cases
where thug is a female witness. This argument was
rejected by the court.'

However, the possibility must not be. overlooked
that the evidence might be used for a more limited
purpose than a general attack on a woman's credi-
bility..The evidence may be releVant in a rape case
because,tlie unchaste woman is believed to be more
likely to lie about her sexual conduct, even thbugh
She may be lessikely to lie about other matters such
'as a...robbev or burglary. Here a probability is as-
sumed: the-unchaste woman is more likely to claim

* that she did not consent, when in' fact she did, than
is the woman who is chaste. Arguably the reverse is
true. A sexually active womidmight be less likely to
deny consent than the inexperienced worm who
may regret an indiscretion:

,,Once again,.even assuming that the argument was
important at a time when chastity was a significant
efnceptrit is 'unclear if its logic is applicable today.
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It is estimated, for example, that more than half of
all women have intercourse, before the age of 20. It
seems incredible to argue that, as a result of this ex-
perience, they are presumed to not tell the truth.

.e. Bias or motive to lie. Other issues of credibility
are resolved with more difficulty. In any criminal
case, the defendant is permitted to introduce evidence
to demoistrate that a witness has a bias or motive to
lie with respect to the particular charge. This bias or
motive may have a sexual component regardless of
the crime for which the defendant'is charged. For
example, a witness testifying living a bank robber
can be impeached by ,sbowing,that;lie sworn re-
venge against the accused. It may be that revenge
calved from the impregnation of the tness's wife
or unmarried sister by the accused. ay be a coin-
cidence, that the motive for I g is sexually based;
surely he 'nature of the mod e should not preclude
its admission.

Possible bias against the defthdant by the victim
might have a sexual component that should be
brought out. For example,g the victim had a sexual
relationship with someone other than the defendant
and thereby beclme pregnant, she:Might accuse the
defendant of rape to protect her lever. Tire motive
to protect the lover and explain the pregnancy would
be important for the defendant to explore. If the vie-

.tim and defendant had had a prior relationkhip
which as terminated by the defendant, the victim
might eek revenge by) accusing him of rape. Once
again evidence 9f th611, prior relationship ,would be
relevant to the issue of motive orbias.

Additionally; if a victim volunteers information
about her past sexual history while on the witness
stand and the defense can Oroie that she did not tell
the truth, she may be impeached. For example, if the
victim claims she is a virgin, but the deferidant can
prove that she is a liar by provig that she is not a

`virgin; he can,introduce relevant )vidence. The pur-
pose of the evidence tv not to show that she is promis-
cuous, but to'show that she has lied. The jury
be instructed on the aistinction, yet in terms: of jury
bias, the is probably already dine.

It is important to note that the use of prior sexual
histopmvidence for purposes of 'aemonstrating bias
Or motia is consistent with general evidentiary rules.
In this respect rapiiis not singled out; a limitation of
such cross-examination would, ironically, create an

,. exception for rape.
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f. Identification of the defendant. Prior sexual his- that cases will arise where such evidence is relevant
tory evidence may be relevant on the issue (of the 4g7
fendant's identity as well as on the issues of consent 4,:
and credibility. Where, for example, the defendant 5
presents an alibi defense, claiming thaorne was not .7

the, person. who raped the victim, he might try to
shbw that the victim was -with someone clic at tfie
time of the alleged act: Such evidence !night ,include
reference to prior sexual conduct Surely il,,the victim
were pregnant or had contracted venereal.disease or
had 'Semen present in her vagina, the defendant
would have the opportunity to Suggest that these in-
dicationi of intercourse could be attritmod to a liai-
son _with someone else. To do this, he Might identify
opportunities, for the victim lo have had intercourse
with someone else. Once again, this type of evidence
could be used in cases other than rape. What is--
established is who, other thin the defendant, max
have had sexual relations with the victim, not whether
she has, a good or bad charaCter. rnevitably,..of
course, the evidence serves more than one purpose
for the defense.

,

g. Recent' trends. Many state legislatures have at-
tempted to grapple with the difficult' issue of how to
control the admissibility of prior sexual history in-
_formation. Generally,, while.allowing its admissibility
where it is important to the defendant's right to prove
his innocence, these legislatures have attempted to I'
eliminate 'its use as a tool for 4iCtigi harrassment or ,

as an impossible 'barrier to jury convictions.

Twenty-two states have recently enacted laws
which con molt° some extent the admissibility of evi-
dence of the rape vrctim's prior sexual cOndoci.
About one-fifth of these statutes,' simply codify re-
strictive laws alreadrdevised by, state courts. Thp
remainder impose some restriction on the admissibil-
ity of such evidence beyopc those imposed by their
state courts. Some states make'procedural changes on
now. such evidence will be considered by the court.

'Some states establish a, presumption against admissi-
bility, but leave the decision to the trial court. In
each of these 22 states, ix/Weyer, the courts maintain
discretion to determine the itleiancy and admissibil-
ity of the evidence. ,

and the prohibitions will prevent the courts from
judging the relevance. These states, however, do not
exclude the evidence in all instances. Michigan, fpr
:example, allows the use of the evidence to explain
'the existence of pregnancy,`semen, or disease. Wash-
Ington permits this evidence only on the issue of con-
sent. California prohibits its use on the issue of con -.
sent, but permits it in some instances on the issue of
victim credibility. -

. Unfortunatelvr. only a few of these statutes have
been tested, and then_ only in a preliminaiy way, on
the issue'of their constitutionality. Since this is such
an Univalent and controversial topic, the aonstitu-
iionality of any limitatibns should be addressed.

h. Substantive constitutional issues. The constitu»
none! argument agliinst'a limitation of the scope of
evidence admissible at trial concerns the Sixth Amend-
ment rights of the defendant. The Sixth Amendment
guarantees to all criminal defendants the right to con-
front his accusers; this essentially grantees the
right to cross-examinati:in. To the extent that legis-

possible cross-examination, i. . inquiries ipto the
Wive' _change restricts the--xele of the defendant's

victim's prior ,sexual 'ponduct, it arguably restricts
this:II:indent-ate-constitutional right.

Other states, such as ichigan, Washington, and
California, remove the Oirt'S discretion by 'clearly
, prohibiting introduction pcthis evidence In all but
very limited circumstantes..These statutes have met
with. substantial criticisthpy defense attorneys and
civil libertarians who assert that the prohibition of
such evidence may be uanstitutional. They suggest

f,t

There is no constitutional right to irrelevant infor-
mation. Thus, to the extent that the legiilatureis de-
claring certain types- of evidence irrelevant, the de-
dendant would not haive a constitutional argument to
have it admitted. If the evidence is relevant, and the
legislature says that it is inadmissible because its pro-
bative 'value ,is outweighed by various policy argu-
ments, it can be argued that the defendant has no
right to -have alt relevant information admissiBIT.
Heresay evidence, for example, is routinely excluded
frcllpriminaltrials despite its potential, relevancy; it
is argued that its probative value and' unreliability
make it inadmissible. Furthermore, communications
between doctors and patients, and between lawyers'
and clients, are privileged, and inadmissible despite
the fact that they may be relevant. Here, there is a
strong public policy to facilitate this communication
even at the price of excluding potentially relevant
evidence.

.

The strength, of the defendant's constitudytal at-
tack on the restriction of prfor sexual gonduct evi-
dencedepends on the nature of theevidence and the
purpose for which he, seeks its admission. As indi-

. cated above idence 'which tends *to show general

SL
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behavioral patterns or character in the community
haS so little probative value that the. policy to restrict
its use Would probably prevail. On the other hand,
prior sexual higtory evidente used to suggest a vic-
tim's'bias or-.Motive is universally admitted for pur-
poses of cross - examination despite its potential prej-
udicial impact; .

In assessing ..the defendant's Sixth Amendment
right to expose witness bias or motive throUgh cross-
examination, the Supreme Court-has held-this right
superior to strong policy interests. In a recent case,
the Court' held that the evidence of a, witness's Plfor
jUvenile record, which was relevant to the issue of
biai, was admissible for impeachment despite the
stronV public. interest in maintaining its. secrecy,'
Whether the 'analogous state interest in protecting
rape victims from harrassment and in encouraging
them to report to the police should supercede the
defendant's. constitutional right remains to be seen.
Clearly any such restriction oh policy grounds would
trigger careful constitutional scrutiny.

The manner in whichthe restrictive statute is con-
structed may ultimately determine its constitutional-
ity. The drafters must be cognizant of the various
ways in which prior sexual history evidence can be
used and the varying legitimacy that this evidence
can have different contexts. Some states have ex-
chided the evidence altogethey, some have excluded
it on the issue of consent, and others have...excluded.
it on the issue of credibility. Still other states :have
merely restated the common la* rule that the judge
will determine 'its relevancy and admissibility with- -

out providing significant guidelines. ,The total aclu-
sion will undoubtedly,be subject to constitutional at-
lack; it is most vulnerable if there is evidence which
goes to bias or motive which, in other types of trial,

i would hay; been admissible. Statutes which regulate
the use of this evidence on the issue of consent are
probably least vulnerable to constitutional attack be
cause this evidence is the least protatiOte and, thus.;
more likely to be outweighed by lcgitimatc policy
arguments. Of' course, those statutes which do not--
restrict such evidence, but merely leave total disere.
tion to the judgee will not be challenged; only individ-
ual' judicial decisions may 'raise constitutional que-
dons. .

4

i. Procedurql furies. Most .states which have re-
cently considered the issue of limiting prior sexual'.
history information have steered a'-middle ground be-

. tween taking all discretion away from the judge of .1

leaving the decisiOn entirely within the contiol'of the

4.

-b

judge. In various fortis,, some discretion is left with
the judge, but- it is governe by procedural safe-
guards. These saftguards.inchide the use of a notice
motion, an offer of proof, and an in camera hearing.

Generally, these pro"cedures provide fdi the'orderly
determination' of the admissibility Of particular evi-'
dence. The notice motion requirement essentially
,forces the defendait to tell the piosecutor and. the
court in advance of trial of his intention to use Cer-
tain evidence and td ask, that it be admitted initial.

Most statines.iesuire;that a written motion and affi-
davit milst be sertkkon pie prosecutor ler days prior

, to trial. In addition;an, Offer of proof or depiction of
what the defendant witt,ottempt to- prove must be
proylded so that per$es know what is at issue.
The notice iiquirement .prevents surrise to the
prosecutor, the victim, and the court. .TS prosecutor
can weigh the evidence and determine whether or not
he will object to its-admission, confer with the victim'
on its truthfulness,, and 7organizelegal argument to
oppose it if that is the chosen strategy. The notice
requireritent also signals the court4of the importance
of the issue since..som,e, judges have tended to assume
the.releyancy of prior sexual conduct. This procedure
encourages judges to act less automatically. -

Defehse attorneys have objected to such proce-
diva! requirements on th'e%asis that it may not be
prbatieeto know days in advance what evidence Will
be available for trial. In fact, the actual trial strategy
and available evidence may not be known Until the
trial commences. If evidence does develop after 'the
period for notice, the court can-grant a continuance
or, perhaps, the statute can be Written so the court
can waive the notice requirement if there is a show;
ing.that the evidence Was -unknown and cad* not
have reasonably been discovered in time to comply.

The possibility that such evidence may rain un-
known to the defendant raises, the question of the "
prosecutor's obligation to 'share such 1information.
The law ,on the state and federal level has generally°
developed so that the state must provide the defends ,'
ant with all evidence that could' potentially exculpate
him. Usually thii duty presupposes that the informa-
tion is adtriissible, although this standard is unclear:
The question remaint whethei the defense, can seek .
information concerning the victhn's.pribr sexual his-
tory from the state who may have better access to
the information and its source, the victim. Given the
opeimess of the prettial bearing legarding adniissi-
bility of the ,evidence, there is a question of the ap-
propriateness of a 'discovery request from the defense
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about the victim's, past. Only if the defendant mows
what evidence cif available can he decide whet er or
not to press for its admission.

Many states have also provided that the tual
beating to determine the admissibility of the evid nce
is held in the judge's chambers: After the judge as
read the defense motion l'and, perhaps, the stat s
reply, he 4an decide if a hearing is necessarkpe -
oral states have legislated that the hearing should n

:Iwitutablie. Such a closed hearing is referred to t
an:in camera hearing.'The main purpose of the pd
vate .hearing is to protect the victim from the em.
barrassmeht which might occur if the details of he
sexual history were revealed and debated in Tubli
Quite possibly the evidence will be ruled inaussi e
and the public; may never know about these facts.

of the 'victim in the pre-trial
hearing may serve the same purpose as humiliation
at trial. If the evidence is ruled to be admissible, then,
of course, it would be presentedin the public trial.

, Not everyone agrees that it is in the victim's best
interest to hold such hearings in camera. Without the
presence and support of family and friends, many
victims find such a hearing to be a more intimidating
experience than a hearing held in an open, court-
roam. It.is possible that the statute could be. written

'so that the hearing will be held in camera-only at the
request of the state or the defendant.

.

The impact of legislation to limit the admissibility
of'prior sexual history is as yet unclear. Many prose-

' cutors believe that this statutory action was long
overdue and has had a substantial influence on jury
trials. For the most part, they believe that the legisla-
tion only codified the common law, but put the
judges on notice and forced then to be more

of the traditional policies of the court to exclude
this evidence. However, some prosecutors have
voiced the concern that these elaborate procedures
may legitimize he admission of such.evidence. &ad-

_

vertently, the legislation may tell judges that, if the
;109,bstacles to 'admit such evidence are met procedur-
Tilly,e.they can then allow the evidence with a clear

conscience. Other attorneys and judges have ex-
. pressedconcern with the ambiguous criteria for ad-

mission in some statutes and the constitutionality of
certain blanket exclusions.

j. Some conclusions, To pass constitutional muss
ter,. legislation restricting. the admissibility of evi-
dence

..
of prior §exual conduct in rape eases Mould'

allow for the impeachment, of *witnesses in the same

way that witnesses could be impeached were the
charge other than rape. Minimally, this includes im-
peachment which shows that the witness has a bias
or motive to lie or which shows that the witness lied
while testifying about her prior sexual 'uct. A
lie on the stand about whether she consented t
act charged does not give, riselbythe need for e
denee of prior sexual conduct, since plxior sexu
conduct has nothing to do with general credibility. I
this instance, she is impeached by evidence that re-
futes her version of what happened.

-To,the extent that discretion is given to the trial
court to admit such evidence when impeachment is
sought, notice requirements for a hearing on the mo-
tion must be flexible enough to allow introduction of
the motion during trial. If the defense cannot bring
a belated motion in instances where he information
was not available prior to trial, then the sate may be
required to provide the defense with any possible
relevant impeachment eviderice so the motion can be
prepared..In structuring 'these procedures, it' is im-
portant to remember that constitutional considera-
tions place a high value on the rights of thedefend-
ant Who is subject to criminal penalties. In this
arena, the victim has no dtie process rights. ;

Beyond these procedural restraints, legislatures
have the opportunity-to redress what some argue has -

been an imbalance between the victim and the de-
fendant in rape trials. The use of prior sexual history
evidence has deterred victims, from reporting, forc-
ing them to drop out of the criminalprocess, and has
led juries to acquit defendants on Issas not directly
relevant to their 'guilt. Although rules of evidence
were traditionally devised by. the courts; the modern
trend has been to place this power yOthin the legisla-
ture. Rules regarding the admission af such evidence
may be a very appropriate place for legislatures to
begin their reconsideration of the issues involved with
rape,

A

3,2 Corroboration

Rape corroboration rules have been founded on
the assertion Sir Matthew Hale made three centuries
ago-: rape is ``an accusation easily to be made, -and.
hard to be proved, and harder to be defended by the
party acctited, thOugh ever so innocent."' This-char-
acterization of rape, coupled with. the assumption
that jurors are unduly prone to syMpathize with rape
victims, provides the *.rationale for the nine states
which still require- that rape charges je corroborated -
witssarie evidence other 'hair the victim's testimony.

.
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The corroboration ruleshave been subject to sig-
nificant attack. A sarcastic challenge:to the -New
York rules, since amended, which made conviction
very difficult was lodged by a New York Time Mag-
azine article in its advice to rapists; .

If you're going to rough up &woman don't
stop until you've raped hcr; then they can't
get you on the- assault. If you're-going to
rape a woman, don't .rob hcr; they might
get you on thc theft. If you're gding to rob
a woman, You might as well rape her, too;
the rape is free.*

_

This attack suggests thc rationale being used to moci-
ify corroboration requirements in numerous states.

Except for the crime of perjuryi the common law
has never.required corroborative evidence to support
a criminal conviction; even rape was not originally
made en exception as it was in respect to other rules.
Courts have traditionally relied upon-juries to weigh
the evidence. It has been generally assumed that the
occasional folic complaint be uncovered
through the adversary process, %.t the presumption
of innocence serving to protcct the defendant.

However, some courts departed from the common
law tradition and established special -corroboration
rules for rape. These requirements are based on the
fear that conviction of an innocent defendant for rape
is somewhat likely despite traditional safcguardi. As
a result of this fear, a few states have required that
a person cannot be convicted of rape on the unsup-
ported testimony of the alleged victim. Somc other
states apply.their corroboration requirements to spe-
cial circumstances such as when the victim is a
minor, where a belated complaint is made or whcre
the victim's'story is inherently improbable.

Among the states which have required 'corrobora-
tisv there is significant variation with regard to the
kind of evidence which fulfills the requirement. Cor-
roborative evidence is defined as that which tends to
confirm the victim's testimony. The courts in Iowa,
for exaMiSe, have looked to the entire "combination
of circumstances as possible corroboration. Most
courts have lifted specific types of evidence which
can be used for this purpose. The District of Columr
lira Cotirt of Appeals has noted a number-of possi-
bilities for corroboration:

"(1) Medical eviden0 and testimony,

(2) evidence of breaking' nd entering the prose-
c utrix's apartment, ~ "-

SA
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(3) Condition of clothing,

(4) bruises and scratches,

(5) emotional condition of prosecutrix;

(6) pto.portnnity of the accused,

(7) c duct of accused at time of arrest,

(8) presence of semen or blOod on clothing of
accused or victim,

(9) ,promptness of complaints to friends and
police, and

(10) lack of motive to falsify."1

The type of evidence necessary for corroboration
depends on what must be corroborated. Generally,
under most rape-statutes, there are three elements to
the crime of rape: (1) force, resistance or lack of
consent, (2). fectration, and (3) identity of the
rapist. Some jurisdictions, such as, ew York priorto'
1972 and the District of Columbia, required all three
elements be corroborated. More states have required
that a lack of consent and penetration be coi'robct.
rated, but not identity of the rapist. Still ciher states
require some corroboration of any portion of the vie-
times testimony. No statc requires eyewitness testi-
mony: .

Lick of consent is usually. corroborated by evi-
dence of force or resistance which is .usually mani-
fested in physical signs such as the victim's hysteria,
flight, torn clothing or injury\ Penetration is generally
corroborated by medical evidence of sperm, irritation
of the sexual clgans or pregnancY. Identi,ty is ,cr-
roborated by evidence of the defendant's oppoj-tu4ty
to commit thc crime or, for example, ihe.victim's rec.,
ollection of the identifying 'details of the-defendant's
possessions if her recollection can be -verified; An
admission by the defendant, if dear and unequivocal,
can corroborate any ofthe elements.

Where all igge elements 'of 'the: crime have re-
quired corroboration, comparatively low conviction
rates have resulted.

York's
corroboration rulei re-

quired under New York's pre-I972 rape statute re-
sulted in very dew convictions. In New York City in
1969t for example; there were 1.085 arrests for 'rape
and 18 convictiReA minimal corroboration rituitzt-
ment, however, does not guarantee 'high convtetiori
rates. Even-in states where there is no corroboration
requirement, few cases are liken to trial without
corroborating evidence. Furthermore, some states
without soft.obo requiremenis. have erected .

other barters to ;don, such as'cautionary in-
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itruPtilms or psychiatric examination of the victim.
Thus, regard,* of the formal corroboration require-
mews, an informal corroboradon requirement and
other screening devices may operate to exclude un-
corroborated charges from the criminal rjugice sys-
item. It is only where corroboration requirements are
extensive and narrowly interpreted that there appears
to be a significant negative.impact on the conviction
rate.

Whether formal Or informal corroboration require-
Ments are justified depends on whethertheir rationale
is sound. The perceived plevalence of false rape corn-
plaints, coupled with the perception that juries ,lend
to believe rape victims because of their indignation
at the crime of rape, repreient the: underpinnings of
the rationale. False rape complaints are believed to
be frequent because there are many motives for such
complaints. These motives might include shame and
anger 'at having succumbed fo consensual intercourse,
blackmail, the shielding of a sex partner that caused
pregnancy, a desire, for notoriety, or mental instabil-
ity. It is also believed that rape complaints can be
easily falsified. Rape can And does occur without
witnesses or the creation of any physical evidence,
Once the crime has been completed, there are no
necessary Traces of its criminal, azure.

Because there are so many motives for false corn -.
plaints, air argument that there are many false cord-
plaints may be,coniiincing. This fear is clearly ex-

' pressed by`Wigmore:
.

Modern 'psychiatrists have amply ,studied
the behavior of errant young girls and.
women coming before the couit in all torts .coming

v . of oases. Their psychic eomplekes are .

multifarigps, distorted partly by inherent
t defects, partly by 'bad social environment,

partly by temporary psycholOgical or emo-
tional conditions. One form taken by these .;
complexes is that of contriving' false .

eharges of sexual offenses by men. The un-
chaste (let us call it)' meAtility finds inci- -`

. dental but direct 'expression in the narr,'a-
' don of imaginary sex incidents of which

the narrator is the heroine or the victim.
On the .surface the narration is,- &sight-
forward art& cekvincing. The: real victim,

: howeiter, too often in such cases is the in-
nocent man; for the respect and sympathy
naturally felt by any tribunal for a wronged
female helps to give easy credit to sych a
plausible tale."

. .

I4
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Despite this fear of the false complaint, all available
evidence sugpsts quite the opposite: ( 1 ) that there
is not a disproportionate number of 'false rape com-
plaints, (2) that those fetwomplaints which are
false are readily screened oat prior to trial, and. (3
that jury attitudes favor the defendant and not th
victim. . 0

1

It is a fact that few rape complain& lead to a crim-1
inal conviction, but this doeslot suggest that the rate'
of case attrition is a function of false reporting. AI-1
though the poliefe, for example, do not decide to prat
ceed with a substantial percentage of rape compl
(The unfounding rate),' this appears to be du to
prosecutorial' disadvantage in the complaints, n to
falsity in the charges. These prosecutorial 'disadvan-
tages include factors such as intoxication'of the vic-
tim, a delay in tlf reporting of the offense, prior
acquaintanceship between the victim and the rapist,
or refuial by the victim to submit to a polygraph or
physical examination. Police have no difficulty in
screening out the.bccasional false charge; if anything,
they screen out far more than fabricated complaints.

Even in the _event that the police are unable to
screen out false charges immediately, it is doubtful
that a woman would proceed vet.; far with such com-
plaints irk the face of the unpleasantness she must
endure to pursue it. -A woman wishing to satisfy -
'spite, vengeance, orr'ini other gait, motive is not
likely to accomplish her ends by bring* a false
charge. By dying rape, she faces personal harrass.:
meat and embarrassment end yet is less likely to suc-
ceea in securing a conviction than if, for example,
she. brough any other charge. ..Without .substantial
corroboration of her charge; she bas virtually no
qhance of achieving a conviction.

In addition to indications that falie rape com-
plaints are Screened out of the system, Kalvin sand.
Zeisel, as mentioned earlier; demonstrated that there
is actually little jury sympathy for the rape victim. In
their study, he jury. would have convicted in 3
of 42 cases of "non- aggravated" rape that were e'x-
am'ined. In contrast, judges would have convicted in
22 of the cases: Thus,'the danger of the oyersympa-
thetic jury seems greatly exaggerated: , '

, .

The corroboration in, rape cases ,ultimately rests on
the unicfheness of rape in jury delil;eitulon; This argu-
mept assumes -that rape' charges are sufficiently dif-
ferent from other charges jo require a different rule.
Given jury attitudes against raise victims,' this con-
clusion does not seem jiistilidd. If the jury in a par:
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&Vier case does have'undue sympathy fOr the victim
leading to an unwarranted conviction, the judge has
the power to set aside the verdict due to insufficient
evidence. Finally, the point must be made that society
may biunablelo justify a rule which. precludes con-

, viction in situations where a crime has been coma
milled, but the very nature of the offense prevents
corrobOrntipg eviderce.'

t

3.3 The Coutionow Initruction
Where corroboration is not required In rape cases,

some states have introduced an instruction to the
jury which cautions them to exercise special care in
evaluating the victim's testimonyThe most common
forpi.of this instruction reads as follows:

-
A charge such as that made against the de-
fendant in this case, is one'which is easily

kiade and, son& made, difficult to defend
- against, even if the person accused ginno-

cent. Therefore, the law requires that you
examine the testimony of the female per-

: . son named in the informatiim with cau-
tion."

The. instruction arose from jhe writings of fir
Mathew Hale who served as LOrd Chief Justice of
the Court of lqing's Bench from 1671 to 1676 and
whose writing s published postfiumouslj, in 1735.

'He recounted itwo cases in which he felt thikt false
charges' of . rape had been brought by very young
girls, although the defendants in both cases had been
acquitted. without any special instruction to the jury
regarding the credibility of rape victims. Hale con-
cluded that juries were more prOne to convict in
rape cases than in other trials and that they .needed
to he cautioned against their:own biases. As a result

s.46.

of Hale's observations, some of which were cited
earlier, the instruction cautioning the jury became
common -ip ripe casts. It was first given, only where

4 the, victim wilt a minor, but therule was later applied
to all cases of sexual assault.

The cautionary instruction has now been alffilbheld
in most states through statute or case law. The,in-
struction was attacked bpcause it seemed to. exem-
plify the .contemptuous treatment that rape victims
receive from the criminal justice system. Feminists
argue that the instruction originated as a statement of

ronertil mistrust of women; some cautionary instruc-
s even emphasize that the female person in the

case be regarded with caution. Prosecutors believe

that the instruction has a significant impact on the
. outcome of rape cases -IV virtue of implanting doubt

within the minds of the jurors.
-

While many states have banned the use of the cau-
to

tionary, instruction, 1.3 stateAstilf allow its use at tlie'
discretion, of the trial judgcrfbe judge's decisioh will .

not necessarily.'be reversed for failing to give it. The
appellate courts in these, states examine the quantity
of credible evidence presented at. rial and what-other
instructions are given. They then odetermhie whether
it was reversible error for the judge not to give ,the
instructioti. . ,

Thequestion of whether the judge was co
refusing to give the instruction has arisen on appeal.
very few times. It may be that the instruction is gen-
orally given in those states where it is discretionary.
If 'a4.' defendant is acquitted, the state 'cannot appeal
the conviction due to the constitutional protection
against double jeopardy. If .the judge _gives the ip-
struction and the defendant is acquitted, the .1,tate
cannot appeal'On the basis that the instruction -Was
wrongfully given. If the judge refuses the instruction
and the defendant is convicted, the defendant would
certainly appeal on the basis that the instruction, was
wrongfully ,withheld.. These consetpailpeS may lind
judges to give the instruction as a means of protect-
ing, the conviction if onC.is obtained, there. ik,no risjc
of reversal if the instruction. 19 given, while there a
some risk of reversal ithey refuse to give it.

4

Argum ents against the use of the instruction can
be organizedinto four categories: historical, factual,
judicial, and constitutional. The first three arguments
have been successful in state; supreme 'courts, while
the constitution$ argument remains untested.

,

a. Hritarical argument. It is commonly beliarcl
that the cautionary instruction arose at it time when

efendant could not testify on his own behalf add
ep,. therefore, extra protection of his rights was

needed*. Although this interpretation is technically
correct in that defendants Wind not testify under
oath, as a' Practical rrn5iter,*they could and did testify : 4

cfreely without taking the ',oath. There were other
* significant differences, howeAr, irthe ability of a de-

. fendant to defend himself in,the seventeentht entury.
He hid nopresuniPtion of innocence, no right to an
attorney, and no right to comp& witnesses to-testify.
Under these circumstances it might betib7ficult to disc
prove' a rape chargei Since these clOa ilkies have

"been removed and defendants now. 'Save elaborate
prcitectionit rUle" is no longer appropriate.-

. .
.
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Factual argument. The tactile! attack argues
!that the underlying basis of the instruction is false,
Objecting to the implied assertion that rape cases
which go to trial are rarely corroborated. The Kelvin
and Zeisel study suggests that rape chairs tend to
be better-corroborated than other types of Crimes.
Lack of corrobOration occurs just as frequently in
trials for non-sexual assault as for sexual assault,
despite,;ate, one would assume, the public nature of
non - sexual assaults. The rape &ferment is more
Nicely to have corroboration of the defense than is
the defendant in a narcotics case. In addition; there
is more likely to be corroborative expert evidence
(e.g., testimony of physician's) in rape cases than in

-burglary, drunk driving, or assault cases. Ifthe
screening procesk already assures that ripe cases
must be stronger than other cafes to get to trial, there
is no apparent need fora universal cautionary in-
struction in rape cases.

In sumniasy, factual ,attack on the ciutionary in-
struction esSerts di, a charge of rape is made with
difficulty and easily defended against; few rapes are

IP reported, fewer still are prosecuted, and jtiry ,attitudes'
" favor the accused rather than the victint.

. .

c. Judicial arguments. The' ,judiciil argument.
against the Hale instrucdonliassertethat the instruc-
lion is not the kind of direction which a juflge is
allowed to give to the jury. Judges traditionally in-
;Viet juries on principles of law that th'e jury is

-expected to apply teethe facts that they find. Judges
are not usually alloWed to argue a partibular 'side of
an issue or suggeit a bias. However, the cautionary
instruction represents a etc concfesion and' not
a principle of law arm, therefore, it may be
prime. The cautionary instruction 'essentially' repre-

°. sents a judicial intrusion into the jtiry's traditional
role of judge of witness credibility. By suggesting,

, that there is something suspicious in the victim's
testimony, it direal and biases jury decision-making.

-
d. Constitutional" arguments. The constitutional

argument 'against cautionary instructions is based on
a_ denial of equal protection on tjte basis of sex.

.. Under traditional constitutional arguments, classifiz
cations are struck doviia if they disadvantage a group
and there is no legitimate purpose to'. the olassifica-
Lion. The cautionasp instruction might be constittr-.

' tionally deficient because it deprives women quite
literally-of equal protection of the criminal law. Such ,

deprivation .occurs when doubt is cast on the testi-
mony.of women as victims ofcrime merely because.
of their sex or because of the nature of the crime

committed' against :hem If the discrediting of their
testimony leads to a higker acquittal rate for rape
than for other felonies, then it can bejgued that
rape goes relatively unpubished, rapists are relatively

.free to rape, and women are victims of a crime in
- 'higher proportions than they would be had instruc-

tion not been given. This arguinent,.may be less
persuasive in jurisdictiods where the instruction is
given regardless of the sex of the witness. For
example, prior to the rejection of the instruction in

the instr. uCtion was requited in eve case
involving a sex offense even if, as in one case, the

-victim ...was a male police .qfficef."

. If there is no factual basis fdr the 'instruction,
there ;Would appear, to be no. basis at all for the
instruction; it would serve merely to' encourage ac-

'

irrespectiverrespective of the defendant's guilt. Sudh
an argument is somewhat novels since the victimt
crime have never been given standing to *bring such .
an attack under the Constitution. However, recent
interest in victims' rights and the Equal Rights
Amendment may make the constitutional -argument

' more viable in the future.v
4

Thus, despite the various arguments against the
use ofkhe cautionary` instruction, the; apt remains
that some rape, charge, like some ,charier in other
erittres1 uncorroborated. To thJ extent that this .
increases he .risk of-false conviction, there may be

'lleed for some type of cautionary instruction
;e1Hofrever, the instruction need' not be 64e-specific

to ameliorate the riikTirinstruction which could
be used in any case in which iheris no corrobora-
tion would suffice to alert the jury to injustice withosi.
suggesting that a particular class of "victim or
is inheiently suspect. Eight states have passed spate

'''41cislation banning the cautionary instruction specific
to rape cases, while many others, like California,
have rejected its ilk through. case law. It remains '
an important issue because it reflects deeply held
attitudes throughout the criminal' justice system that
have undoubtedly prevented the conviction of de-
fendants for the crime of rape.

e. Psychiatric examinations. Another alternative
to the corroboration rule. is the provision for psy-
chiatric examination of complaining witnesses in

, some, slates. -A number of writers, including Wig-
haveexpressed thc.opinioa that _ap comp in

ing witnesses should be psychiatrically examined as
an .altiernate means of eliminating false rape som-
plaints," This suggestion 'is premised on a number
of assumptions: that there are many false complaints,

I
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that substantial numbers of those complaints arW:,
from mental disorders, and that psychiatry can
determine truth from falsehood in this context. ile

thereis no reason to believe that there are m re
false complaints of rape than of any other type f

crime, there is-virtually no evidence to indicatJ what
p-ercentage of thole false complaints of rape which
are made are .the result of menial disorder. The
belief, however, that such complairlts are Common
had led somecourts..to permit the ordering of such

, examinations in rape cases. Although the practice
grows out of judge-made law, legislatT may be
askedto evaluate the -practice' in view' of growing
concern with the treatment 'of rape victims; on the
one, hand, and the elimination or modification of
corroboration 'requirements on the other.

In those states where such an examination is pos-
sible, the order is made at the discretion of the trial
judge. No conviction has been reversed for failure
40 order such examinations, but it should be noted
that where) the judge orders the examination, the
issue will, not arise on appeal since neither the state
nor the complaining witness could aplical the order
if granted. A survey of states made as part of thii
study suggests that ,the while the examination is re-

,- quested with some frequency, it is generally denied.

What the defendant needs to show in order to
justify such.an order varies greatly with the particu-
lar circumstances of each ease. Generally, courts
require some reason. for the examination; for ex-

. ample, the complaining witness had fabricated
numerous sexual incidents in the past. The legal
standard varies from a "compellin need" to a
"substantial showing of need anti stification" to

-wow
.,..-,..!`stune'shoWing of need." The gre, breadth of trial

Court discretion tends' to make Och of these forma=
415 lations virtually the same in pfactice.

In arguing 'for these examinations, courts have
'emphasized the defendant's, right to confront the
witness and the trial court's need for informapon.,

416 Defendantshave stressed that the examination can
avoid manifest possibilitiei for injustice raised when
the trial judge-does .not take advantage of the knowl-
edge 'and expertise that psychiatry' and psychology
can offer. For these reasons. California considers
that the examination may constitute a minimum.
protection for a defendant charged withVcx offense,
particularly if the charge involves child molestation.

Victims and prosecutOrs have strongly objected
to these-examinations. Frit' the victim, the examina-
tion, as Well as the motion to order the examination,

.11-
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may constitute a personal' affront as sulAtantiarli
the assault... The examination represents' still
another inflation that the criminal justice system
dos not believe her and.that she is somehow suspect

rely because of her sex and the grime OM was
committedlapon her. She may witdraw hercomplaint
rather than be subjepted/nftrir-gross insult. The
District of Coluppia Court, in forbidding such,ex-
aminations, lave these reasons as rationales and
additionally pointed out that the availability of
uch an.torder opened the door to victim harrass-,

ment4W,,the defense. The overall effect, the court
was to deter complaints."

Even these arguments presume that such an ex-
amination might have some validity: The Oregon

'Court, for example, rejected a request by a defendant
on the basis' that: "Mt has, not been demonstrated
that the art of psychiatry has yet developed into a
science so exact as to warrant such a bisic intrusion
into the jury process." Doubts surrounding, the
reliability of psychiatric testimony create the possi-
bility of a battle of experts with psychiatrist pitted
against psychiarist. This, in turn
for the criminal justice system.
that sexual assault cases will beco

Id be expensive
y., it suggests

special class
of criminal cases decided_ not by the jury, but by an
abdication to doctors.

f. Polygraphs. Those who favor psychiatric 'ex-
aminations of rape victims also tend to favor the
use of the polygraph (lie detector) is screening
devices for false tape complaints. Some' even urge
that such tests be mandatory and admissible at the
defendant's trial. Given the current status'of poly-
graphs as inadmissible without a stipulation by both
parties to the criminal trial, as well as the general
mistrust of the machine's reliability, it is -unlikely
that there will be serious consideration of this
requircment.

Police, and sometimes. prosecutors, do find the
polygraph a satisfactory and even effective means
to 'screen untruthful or uncooperative complainants
as well' as encourage guilt pleas by defendants. The
victim who agrees to submit to the:test is perceived
as 'more trilthful and cooperative than the victim
who refuses to submit. A tolst which suggest's truth-'
fulness..ort_the part of he victim can be a bargaining. '
lever against the dere dant in pia negotiations:

Despite the potential u efulness of the test, many
regard the- polygraph as one,more device for victim
harrassment by both the defendant and the criminal
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jq.stice system. Once again, the test may represent
the system's 'suspicion of the complainant because
'sbels a woman and subject-to this particular type of
offense. Her refusal to take the test ma reflect her
contempt for this attitude more than her unwilling-
ness to prosecute or lack of credibility.

3.4 Conclusion

Corroboration requirements, cautionary instruc-
tions, psychiatric examinations of victims, and poly-
graph tests all served to erect special barriers
for tape prosecution. While based on assumptions
regarding the protection of innocent defendants,, they
have carved out a special exception to the norms of

criminaHustice and have essentially assumed false-
hood among Victims. It is the victim whose word
is immediately subject to scrutiny and skepticism.
Such a philosophy can duly discourage victims from
reP'orting. The risk.of false conviction is arguably no
greater than in say other felony. Fuithermore, the .
attitudeswhich have iielped erect these barriers Have
so. permeated the criminal justice system that even
without statutory or common law safeguards, prose-
culon of rape. cases too.ofte remains a limited and
tentative effort. It is hoped that the present legislative
drive to remov these barriers may not only make
the proof of r e analagous to the proof_fbr other
felonies, but it ay change attitudes to facilitate the
successfhl. pros ution of the crime.
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CHAPTER_ 4. SPECIAL ISSUES

Much of the impetus for legal civnge with regard ;
to rape has emerged from the reports of victims.
For many victims,' involvement with the criminal
justice system has been almost as bad p the sexual
Assault itself. Rape is a traumatic event in the vic-
tim's life, and the demands of the criminal justice
system often accentuate and magnify the disruption.
The criminal justice system, with its concerns for
bureaucratic efficiency,-public scrutiny, and the ad-
versary process, has traditionally paid little attention
to the needs of victims:

More recently, victims of rape have received
significant publicity, 'and their needs have begun to
be addressed Or at least discusserby the criminal
justice \system. First, there is a growing concern
for the integrity and-needs of the victim. Second, only
if the victim is treated humanely can the crimidal

_ justice ,systovexpect the victim to report the crime,
and hee,me involved wih the rapist's prosecution.

Possible le initiatives with regard to rape
vict' esent a wide range of protections and

_ services. Theie include everything from proiisjons
to assure the victim's privacy to the establishment,
of educational programs for potential! victims on' how
to av9id rape. Legislatures have considered the pay-

.. meat, of victim compensation to rape victims, the
provisioh of counseling services, and special training
for police officers to improve .their 'sensitivity, to
victim, needs. While, legislatures have indirectly
attempted 'to assist rape victims by enacting sub7
stantive -changes in the rape law, there remain
extensive opportunities' to more direCtly assist vic-
tims through legislative action. .

. .

4.1,, Privacy
. .

. . ....4, , . .
*----- --- - - '::-Publie,exposure-of the-intimate details ofher-rape-

is. often an embarrassing or humiliating eXperience
. - for the victim. However, the extent of, the privacy

. -. problem is difficult .to assess because local practice
_varies significantly. In some jurisdictions, for ex-
ample, probable cause or preliminary hearings are
held 'in sniall.qUiet courtrooms. The entire calendar
of cases for a particular morning will be of a similar

. .

A

Li
sensitive nature. In other places, especially in urban
courts, these hearings occur in, crowded and noisy
courtrooms overflowing with victims, defendants, and
witnesses associated with a wide rangeof.
conduct. The victim's experience in teitIfying in these
two environments will differ significantly. ,

Some prosecutors have choice )n how chey;tvilI
-proceed with a rape case that allows someNfonsid-
eration of victim needs. In some jurisdictions; for'
example, probable cause hearings ,,can be avoided
altogether by hakoing the case heard Dfore a grand
jury or filed directly into the trial court. These latter
options allow the case to be pursued into the felony
dial court without the victim exposure. to what is
often brutal cross-examination .at the probable.eause
heating. Unfortunately, neither the grand jury or
direct filing option is available in all jurisdictions.

In addition, the privacy problems of .a:jurisdiction
may depend upon voluntary mechanisms employed
by the `local media. Many newspapers and radio
and television stations refrain voluntarily from pub-
lishing information about the victims of sexual
assault, even though by law the information. may be
a matter of pubk record.

The volume of legislatiVe activity...concerning vic-
tim privacy 'suggests that local practice has not
sufficed to provide victims with the privady they
desire when pursuing sexual assault cases. Legisja-
ttires have attempted to make pretrial hearipgs, and
trials, private and have attempted to limit Mepia
coverage of rape cases. The problem with such
legislative attempts is .that the victim's right of
privacy often conflicts with the public's right to iii-*
formation and the defendant's right to a public, trial.
Balancing.these fundamental interests is a legislative.
jag-

The right ti) a pulgic-ifial, the light to privacy,
and freedom of the press. The Sixth Airiendment to
the United States Constitution, as well.as the con-
stitutions of the various states, guarantees to the
defendant the right to a, public trial. Interpreting the
scope 'end limits _of this right is difficult epougb In

,
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view of the multiplicity of conficiting interests in this
area, but this difficulty is compounded in the context
of .a rape, trial. Four typical cases based on actual
circumstances may serve to illuitrate the range, of
problems which arise:

. The defendant desires a public trial, i nspding
the presence of family and friends, but the rape

' victim wants the courtroom cleared since she
feels, emotionally unable to testify in front of
spectators.

-The 17-year old victim has a number of .sup-
portersin the courtroom, many of whom are
friends her age. The judge excludes these young
women because it is against public morality for'
them to be exposed to the testimony in a rape
case.

The rape victim has friends, family, and sup-
porters from a rape crisis group in the court-
room. The defendant wants the courtroom
cleared because he believes the prest...ce of these
people will influence the victim's 'testimony. His
counsel believes that the impact of his cross-
examination on the victim will `be enhanced if
the victim's supporters are excluded from the

.,,.courtroom. ,..
A.

Both the j.efendant and the victim waft the
courtroon44d because they do not want
public exposure ot ..their intimate livesthe
defendam because hC finds it highly emb'ar-
rassing to be on trial for rape and the victim
because she may be forced to revel details of
her past sexual Conduct. Members of a rape,,

s group a o e
justice system's conduct of the trial, anda

- reporter wants to attend ,,to write an article
for his paper. . .

From these four cases it is apparent that the
defendant, the victim, the public, and the press all
have in interest in whether, or, not .a' rape trial is
open to the public. The particular interest of, theie
various parties may vary, however, from case to
case and may not be apparent simply by virtue of
the party's role irt the case. Only the press, in its
persistent search for public information, has a fixed
interest in the public trial. Becauie of the complexity
of these interestgrthe question as to whose Hillis
prevail in the presence of conflict requires substan-.
dal inquiry.

Courts have recognized the-se various interests and
have attempted to balance them, but they have uni-
formly started from the positiOn that a trial must be

'public unless there is sufficient reason to limit public
access. The underpinnings..of the right to public
trial are substantial: the defendant's right to a fair
trial, the public interest in curbing the power of the
courts, and the freedom of the press.. The United
States Supreme. Couit has pointed out that the right
to a public trial emanates from a distrust of secret
trials; such trials historitally were-used to suppress
political and religious dissent". The public scrutiny
of trials was seen- as a means of controlling the
potential abuies of judicial power. By 'watching their
judicial system in ction, the public would acquire
confidence in their governmental processes and the

cratic system Would presumably be stabilized.
This strong tradition is what courts and legislatures
must struggle with to modify the public naiure of
the criminal trial.

Despite this tradition, courts, have generally per-
mitted three limitations on the right to Public trial.
First, 'spectators can be excluded if their presence
interferes with the orderly conduct of the trial. If
there is inadequate space available in the courtroom
for all wir0 May, want to attend, ,the right to a public
trial does not require. that the trial be moved to a .

space large enough to accommodate all. Furthermore,
if the conduct of the spectators is disruptive of the
judicial process, they can be refnoved tom the
courtroom. Since the orderly conduct of the trial is
necessary to preserve the defendant's right to a fair
trial, the exclusion of spectators for this. reason
simply balances his right to a fair and orderly trial
against his right to a fair and public trial.c'' w nt t attend to monitor tht

Second, courts permit the exclusion of spectators
wheniiis necessary to protect the public morality.
When a case tirolves a sex offense, .0r example,
young spectators .can be. excluded it the:evidence is
likely to involve the recital of.scandalous or inde-
cent matters which would havtaddroraliiing effect
upon their immature minds:No matter how this type

' of 'language 'would be interpreted by the/ourts, it
is clear that what is at issue is not the public nature
of tile trial, but merely the exclusion of a particular Ilk
segmen of the, ublic. , A .

`udge can generally the public to
avoid a mt arriage of justice. Such exclusion can
occur when witness is emotionally unable to testily'
before ectators, especially if the witness is soyoung
that she may be embarrassed if she testifies before

. .
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those not concerned with the trial. Some states have ,
taken the further position that, in.sex offense' caies,
the judge can exclude all members of the public,
including 'the press," who have no special connection
with the trial. Other states he permitted the .press

,. to remain, while excluding the rest of the public on
the theory that the presence of the press satisfies
the need for the trial's public exposure..

.

Constitutionally, the defendant's right to public
dial is likely to 'be found superior to the victim's
right of privacy. It is .likely that due process rights
are superior to privacy rights; the possibility of the
defendant's incarceration is probably more serious
than the possibility,, for example, of the victim's
embarrassment or emotional breakdown. This issue,
however, has never been specifically addressed by
the courts4To meet a victim/Av-An. ess likely to
suffer serious ha , the state can dismiss the charges
against the defend nt; the defendant, however, can-

. not choose to have his charges dismissed..
...

-
The interest of the public in avoiding a miscar--

riage of justice might .be found superior to the
. defendant's right to a public trial where a particti-

laily distraught witness is tillable to testify in public.
An appropriate case' might be that in which the

0

Victim is a minor.
-

The interests of the defendant, the
public, and the press might be satisfied, by such ,,

devices as closed-circuit television, which could
monitor the proceedings without interfering with
the witnesses' concern that the hearing might become
a public show. Care should be .taken that the exclu-
sion of -the public would be temporary and would

of affect the fairness orthe defendant's trial.

alternative solution to this Constitutional
might be the provision that the victim's

be taken. by means of a deposition. A
-allows V witness,ein testify outside of '
be subject to cross-examination by the

t;:'. This satisfies the defendant's Sixth
Amendment right to confront witnesses against him

. while allowing the trial to proceed withOUt the
presence of the witnesses. Federal law provides thpt
the testimony of the witness may .tie admitted by .

, way of deposition if the witness is unavailable aue
to "sickness Or infirmity." The depositioq is also
acceptable, if ',the witnegtes refuse to -testify -at a
hearing * trial. Piesumablys.theit, if the victird'in a
rape case in federal court refuses to testily after
being deposed, .her testimony can be presented
through the depositiOn. .

An
confii
estim

deposal
court.
defen
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There are several problems with the use of a
deposition as a substitute for live testimony. -As a
practical matter, the procedure may be usable only
for the probable cause hearing in i rape .case. A
prosecuting attorneris unlikely to proceed to trial
if the victim is not personally-present; it is unlikely

that a jury will convict if they are unable to see the ,

victim and evaluatE-hactedibility. While video-
taped depositions might alleviate this prOblem, its
practical usehas not been sufficiently tested. Another
difficulty applicable to videotapes as well as

Nona' depositions is that the defendant may allege
that the depositicni was; inadequate and, therefore,
41oes not accurately and fully captide the victim's
testimony. Arguably, the information available at ---
the time of the deposition was inadequate and fur-
ther confrontation of the victim would be necessary
to fulfill the .defendant's Sixth Amendment rights.
Thus the defendant may succeed in having the victim
called to.testify for the preliminary hearing or the

n--if a deposition had been talcep. This
would be of significant advantage to the attorney
and potentially ruinous to the state's case; there
would be another record, from which to cross-
examine the victim and the victim would be forced
to recall once again the details of her sexual assault.

,

.Sometimes a victim might seek 'a public pro-
ceeding, pirhaps because she expects and would
ieicome support from friends. In this event, the
defendant may Want the public excluded. It is well
settled that the defendant can" waive his Tight to
public trial, but these waivers have never been leially
tested in the face of opposition from witnesses, the
public or the presi. Some courts evidently do forbid
these waivers because of the interest of the public in
being present. - . -

ht yet 'another scenario, the victim and the de-
fendant both want a private judicial proceeding,
while the press insists upon its right to exercise First
Amendment. freedoms. In Nebraska Press Assacia=
tion v. Stuart.' the Supreme Court recently decided
that restraints on the press to prohibit pUblication
of ,information ,about a criminal Cine, are. almost
always unconstitutiopAinc,court did not decide
whether judicial proceedings could bs, closed to the
press with" the consent of\ the defendant. Since -the
.court. underscored the imPortance of pnblic scrutiny
of the judicial process, however), it is doubtful that
exclusions of the citess from trials be upheld.

An interesting rationale for uPholding th4 privacy
of rape trials can be devised by analogizing the rape
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trial'to the juvenile court proceeding:The United
States Stipreme Court has held that, consistent with
due process, a state can keep confidential police and
court records related to juveniles.' There has been;
virtually unanimous judicial support for protecting
the child. brought under the jurisdiction of the
juvenile court from publicity, even where the juvenile
_wanted a public hearing. The state's interest in the
protection of the young person from the stigma of
youthful misconduct is regarded as more important

"" than informing the community how its courts are
operating. Whether thisstate interest in protecting

_Minors still intact .in.light of the Nebraska Press
. -Association. ruling-is questionable. The state interest

has also -been challentid by the Supreme Court in
tiality of juvenile
er minor interest

due process right to

Davi.i-y. Alaska 2 wherethe canfi
worts was characterized -as
vieighai against, a defenlia
conk t auitness. .

Irtle-ability of the state to Meet julenile pro-
ceedings from public exposure remains intact; an
argument can be that a similar ability should
exist to_protect the victim/witness in a rape trial.
'since she, like the juvenile, is apt to suffer substantial
stigma from &bikeerg:Insure of her rape~ This argu- .

ment is particularly strong when the victim/witness
. is a juvenile. _

Conclusion. Statutes which require or allow the
judge to clear the courtroom in praceediggs involving
a charge of sexual assault will undoubtedly be subject
t&Cunstitutional- challenge. To avoid such_ challenge, I,
California has passed a statute which instructs the
judge to clear the courtroom at preliminary hearings
in ,any case at the defendant's request.' Under this
law, the rape defendant has an absolute right to a
private preliminary hearing which prevails over any
contrary interests of victim, the public, or the
press. A significant recent use cif the statute, until.
amended; was to preclude attendance of rape crisis
advocates who sought to monitor the criminal justice
system and lend support to the victim. However, a
prosecuting witness may now have a person of her/
his choice present while...testifying at the preliminary
hearing.

.

The public interest in' access to criminal trials is
particularly important With, regard to rape cases.
The changes that are occurring in rape legislation
have evolved from the exposure of the treatment
Of rape victims by the criminal justice system. The

. monitoring of rape trials and courtroom support of
victims will undoubtedly be continued and encour-

'

aged by rape crisis groups. It is paradoxical that
the movement which seeks to ease the trauma of
trial fot the victiin is itself interested' in maintaining
the public nature of the trial.,

. The policy of encouraging public scrutiny may
mean that the courtroom could not be cleared _ey
where both the defendant and the victim agree that
this is their preference. There is no reason, however,
why the legislature could not begin to define the
limits of public exposure in a way consistent' with
the defendant's rigfit to trial and the victim's possible
,need for privacy.

ilrivitcy of the victim's name and address. Limiting
public access to the names and addresses of rape
victims has -been a topic of significant legislative
-attention. The debate has recently been dominated'
by a Supreme Court decision which overturned a
Georgia statute prohibiting_the publication of rape
victims' names.' The court held that the' press can
freely. publish information disclosed in public judi-
cial proceedings. If the victim's name and address
are contained within the court record, then the press
cannot be prohibited from publishingjhem. The press
is seen s the guarantor Of the fairness of trials ;
through itrscrutiny of the administration of

The Supreme Court suggested, however, that if
privacy interests must be served, states might devise
a system to keep certain information out of the
public record. Prosecutors, foreXample, could sub-
stitute a fictional name, "Jane Doe," for the victim's
name in criminal complaints, as could police- in their
records. This 41ctitious name, without an address,
would appear 'in all public documents. The true.
name and address of the victim-could be made avail-
able to be defense ripen a showing of their need
for the information., The legislature might further
authorize the court, in appropriate circumstances,
to instruct he defense attorney to withhold this
information from the de4 fendant himself.

Legislatirin authorizing judges Jo withhold the
adchiss of a rape victim from the defendant upon a
;notion by the District Attorney was recently defeated
in California. Even though the bill directed the court
to admit the, address into evidence upon a showing
that the value of the address to the defendant out-
weighed the potential danger to.the victim, opponents
of the bill believed that the address was essential to
the right or confrontation. Pfoponents argued that
the defendant's constitutional rights were protected
,by the provision which enables the deledse to show
some need for the address.

r.
-
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If the information were not public, but were
somewhere published in the newspapers, it is un-
clear. if the victim could sue. The Supreme Court
in the Cox case, prohibited a suit because the infor
motion was public and never addressed the issue if
the information were not in the, public record. Here
the victim's right of privacy would be pitted against,
the,freedom of the press; the result may depend on,
whether the case had been filed or on he public
nature of the crime. A legiilature might attempt to
address this issue by prohibiting the printing of such
information orby allowing statutory damages to the
victim irrespective of actual injury. Fear of such
liability could. deter newspapers from the printing of
such infoimition; of course, it is this very, chilling
effect on speech that would force the iconstitutional
challenge.

The legislature could erect different degrees of
privacy for the victim and defendant in a rape caw.
Arguably, the ictim is subject to more public stigma-
tization th t defendant, and thus could be
worded greater rotection by controlling access to
information gr y allowing civil remedies. Once
again, however, any attempt to control information
mill be subject to the closest constitutional scrutiny.

4.2 Victim Advocate*
While the criminal justice system' and the victim

of sexual assault may share the common goal of
the prosecution of rapists, they often have separate
interests.tand concerns. The criminal justice system
is a beleagured bureaucracy that must be concerned
with screening cases based on ,their strength; with
limited resources and a quasi-judicial role, the crimi-
nal justice, system - cannqt^laursue-every-- case. The
prosecutor; for example, does not simply represent
the interests of the victim. The prosecutor must lie
concerned with the available eifidence in a case, the
possibility of winning at trial, and justice, in the
larger tense, which reflects a consideration of the
victim, the defendant, and the publio.generally. The
victim, -on the- other hand, may seek vigorous
prosecution regardless of the limited criminal justice
resources and a low probability of success. In addi-
tion, she may need emotional support and eacourage-
Inent.. which the _prosecutor ii neither trained nor
exierienced To provide. She may have rights to be
prdected which the prosecutor compromises in his
consideration-of his- larger. role. In order to assure
the victim that her interests are - being protected,
three victim advocate devices have been considered:
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(1) the private prosecutor, (2) the private attorney
assigned tek the victim, and (3) the non-attorney
advocate.

Private prosecutori. To the extent that prosicutors
have been insensitive to the complexity of rape or
have inadequate resources to prioritize rapes within
their offices, private prosecutors -.have been coq-
sidered to assume the role of the public prosecute '>+
Private prosecution of crimes has been common
throughout much of the country, although its major

,use is at the request of and under the supervision
of the district attorney. Under this system, prWate
counsel is paid by the state to "assist" in the prose-
cution, either because the district attorney is too
busy or because there is a .conflict of interest. Since
ripe cases are difficult to win and rape victims re-
quire time and energy to prepare for trial, prosecu-
t&s may be will* to bring in private counsel to
bolster limited resources and prosecute cases which
they believe deserve prosecution. ,pome states even
haie statutes which ,permit part', including the
victims of crime, to shire assistant prosecutors at
their own aid in prosecution of the crime.

Private prosecution is also possible in some states'
when the district attorney refuses lo file charges or
act upon charges filed, or prOceeds with incompe-
tency. In these situations, the victim must convince
a juke that the district attorney has abused discre-
tion in the handling of the case. The court can -then
appoint private counsel to prosecute the particular
case. In some jurisdictions, this procedure emanates
from constitutional authority. In other states, courts
have held that this power reside& in their inherent
power to administer justice.

While district attorneys may welcome assistance
in the prosecution of difficult and demanding rape

, cases, it is unlikely tha' they would welcome systems
that render them" vulnerable to charge& of incom-
petency on a case:by-case basis. Prosecutors have
traditionally exercised significant discretion; usurp-
tion of this power would not only be threatening to
the prosecutor, but it might also' serve to undermine'
'the organization of criminal justice. From the district
attorney's perspective, cases which are prosecuted
in the face of district attorney opposition are cases
which should not bi prosecuted. It is unlikely 'that
the judiciary wilt ivititt--regularly to supplantthe--1-;---
discretionary decisicin-making of the prolecutor with
their judgment that a-case ,should be prosecuted.
Any judicial standard for appointing private counsel
to exercise the duties of the prosecutor would be very

`*.
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litrict. The court would:probably have to find .a
manifest abuse of justiee, a finding unlikely in the
prosecutor's refusil to 'file any particular rape case.

The victim's inkterest.in private prosecution stems
from her interest id- vindication and her sense that
the traditional means of-prosecution will not, perhaps
cannot, give her the attention that she desires. If
only a small percentage of all rape reports lead to
charges filed by the,pansecutor, 'how can, the victim
have faith that her case vfill be vigorously pursued?
She probably will not understand the. basis of prose-
cutor decision-making, even assuming its legitimacy,
since it is often not explained to her. To the extent
that the prosecutor made a correct choice in not
filing her case, then private prosecution 'would only
serve her ends rather 'than the ends of "justice":
the defendant might be accused and arrested *ithout
any possibility of conviction. On the other hand, to
the extent that the prosecutor failed to. file the case
because inadequate resources were available or In---, cause of a bias against tfic filing of rape cases, private
prosecution might provide an outlet for aggrieved
victims. The frustration felt by many victims is com-
pounded by the reality that few defendants can be
sued for damages in a civil action;

Defense objections have arisen to the use of pri-
vate prosecutors when private counsel uses informa-
tion obtained in the criminal process to eqmmence
a civil suit. Such an eventuality could be c6mtrolled
through statutes. It should be noted.that although
the district attorney is usually immune from charges
of malicious prosecution,. the private attorney would
be hesitant to prosecute unless this protection were
clearly extended to him. If such a program is to be
encouraged, the priite prosecutor `should have
access to all information and be protected by the
law; in essence 41 should be placed in a pOsitiou
identical to the prosecutors.

Another major problem with private prosecution
is fts -cost. Who should pay the, private attorney,
and at What rate, are questions that woad have to
be explored. In genera,. private-prosecution could
only be viewed as an occasional remedy for rape.
victims. It would probably occur in jurisdictions
where the prosecutor's office is small, perhaps in-
experienced; and surely overworked. Where the hir-
ing of outside counsel would suggest a-condemnation
of the prosecutor and represent' a usurption of his
discretionary poivers, it is unlikely to be a popular
method*.

.

Private representation. Legislative attempts have
been made to provide rape victims with private
counsel in addition to the prosecuting attorney. In

.Ohio, for example, private representation of victims
is permitted in hearings to determine the admissi-
bility of the victim's 'prior sexual history. Indigent
victims can have counsel appointed for them. Such
'provisions are novel, since. the victtins of crime are
seldom represented by private counsel unless they
are invoking their Fifth Amendment privilege against
self-incrimination.

The victim may believe that her interests, par-
ticularly with regard to privacy, may not be fully
protected by the prosecutor. She may want private
representation to argue against the revelation of the
Court of her name and address, to prevent her from
testifying .at all on the grounds that it could en-
danger her emotionally, or to prevent questioning
by either the state Or the defense regarding her prior
sexual histOry. If she and the prosecutingWriiey
do not agree on these issues; she may need private
counsel.

A recent California case suggests the importance
of such representation. In this case there were:two
trials,. the first' trial. resulted in a "hung" jury, while
the second resulted i onvietion. At the first trial,
the defense was perm d to inquire into the victim's
sexual history iii det ; in addition, a cautionary
instruction was read to the jurkAt the second trial,

'the victim was represented by In American Civil
Libel.* Union attorney. Upon the advice of counsel,
she refiT,..to answer questions about her prior
sexual conduet-,-1dition, the tohrt refused to
give the mardatooryfcautionary instruction. On ap-
peal, the State Supreme Court overturned the custom
of giving the cautionary instruction. Although the
result of th.p trial could not be directly attributed
to the activities of the additional attorney, it is clear
that the victim'sinterests were more forcefully
representeckby private:counsel than they could have
been by a prosecutor whose role 'and perspective in
the ease would be very different.

Since the criminal justice_systein does not antici-
pate private representation of witnesses, there are
few guidelines as to what attorneys can and Cannot
do. Much 'of the effectiveness- of private:tounset
depends upon ilie-cooperation of the . prosecuting
attorney and court. Such cooperation, however, may

.9)e difficult to achieve if the prosecutor regards pd-
vate 'counsel as an interloper and the court believes

.
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counsel's prescpce unnecessarily complicates the
proceeding. .

- . ..4

The problems of the
.
private counsel arise in two

areas: (1) access jo information, and (2) standing
in the court process. Without informal cooperation
or a legislative* mandate, The private attorney may

'have difficulty obtaining information froogie pole/
or the, prosecuting attorney. Information in the state's.
records with regird to the victim would_ appear to
be critical for appropriaterepresentition-of the vic-
tim! Arguably; the entire Contents of the police and
prosecutor file would, be relevant if the attorney
were to argue the necessity for his ent% testimony

.abdut specific matters. In a civil su the attorney
could arguably subpoena many of t e recordi,
but it is unclear how this mechanism could be used
in a pending criminal case. Legislation .authorizing
the presence of such counsel would have.to consider
the problems of access to, information.

With regard to attorney standing, there are several
issues that require analysis. To what proceedings
is the Presence of ofirate counsel appropriate? If
parts of the .trial were closed to.the public, there is
question whether private counsel could attend if his
client were ncinvolved. If negotiations with regard
to evidence,Sea bargaining, and jury .instructions
occurred lb chambers, is it appropriate .for private
counsel to attend? If the trial were public and the
private attorney were present, Vat is the role of ',
the private .attorney? The law provides noguidelines
with. regard to -where the counsel could `sit or if he
could make objecitions and raise motions. In essence,
the Criminal trial is a awsuit between the people of
the jurisdiction and the defendant; since the. victim
is not a party, the role of the Private; counsel is.
unclear. .

. .
o

Ideally, the use of private counsel would improve
7 e

- victim representation by the proseicutor. However,.,
the presence of the,private counsel mayoalso di/eaten
the-relationship between the prosecutor and hisschief
witness. To the extent that the presence of-the private
counsel represents a fail e of this relationskip, then -
obviously this is a moo point. The, rdriuired pres-
ence of counsel for the ictim ma), creche an eittra. "
ackiersgrial. relationship between the victim and the

dilemma pof frankness that the counseling requires. further-be a significant one even if thasearly experience of
such three-party criminal suits were nsufficientao mow, any variances between what she tells the coun-

draw any conclusions.

the The

, selor and what.she tells the police-or testifies on the
defenseexploited-by tbWitness stand carp bthe em-

The non - attorney advocate. A number of criminal L eel. A 'legislature cotRaresolve theissue by care-
.

-

.
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fully defining the advocate/victim relationship and
granting a confidential status to this communication.

Legislatures have also addressed, the non-legal
problems of training and-funding of advocacy sera-,
ices. To the extent that these programs have deMon-
strated iaitie to both the victims and the criminal
justice system, they could be encouraged by the
legislature. Training standards could be devised and
advocate programs funded. State funding could act
to legitimize their role and provide_ criminal justice
agencies With professional referral services.

fairislative efforts in several states, incligling
Massachusetts and Minnesota, have sought to pro-
vide services, for victims through traditional mimi-
narjustiCe means.' In these 'states, criminal justice
personnel arrtrained in limited forms" of crisis inter-
vention so that they can be more sensitive, to'yictim
needs. If prosecutors and police were better equipped
to understand and assist rape victims, the need 'for
private prosecution and private advocacy might
lessen. 4Iowever, the role of the non-attorneYadvo-
cate as a counselor is no likely to be .replaced
entirely by either traditionarVace or prosecutor
personnel.

.

4.3 Comprehensive Victim Service-
Programs

TT the extent that special services are available
to victims, they have largely been provided by loCal

4 groups who have recruited volunteers, raiscd funds
and administered limited prsikrants. These pro'grams
face obvious problems of cost and interaction with

.the traditional bureaucracies of the police, the prose-
cutor, and public service agencies. A few states, such
as Minnesota, Massachusetts, _California, Alaska,.
and Ohio, have- attempted to address the problems
of rape .victims in a more comprehensive fashion.
By legislative enactment, these states have attempted
to provide direct services to victims, public educa-
tion, and training for criminal justice professionals.
There are kitential, advantage? and disadvantages
to private versus public control of victim service
*grams; nonetheless, it is an area that a state
legislature might' usefully explore apart from the
traditional concerns of re-defining the crime of rape.

The scope of possible legislative activity in the
proVitibircif irTeliiiiserViCes is vest and eir be
divided into several distinct components. First, the
state can attempt to upgrade the training of law
enforcement personnel across the jurisdiction so that
victims will be treated with more sensitivityvancl

14.
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rapes will- be investigated more .effec tively. Vitriour'
states have dcveloped programs to educate police
and prosecutors on the myths of rape, the trauma.of
rape for victims, and the techniques of crisis inter-
vention. The underlying assumption of such training
is that these riminal justice personnel can provide
support seEic, to 'victims which will ensure victim
cooperatioil an courage.victim reports.

Second, the state c* engage in a comprehensive
program of- public eduqation.' Some states have
published brochures -for women who have been
raped which instruct them aiout the criminal justice'
system. This" helps to inform, and, thereby, assist *,

them in the difficult process of reporting and prose-
cuting a rape case. In addition, women can be, in-
structed about the nature of rape and what to do in
situations where a rape is threatened. This has been
done in the form of lectures, printed materials, and
films. .

Third, the state can mandate the provision of
various se ces for rape victims. These can include
police-spo ored phone "'hot-lines," counseling serv-

, ices, leg representation, and victim compensation.
It sho be noted, however, that there seems, to
be a ng concern that such services not be
resin ed to victims of rape. Instead, they aright
beco c part of expanded services available to' vic-
tims of all sex offenses, 'victims of violent crimes,
or ictims ingeneral.

Finally, some states have :promulgated state-
wide standards for victim services even thouih.their
provision may be locally initiated. Hospital protocols
haVe been devised through legislative actions which
would be standardized throughout the state. Some
states have required that victim specialists be avail-
able on a 24-hour basis in hospitals ril-police
departments to attend to the" special s of vic-
tims. Other legislatures have considered whe
police. departments should have women available to,
work with victims who have been seeualy assaulted.
Here the thrust of *gislative action id -not to Kg:
vide services directly, but to ensure that services
which are provided meet minimum standards eat*
-the state.

There are a number of problems associated with
statewide measures which must. be considered

by a legislature when enacting legislation in this
area. These include: (I) the 'legality of state-man-
dated sex requirements for particular employment
positions, i.e., women pblice officcrs; (2) the appli-
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cability of statewide standards, -given the diverse
needs of rural and urban municipalities; (3) thee

bureaucratization of services which may undercut
the motivation and success of local programs; and
(4) the imposition of a service responsibility on
agencies, such as the police and prosecutor, who
are not always well-eqUipped for such a role. These
issues go well beyond the scope of this discus3ion,
but may be *portant in the_ legislative context of

.such proposall.

States have enacted programs in various ways and
on different scales. Alaska, for example, has not
legislated specific programs, but has9passed resolu-
tions which recommend courses of action. This shifts
the cost of programs to the agencies to whom the
resolution is directed. These re solutions .hav'e in-
cluded recommendations that policiwomen be as-
signed so that they can respond -m rape calls; that
thorough medical examinations for both physi4a1
and emotional trauma be given to rape victims; that,
self-defense be taught in the schools; and that the
Alaska Police Standards Council, in conjunction
with local women's organizations and local medical
professionals, develop training courses for police in
rape investigation. Ohio has passed legislation requir-
ing a physician be on-call at all times to gather
evidence Of rape, andthat all victims be informed
of services that are available to them. In addition.

' Ohio provides that a minor can be examined with
out the consent of parents. Minnesota has created a
comprehensive program for victims of sexual assault
which provides extensive- counseling and referral
services, training programs forsriminal justice and
health care professionals, informational workshops,
and a data bank on the incidence of Sexual assault.

Depending 'on the nature and scope of -the rape
problem in eparticular jurisdiction, there is a wide_
variety of programs that a legislature might con-----
sider. !The immediate impact of such legislalion
might be more significant than any technical legal
change in the law Aid] defines and punishes rape.
The provision of criminal justice training 3nd vic-
tim, service programs can provide an impetus for
the traditional legal system to grapple with rape in
a more comprehensive manner:

and the extent to which a woman should prepare
herself for the possibility of being raped. Three
examples will serve to suggest the complexity and
importance of these issues:

. (1) Inez Garcia, a Latina in a small California
town, was convicted of second-degree murder after
shooting and killing the man she claimed had helped
.another man rape her. The shooting occurred a
short time after the . rape and after she had been
released by her assailantsz..Her claim to self-defense -,

was based not on preventing the rape, bin on threats-
to kill her which were Made by the men after the-
rape. A the trial forytturde.r, the judge indicated to
the jury that the rapOrkrot relevant to the murder

,charge for which shivass being tried. Many observers
saw her case as an `instance of the failure of a
criminal justice system to take the rape serious .

(2) Joan Little, a woman incarcerated in a small
North Carolina jail, 'was forced to perform fellatio
upon her jailer. Like Inez Garcia, Joan Little killed
her attacker after the assault was completed, but,
she did so immediately while she was still captive.
She was acquitted of Murder.

(3) A Chicago woman wasarrestedafter she shot
at a man who broke into her apartment, raped her
friend and then threw the friend from a window on
the 15th floor apartthent. The assailant escaped,
but the 22-year old woman who was raped was
reported in "serious but in3prioving condition . .

Her friend Was arrested on chafgesotfailing to have

4.4 Rape Prevention- nick Se kiefense
A stria of .well-publi incidents in which

women have used force against men who assaulted
them have triggered, controversy and question§ about
the limits of self-defense remedies for rape victims
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the proper city and state registratiori.for a gun, add
with discharging a firearm within it limits.

These cases may not suggest a trend toward vio-
lence on' the part of rape victims, but they do raise
important questions that some legislatures have be-
gun to address. These include whether self-defense
instruction should be provided to women, whether
they 'should be educated on what' to do if placed in
a rape-threatening situation, and what the law of
self-defense and the carrying of weapons entails with
regard to the victims of rape.

Self-defense. At common law, deadly force is jusii-:
fiednin self-defense against a felonious assault where
there is imminent and impending danger of death
or serious--bodily injury: A -woman could presum-

__ably justify killing her assailant tb prevent rape if
she satisfied the common law elements of self-
defense: she must be without fault in bringing on
the attack and she must reasonably believe at the
tittle that she is in immediate. danger of losing her

4
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,life or receiving serious bodilytharm: In the majority -
of5urisdictions, when she has satisfied these require-
meats and the assault is ,violent and felOnious, she
tits no duty to escape or retreat. a few jurisdic-
tions, even- in these circumstances, she, must escape

1 or retreat if she has a reasonable means of doing so.

The serious bodily harm requirement. With re-
gard to rape, the question must be raised whether
this type of assault.necessarily justifies deadly force.
The Model Penal Code and a number of states with '
new criminal codes speckficallytilow uac of deadly
force to prevent rape. The trend is in Pdvor of allow-
ing self-defense in attempted rape Situations as well.
In other states,. the issue hits bean debated as to
whether, rape necessarily carries 4ith it the digger
of sesiotis bodily injitry or death.

There is a strong argument to suggest that rape
does necessarily threaten such harm that deadly ,

spree is justified. Women report that the acute terror
they experience in the rape is a fear of;being mur-
dered, not a fear of the consequences of the rape
itself. Within the violence of the sexual- assault is
the threat of death, 'a threat which is in no way

- _diminished by any prior relationship .between the,
rapist and the victim. It is the total helplessness of
the victim, not the sexual intrusion, that character-

_ izes the trauma of rape experience.

The inhererit ,danger rape ca be = alogized to
the law regarding self-defe i a rg = ry situation.
The law generally asserts that the at a person.
has broken into a house gives the inhabitant suffi7

ent grounds to believe, as long asthe buiglar js.not
retreating, that the inhabitant's life. is in `danger.
This is true whether or pot the burglar in fact has
any capability to harm the inhabitant, although it
doesnot hold true if it is reasonably apparent to'the
inhabitant that the burglar is harmless. Thus, the
resident can ..use deadly* ford in' self-defense by
virtue of the circumstances of a burglar entering his
home. Arguably, if this presumption of inherent
dangerousness applies to burglary, it should be appli-
cable to the sexual igrusion of the victim. .

The legal presumption of dangerousness is impor-
tant because of general societal attitudes toward
rape. This was dramatically captured by a julor in
the Inez Garcia case. When asked whether a woman'
could ever argue self-defense if she killed her rap's
during the attack the juror responded: ,

"No, because the guy's not trying ) kill
her. He's just trying to screw her and give

,

.

,

her a good time. To get off the. guy will
lave to do her bodily harm and giving a
girl a screw isn't giving ,her bodily harm:"

if this Sttitude is seen as .a problem which dis-
torts the processes of justice, then legal change

-through legislative enactment may be appropriate: ,

The no -fauk requirement. A second requirement
for'invoking the self-defense argument is that the
person who kills in self-detnse must not have
created the incident which required the deadly force.
The law imagines one man taunting another '4:14
deliberate provocation. When the taunted
sponds, the .first man kills him. He has o self-
defense- argument because he provoked attack
and necessitated hisown use of deadly force.;

If the victim of a sexual assault iTho kills her
assailant invokes self-defense,' she mist demOnstrate
that sitesdid nol provoke the assault that required
her use of deadly force?t In her trial for murder, for
example, the" prosecution may, want to show 'that
the woman 'voluntarily engaged' in limited sexual
contact or assumed the riskofthrSexual attack upon
'her. Ironically, the firosecutor in the murder case
would attempt to amplify the evidence that he would
seelcito suppress; if he we chliging the deceased
with rape. Under this then ithe\titate would atteihpt
to show that the alleged ra at victim- precipitated
and, therefore, the rape vic would be precluded
from suggesting that-she act in self - defense, when
she killed the rapist.

The no-fault, requirement as harsh consequences
for the woman who has enter into a rape- threaten-
ing situation without realizin her clinger.. The° rule
which will determine her n t to defend herself has
evol.ed-through non-sexual sault cases which have
largely involved disputes be een men. If the tradi-,
tional notions .of provocation applied To .repe situ-
ations and if the woman's co duct is viewed as pro-
vocative, then,in order to es blish her right to self-

her assailant verbally
-intercourse and she

ically. Such an appli:
s impractigal and,

omen who muPgive
resist when attacked
at self-defense.

Plissession;"caFrying, and e of weapons. The
police receive frequent inquiries rom women as to
what Weapons they can lawfully' carry and under
what circumstances they can lawfully use a weapon

defense, she will have to no
that she does not want sex
must attempt to withdraw ph
cation of the traditional rule
perhaps, even dangerous. A
advance notice of her intent t
is unlikely to succeed in effo
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to prevent attack 'upon theni.opeople who carry
proscribed weapons are not usually charged with a'
crime even it they muse them to prevent a crime.
Furthe nless a weapon is used, the police

likely to dis
heless, such charg
*ions and most
by means which

Possession and
tkrough various

ces. The carrying
rmit, for example
ere are interestin

not conside

(%.

are
) Non

(
on
sel

er that it is being carried.
and discoveries are made

omen want to protect them-
are within the law.

late

a
but
holste
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Ones a..d may be
hibit the carryin
or not' it is cone
the types of clan
concealed on the
types °of knives, blac
avariety of exotic wea
sible to catty a knife if it
though some states forbid

arrying of weapons is regu-
tate statutes and local ordi-
a firearm without
is universally disapproved,

exceptions: ragim in an open
a concealed weapon in some

rried legally. Other states pro-
f a firearm on the person whether
ed. Most modern statutes specify
ous weapons which may not .be

on. These include gims, some
acks,. metallic knuckles, and

ns. It is generally permis-
s not a- switchblade, al-

eariling of double-
edged, blades as well: Special statutory provisions or. ,:local ordinances frequently control the possession.
and use of tear gas and made. Some states forbid
their p6:ssession, while others prohibit, possession
only in the commission, of a crime. Women are free
in most ,states, to carry many items which might
servo as weapons, including most knives, nail files,
insect spray, and hat pins, without fear of
prosecution. .

I

The extent to which `women should. be encour-
aged to carry weapons for their own protection is
subject to considerable debate. The carrying of most
Weapons requires some training as' to 'their potential
use.' It is qqite possible that the use of weapons,
as well as weaponless self-defense, mlye oalate the
'violence of the attack and increaseithe danger tc2
the victim. If, on the other hand, -women believe

bisthemselves to be particularly vuinera to sexual
attack, should they not be allowed to pr sect them-
selves in a reasonable manner? The diffiiult role of,
the legislature is to balance the rights of the poten
tial victims ro self-protection and the rights of society
to prevent a proliferation of weapons and the possi-
bility,of'ialtairecrvirdenee. ; :".- 7 .*

. .
' Peace bonds. Occasionally a: woman will find' her-.

self in a situation where she threatened by a persofi

she can identify. Thik is- not an infrequent occur-a
rence between estranged spouses or [Oven. If the
woman reports the threats to the police, she.may find
that the police cannot act until a crime is actually
committed. Is there any protection that the law can
provide woman in this-situation? '.

The peace bond is a civil remedy that may have

4

some potential for legislative revamping,. This is a.
common law 'procedure, codified in a number of
states, by which a person who threatens a crime .:
against another can be requireito pdst bond. or
be incarcerfted.. This remedy is little used and of "Ns,
dotibtful constitutionality because it forces the per-,
son to be restrained and to face penalties without
having committed a crime or having due process
applied to Ms case.

The value of the peace bond is not the bond or
the incarceration, but the exposure of the threat.
Upon the victim's formal complaiqts, the '!defend-
ant" is broughtbefoit the juke and confronted with
the threat: This confrontat may act tp deter
future criminal activity. In this respect; the peace
bond acts as a restraining order which alerts the
"defendant" to the 'possibility of contempt proceed-
ings if he violates the coml order.

. .

.0400'
1

V \
.The fear that p victitteof rape experiences when

the defendant is released from jail is analogous to '
that of the potential victim wha has been threatened.
The legislatpre could address the, conditiont of re-
lease under these circumstances so as to minimize
the fear of the victim" and the, potential for retalia-
tion. This concern is again related to fit release of
the victim's name andddress to-the,defendant dis-.
cussed earlier.

. ' .
Conclusion. The experience "of rape is an experi-enceof vio ce and e le the fine pOints of

legal de itionr are debated, wo are raped and
suffer serious dfid sometimes irrepatabld harm. The
process of changing antiquated laws regarding the.
crime of rape must "be supplemented by;program iss

and legislation which dead more directly with the
brutal .reality of the, crime_ for victims. Whetter this -
means providing servicv,to victims, sensitizing criml-
nal justice personnel td thf impact of rape, or en-

,ahling potential victims to avoid or je_nd_off attacks
are questions that need to beaddressed iegis-* ,
Iatures. ;

4
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CHAPTER IS, CHANGES.

4 . t
While a firm .underitariding of the conceptual and /

legalissues of rape iepksents a pieriquisite to the
. drafting of legislation, it is also important that pro-

.porients of legal reform understand the procest of -
legislatiVe 'change itself, As part of the research
reqiiired to prepare the material contained in Ap-
pendix' A, a tate-by-state telephone survey was
undertaken ch provided valuable subjective data
regarding - process from prosecutors, defense
attorneys, and others who were involved in or faMil-

. lar with local changes in rape law. All interviewees
were questioned on how bills were introduced, by
whom they were supported, -which issues were-most
controversial and how the new Taws had been imple-
mented: The-responses to these queitions suggested

4 trends which may guide those who seek change in

'1

the rape law of their state.

fist -hand expelience with rape victims, often provide'
practical credibility to the more ideological propo-
nents of change.

Si Motivations for Change
The ineral pattern involved in rape law r eform

have been fairly consistent from state to state. It
appears that there are tfiree pritnary groups that
havo' sought such reform, each with overlapping
but distinetikre goals.

antl.mOst significant of these groups, has
been madet up of. women. It is they who have pro:"

c vided the most important force behind recent changes
in rape laws., In some respects; their attack, ;I'm
traditional rape laws is symbolic, for these law avet
reflected some of the most blatantly selist sittiludes
of society. The value that- the'law has placed on the
chastity of women and the lack ofdignity with which
women have been treated as rage ,victims con be
expoied as to .reflection of more general ottitudt;
prevalent within a male;dominated society.

Women's groups themselves have exhibited It"
variety of perspectives and approaches. The National
Organization for Women, in particular, hat been
very' active in legislative reform. The .1-tague of
Women Voters, women's business groups; church
auxiliaries, and rape crisis centeis" have also. been
responsible for drafting and lobbying for new legis-
lation. The crisis center,representatives, with their

*
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In addition to the symbolic importance of isgal
change, women, as victims of rape, have sought /c-
orm to ensure better protection. The poor treatment

of rape victims by atients of criminal justice and the
low conviction rates' for accused' rapists have been
attribyted, in p to the law of rape. Thus, women's
groups - have t legal change on behalf of those
women whq have been rapid'or are potential victims
of rape.

This goal shai been shared by a second-group of
proponents for legal change; namely; pellicle and
prosecutors who do not necessarily view, ra0e reform
in terms of feminist ideology, but set it a law-
and- or

. . .
rofessionals

seek legislative change as a means to improve their
%enforcement effectiveness. Prosecutors who were

surveyed for examine, suggested tha restrictions
on the cross-examination Otvictims has had a sig-
pificant impact on their ability to earn convictions.

The knoWledge of an experienced. prosecutor cnn
be a particularly. valutkie resource the formula-
tion of legislation that will within the param-
eters of the existing cripinal- jus tice system. It is
important tenote, however, that the influence 'of

.prosecutors has genejally been reactive. Accustomed
to traditkinal rape law,: prosecutors-have tended to
involve themselves with legislative adevity only after
it hasbecome apparent that change was likely, While
there have been some notable exceptions, the pri-
mary contribution of proiecutOrs,has been ta. ensure
that inevitable,- change would be as .workable as
possible..

The third_ group which has provided Motivation
for-ehinge consists .of legislators and law refortners
interesterlcin_brkad legal change. There .have been-
efforts in ;- several states, foerilnple, to revise crim-

e final codes generally. To this end; new rape laws
have bees considered and drafted. Such"changes,
however, hilie generally reflected 'the Model Penal'

. .
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Code revisions of two decades ago, rather than the
more dramatic changes exemplified in a state such
as Michigan: Recently, a few legislators have drafted
and introduced jubstantive rape law reform bills in
response to a' state mandate to -make all laws sex-
neutral in compliance with their Equal Rights
Amendment.

These various motivations have created non-tradi-
tional alliances between groups, e.g., radical feminists
and coiservative prosecutors, and have caused dis-
sension within groups such as the American Civil
Liberties Union. While some ref rmers within the
ACLU have sought change to en ance the rights of
victims, others have concern hemselves with the
commensurate s is by defendants.' Many
local ACLU organizations have split on the issue of

\- thin reform or have split with the national ACLt
because of Its traditional apposition to any limitation
on the defendant's fight to cross-examination.

Generally, however, the appeal of the rape issue,
both as a symbol of 'feminist ideology- and as a
symptom,of rampant street crime, has forged riwer
ful coalitions' that have with extraordinary speed and
political acumen pushed reform bills through state
legislatures.

5.2 Pattern; of Success and Failure
The scope of legislative change has varied sub-*

stantially among jurisdictions, as the material in
Appeadlit A illustrates. Some states have made coin-,

ensive reforms in their rape laws by altering-
both the definition of the crime and the various
eAdentiary issues .discussed above. Other states have
enacted more limited modi&tions of specific eviz
dentiary issues,tsuch is. the admissibility of the -
vietim's prioir sexual history or the ccroboration

, requirement. Fri addition to cheeps in rape law
some states have provided special social: services
for rape victims, and ,training programs for crimipal
justice personnel.,

While succe,isful legislative changes. have occurred :
irknany states, almost a dqzen others have consid-

ered, an& rejected new rape legislation in the past
several years. This legislation was sometimes de:
feated simply because of poor drafting rather than

. on the merits of the bill. tio4ever, defeat more
commonly occurred, not because of any. substantive
defect in the proposed legislation,. but because of
certain configurations in the political process. Thus,
a' review of the failures may provide as much
guidance as a survey of the'successes.

Use of models. Mosettates which have considered
reform of their rape laws looked to models in the
form of legislation passed in other states. The laws
of Michigan, Wisconsin, Florida and Colorado have ,
provided the major' models for redefinition statutes.

*California law has served as the major model for
limitation on prior sexual history evidence. Wheie
proponents of a bill have attempted to introduce
one of these model' intact, the bill is' usually de-
feated. Successful legii,bati.attempts have occurred
where models have been used as a starting place, ".7-.
but where substantial independent drafting has taken

r place.

There are many reasons for this failure. Legal
language varies significantly from state to state.
Where language is taken intact from one state and
introduced in another, -the bill may seem alien. If
the legal words do not trigger the necessary conno-
tations, they, may act to inhibit serious consideration.

The use of another state's legal language may
additionally lead to conflict with misting law. The
terms "resistance," "consent," and "credibilitt," have
different meanings in different states since each court
system has evolved its 'osvit 'definitions ii interpre-

but may contradict established law.

More importantly, the use of an intact model
circumvents the legislative drafting process which
serves as an invaluable educative experience for the
proponents. They not. only learn to understand the
issues, but also develop an emotional commitment to
the bill as a 0,oduct of their own effoits. Finally,
thelaw paled in 'another state represents, the result
of considerable negotiation and compromise. Ttti
begin at this point, additional and unwanted 'Corti- .
promises may be required prior to the'passige of
any legal char*.

Complexity. The complexity of many ,proposed
bills endangers their passage. The more -complex the
bill, the more room there seems to be for disagree-
ment*Although proponents May begin with' com;'' .

mon; goal,: their' unitys ma,y be threatened by the.
nomerous'd ions which 'must be made-in drifting
and- negotiat" g-.--If the bifekeis' of legislation are :
divided, the I gislators may be unwillingto act, '

Legislators may also.be unwilljng to suppoA corn-
pia legislation because. it is too difficult to under-. -
stind or predict its .impact. The Michigan -bill, for
example, has been criticized for its complexity; it. is
even difficult for piosecutors to understand and,

i.

.
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there re, to implement the statute. The complex
legal issues involved may not require complex
egislatton.'

Finally; the constitutional issues inherent in some
aspects of rape legislation may act to deter passage
of new legislation. The issue of restricting a defend-,
ant's right to cross-examination, for example, is
likely to be fought on many grounds, not the least
of which is its constitutionality. Until this issue is
clarified by court opinions in several states and even
the United States Supreme Court, some legislatures
can be expected to argue its unconstitutionality.

Priorities. Defeat of legislation has also matured
because rape is not perceived as a high legislative
priority for a variety of reasons. In some jurisdic-
tions, the 'visibility of rape islow and the symbolic
importance of the crime is not seen as significant
enough to 'force legal change., Wheri rape law is

-relatively satisfactory to prosecutors, there May be
little incentive to risk change. Even among the femin-
ist supporters of legislative reform there may be a
division of priorities. Passage Rf state Equal Rights
Aniendments has .been a popular feminist issue.
Lobbying efforts on behalf of the ERA has reduced

.,

.1

law chfige. Finally: the effort to revise the entire
criminal code in some states, has superCeded the
specific'urgency for rape reform, and proponents of
change have been unable, to speed consideration of
only 0* segment of the criminal law.

.
Anti- feminism. The association of rape law re-

form. with militant feminisi's has damaged the
chance of reform in some jurisdictions. Most of the
succissful lobbying efforts have been particularly

.. low-keyed and well planned,, attempting to Charac-
terize the reform as consistent with broader law-

, and-order interests and moderalefeminist positions.
Feminist groups 'have rallied teachers and nurses
unions and even. the "personal secretaries of state
legislators in(an effort to neutralize their often milt-

, tont. imagery.

Nonetheless, rape legislation which makes rape
easier to -prove, or expands the notion of criminal
sexual conduct, can be threatening to legislators.-in
.some jitrisdietions, only massive lobbbying efforts
which have applied' significant public pressure to
legislators has succeeded in getting bills out -of com-
snuttee and onto the legislative floor.

from the diffying peripectilies of reform opponents ,

and proponents. The prdponents, borrowing from
social scieneejanguage and evidence, tend to argue ,
from general trends of victimization, reporting, low
conviction rates, and so on. The opponents, who
often object to change on legal grounds, tend .to,
generalize from the very specific and individual eases,
imagining exceptions to the trends' that the propo-
nents assert.

An example of the recurring clash between these
positions concerns the issue of prior sexual hiiidry.
The proponents of change assert that such evidence
is not relevantreantiot. be used" to predict behavior,
and tends to deter reporting: The oponentS,, on the
other hand, .raise the hypothetical situation where
such evidence might be relevant and its exclusion' ,

would be unfair? The difficulties in communication
ohich arise from these different perspectives ca
be significant. Although they may be no more sever
than in any other type of criminal law iegislatio
they have occurred with sufficientfrequency to ne
sitate compromises that apply to the general ir-

cumstarices, but allow loopholes for the ext me
situations.' ,

iff .

involve negotiation and compromise; rape reform
/ ,is no exception. Certain patients of compromise,

however,. seem to have emerged in those states which
have dealt seriously with the legal issues of rape.

To or-

To the feminists who have initiated most of the
legislative change,.the highest priority reforms have
consistently' involved 'the' redefinition a the crime
to one which is broad and sex-netaral; thelimitatidn
On admiision of the victim's prior sexual history,

. and the limitation of corroboration requirements. In
order' to effect tkese changes, the proponents have
frequently been willing to trade other proposed
changes which have been opposed. prosecutors
anti legislators. These proposed chafises'

included the elimirition of niarria as 'a
defense to, rape, the lowering of the age of consent'

.and the repeal of traditionaloodomy laws:

, Therissue pf marriagus a defense is often, traded,
not because feminists are indifferent tri the issue, but
because_prosetutors are usually vehemently opposed

. . to, such.'a change. Proseeptoil contend that rape,
cases which arise in marriage relationships are' not
d d Th i tim will ftr mes *I can be prosec e . eve w o en

Social sciencev. legal approach. A recurring prob- not pursue prosecution, evidence of force and inter-
lent in the debate over rape legislation hasp emerged course are often lacking,' theie is often evidence of
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r-
victim inotiic, and juries will simply not convict.
In view of the expectation that husbands would not
be prose,ted in any case, feminists tend -t9 coin-

' promise on this issue. ,

Draft' legislation often contains amendments to
statutory rape laws which jtraditionally make inter-
course with a woman under a certain age illegal re:
gardless of consent. The draft legislation has gen-
gaily proposed red tion of the age of :consent to
12 or 14 years This essentially increases
the number of ich consent can become'
an iisue. Prose tors have this lowering of
the consent a such a step.increases the.
difficulty 9f conviction and plea balgaining. The
more cases that they do not have to-prove lack o
consent, force, or criminal circumstances, the better
are the chances of inducing a guilty plea or a con-
viction. proponents of legislative change are often
ambivalenkabout lowering the arof consent. While
they believe that a young., woman should be given
the right to consent, they are cognizant of the fact
that some young women may be more vulnerable
to certain kinds of coercion. Therefore, the issue is
often'compromised;though the tendency is to reduce
to some extent the triditional a e of maim_

The third common compromise is to leave old
sodomy laws on the books. Some legislators oppose
legalization of consensual oral and anal intercod(ie.
Some prbsecutors want the old laws retained since,
like the statutory age of consent, they do not have
to prove 'lack of ,consent to attain a conviction.

A constitutional problem often arises, awever,
when forcible sodomy can be punished under both
the new and the old statute: The .defendant might
argue a 'denial of equal protection if he is' chaiged
with the-crime associated with the iigher penalty:
He could argue that similarly situated offenders
might be punished less harshly fo the same act.
Unlesi the prosecutor-consistently charges only the
lesser penalty offense, this scheme jmay be subject
to constitutional Challenge.

In the 'arcs of prior sexual hi tory exclusions,
compromises have taken various forms. In a number
of bills, such evidence has been generally excluded;
it is -admissible only on a particular issue such as

'credibility,_ consent, or to explain the presence of
semen, .gregnancy or disease. Only more data on how
these.statutes are being used wal,reveal whether the
exceptions have swallOwed the Met. For example,
it is unclear whether evidence whieh, actually goes

.,

to the issue of consent will be admitted Under the
rubric of credibility. Does 'widen= of .prioi sexual
ihistory go to the victim's credibility when it tends
to show that, based on her prior uncliatity, she lied
when she said she.did not consent? Generally, the

. statutes have created a presumption against the, ad-
missibility of such evidence while allowing' trial
judges to make exceptions in individual cases.

Elaborate procedural mechanisms were written into
most statutes to control this determination and to -
ensure that careful consideration was given to the
issue" of exclusion. In those states where there are
no built-in exceptions to the exclusions, the laws
may be conititutionally' defective.

Impressions of impact. )ne of the most important
issue o be addressed in it revie* of the reform of
rapd,laws is`how the legislative changes have worked.
Unfortunately, it is still too rly to make an. accurate
assessment of the impact of w laws. In most states,
the provisions have been use \infrequently and ha'W
never been 'tested on appeal. There is little pre- and
poskomparative data available on arrests, case fil-
ings, and prosecutions. In any car, it would be,dlifi-
cult to ascribe changes simply t u legislative reform.
Smile 4114=4
however, that may be useful in n assessment of
early Impacts: .

Most of the proponents of legislatie reform 'have
been satisfied with the legislation thit was passed.
Significant conceptual changes, were accompliqed
and, although compromises Are effected, erpoitglt
was won to make the effort worthwhile. These pro-
ponents anticipate that reporting and convictions will
increase as a result of the legislative change.

Those actually involved in the criminal justice sys-
tem are more conservative in their estimate of the
law's impact. Policemen who were surveyed suggest
that most women were not aware of the changes in
the rape law and that such changes will be unlikely
to influence their behavior. It may be that the process
of legislatiVe change, with id' attendant publicity, will
have more to do with increased reporting than the.
legal change itselE

' Many law enforcement personnel have viewed the -

legal changes as- too complex. While this might be

ine problems of, ambiguity in Mare nuny-of ,ascribed in relearnrt to the necessity to relea,the
there a

k the statutes. For example, the Michigan statute,
which delineates degrees of criminal sexual conduct,'
has posed problems because, in some instances, it

4
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"\.*:*- does not provide enough ,guidatice on the distinci
. bons between degrees. Some states, which. have.

"..:ipassed new statutes, still use'lhe old statutes. There
'have been complaints that there has been inadequate
training on the new statittes to allow coinfOrtable
Implementadon?:_'

Restrictions on the use of prior sexual history
have been warmly received by criminal justice per -
sdnnel. In about one fifth of the states which passed

-new laws in this area, however, the case law was
already -favorable to the proponents of change.
While some fears have been expressed/ that the ex-
clusionary rules . are not strict enough, there have
been few specific complaints that judges allow evi-
dence that should, be excluded. Most of the com-
plaints in this area have come from defense attorneys
who believe that such restrictionsmight be unconsti-
tutional. Several cases are pending, appeal on this
issue.

While it is unclear that convictions have increased,
prosecutors have reported that statutes with degrees
of crime have facilitated plea bargaining and/thus,

4 convictions. Juries will no longer have to choose
between-aequittal--and-axposurc-of-a-defcildi

life imprisonment. Under these new statutes, juries
have the option to agree on a compromise position/
which convicts the defendant of'a crime less serious
than traditionally associatedewitli. rape.
prosecutors can reduce charges from the highest of
rape in return for a guilty plea witboitt jeopardizing

public safety or depreciating the seriousnessilibtgtio.
crime: - lox

Some prosecutors who were surveyed believed,
that, many more cases are now presented by the
police and filed than would have been prosecuted
befbre. Some saw this as.a hopeful sign; others Com=
plained bitterly about increased case loads. However,
this increased activity may result from factors otter
than, or in addition to, legislative change. Victims
may be more willing to report as a result of recent
rape publicity or, perhaps more importantly, there
may be some attitudinal change within the criminal
justice system itself. Pollee and prosecutors who have
had to deal with the issues ofrape reform may be
more willing to supporevictim complaints and risk
loss at trial. While there isstill significant reluctance
among police and prosecutors to vigorOusly pursue
rape complaints, there is some indfcation that this
is changing.

Ultimately, the attitudes and -commitments of
police and prosecutors may determine the impact of
legislation.- Unless these enforcement personnel be-
lieve victims and aggressively puriue cases, the more
refiried legal issues never be raised. The job-of,

in-tf"---leilTilithreTelbr 1

enforcement of rape laws. The implementation of
these reforms, however* requires that the criminal
justice system embrace their assumptions. To the
extent that, the criminal justice system only reflects
the values of the general society, the job, of imple-
mentation'has only begun,

I
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NOTES

See Herman, Laurence. 'Wears Wrong with the Rape
Reform Laws," Civil Libeities Review, 3, 60-73, 1976-710
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'APPENDIX A

.
. SUMMARIES OF STATE LEGISLATION

AND

OF RAPE ISSUES BY STATE
..4.

X.
This Appendix contains statdbyliate summaries in tabular and written formats

of the status of rape legislation current until November, 1976. It is intended to pro-
vide a broad overview of developmeng, in the .various jurisdictions around the
country for those interested in a coqiparative perspective of rape laws: However,

,since change in this area is occurring with such rapidity,* is suggested that anyone
requiring a specific status report on the law in a partiCular jurisdiction obtain an

lipdate.from the attorney general or legislativepounsel in that state. .

Material fo1 use in this, Appendix was obtained; in/part, from a phone idterview
.

I 1: 1 I a .1 Y. I A

F.

tti

tire, victim attd defendant-perspecdves were questioned in regard to recent legisla-
tive activity in their states. The survey was designed to elicit the most current in-.
formation as to the state of rape laws, as Well as to gain insight into the dynamics
of the local rape law revision process

e
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MAMMA
A. DifiglioU

Alabama statute doersnot define rape. It incor-
porated the common law definition into its statute:
unlawful carnal knowledge of a wornanAforcibly and
without her consent.

A copy of tht Michigan criminal sexual conduct
statute was introduced in the Alabaina legislature but
was never referred out of committee.

A second bill, a propoled criminal code revision,
would have kept separate the crimes of sodomy and
rape. if the bill, had passed, rape would have been
defined as sexual intercourse with a female by forci-
ble compulsion or when the woman is incapable of
consent by reason of being physically helpless or
mentally incapacitated.

B. Proof
po bor it is not required.

A bill, much e ihe California Evidence Bill,
was also introd n 1975 to limit the instances in
which a victim' past sexual history would bend-, .

-.-1 1
t

4dmissible evidence of past sexual conduct is
limited to evidence of the victim's conduct with the
defendant and evidence of specific instances of
sexual activity showing 'origin of semen, pregnancy
or disease.

'- If the defendant wishes to offer evidence of that
nature, a written motion and offer_of proof would .
be required. If the court, after an in-camera hearing,
determined that the evidence was material to a fact
at issue and its probative value is not outweighed by
its inflaminatori-or.prejndicial nature, 'it will be
admitted.

C. Spica-Victim Issues -

The proposed bill based on the Michigan statute
would have allowed eithe the victim Or the accused
to- request that thp .names of persons involved and
the details of the inciant be suppressed until indict-
medr;-dismissal of the . charge, or other conclusion
of tie-case.

.

ALASKA
A. Delleilion

Alaskairecently redefined rape as carnal knowl-
edge of mother person, forcibly and Against the will
of the other person: Carnal' knowledge; under the
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1976 changes, includes sexual, oral, and anal inter-
course.

A sexual assault section proscribing noncon-
sensual sexual contact was also added.

The entire Alaska Criminal Code is presently
under review and further changes In ,the provisions
relating to rape may occur.

- B. Proof

Corroboration is not required.

A section of the 1976 bill establishes a procedure
for defendants who wish'to, offer evidence of the
victim's past sexual history in a Jape or sexual
assault prosecution.

The defendant may apply for an order . of the
court at any time before or during the trial or pre-
liminary hearing. If, at the in-camera hearing, the
judge finds the avidrace offered by the defendant is
relevant, that its pr56ative value Is not outweighed"
by the probability that it will create undue prejudice,
confusion of the issues or an unwarranted invasion
of the victim's privacy, he/she may older the evi-
dence- admitted

C. Special Vicdm Iasua
Five resolutions providing assistance and support

to victims of rape were passed in 1975. The first
resolution authorized creation and implementation
of non-aggressive self-defense classes for high
school students. , The second resolution, established
policies which -hospital personnel are expected to
implement and follow. Hospital staff must receive
special training in (row to deal with victims osexual
assault, how to medically examine and treat them
for emotional and physical injuries. Hospital staff
must also inform- the ,victim of the. possibility-of

ere.", disease ,and pregnancy, and that a state
crjme. compensation, statute is in effect. A third
resolution requiters all state troopers to attend train=
ing-sessions to learn. how to treat rape victims and
how to investigate rape cases.

<1A state police special investigative unit which
Joncesses only sexual assault cases was also estab-
:fished by resolutipn. All municipalities are required
to place female police officers on night duty to
handle rape contplainti:

A bill which . would make 24-hour emergency
medical services available to rape victims has not
yet been passed. -



ARIZONA

A. Definition

-Rape is an act of ual intercourse accomplished
with a female, not e wife of the perpetrator *here
the femile is incapable thiough unsoundness of
mind of giving -legal consent, where the 'female's
resistance -is overcome by force or violence or she
is prevented from '`..rgisnng by threats of force.
Despite. concerted efforts by lobbyists, no recent
changes lkave been made in the rape laws. A sexual
assault bill .which would have provided rotection
to both sexbs from nonconsensual intercourse, oral,
anal, and vaginal, was defeated in 1975.',

B. Proof

No corroboration of the victim's testimony is
needed.

The proposed sexual assault bill would have made
all evidence of the victim's past sexual conduct
inadmissible unless it was with the defendant or ex-
pliined the source or origin of pregnancy, semen,
or disease. Presently, there are nostatut restric-
tions on the admissibility of,the victim's past sexual
conduct.

C. Special Victim Issues

None.

.ARKANSAS

A. Definition

Arkanias revised its-criminal code in 1975. Al -"
the word rape was detained, the term was

redefined to include vaginal; 'oral, and anal sexual
intere at---fdT-)eneligton Wan objedt accnin-
gilled by forcible compUlsion or when the person
is 'physically helpless.

B. Proof

No corroboration is required in Arkansas
nay, cautionary instruction is. given to the jury..

There are two lines of. case law concerning past
_ sexual history in Aikansas. One line strictly limits

inquiry and the other allows defense 'attorneys great
leeway to explore the victim's past sexual history.
Plans are beimmade to'introduce a bill drafted by

..an Arkansas prosecutor which would exclude all
opinion -and repu tationr, evidence and any cross-,

O

,

and
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examination of the victim concerning past sexual
history unless the judge finds it is relevant to a fact
at issue at nu in-camera hearing. The defendant -
would be required-to make a written motion and an
offer of proof, at least 15 days prior to trial;to have
past sexual history evidence -considered.

.
Either party would have ite right to an inter-

locutoqk appeal of the judges' decision after the
in-camera hearing is held. Under the proposed law,
an4 attorney who attempts to allude to or mention
matters at trial ruled inadinissible by the judge
would be subject to a fine or a jail sentence for
contempt of court.

C. Special Victim Issues

Carrying teargas is a misdemeanor, pun ishable by
up to 30 days in jail. -

A victim compensation statute has been proposed
in Arkansas, but it has not been passed.

CALIFORNIA

A. Definition

Rape is anact of sexual interccitirse accomplished
with a female, not the'wife of the perpetrator, where
the female's resistance is overcome by force, she is
prevented from resisting by threats, drugs or un-
consciousness, she is deceived into believing that
the perpettatolis her husband, or she is legally in-
capable of gly* consent due to her mental condi-

_don. The courts have interpreted the statute to
include lack of consent as an additional element
and have, established as a -defense the defendant's
reasonable belief in the victim's consent.

B. Proof

Corroboration is not required. The cautionary
instruction, formerly mandatory, Was eliminated by
tecourti in 1975. Psychiatric examination of the
victim can be required by court order.

The California Robbins Rape Evidence Law,
effective limitary, 1975, severely restricts evidence
of the victim's prior sexual conduct. Such evidence
is eliminated on the issue of 'consent, unless such
conduct was with the defendant or unless the victim
herself volunteers ,such evidence in court and the
defendant wants to-rebut it. On the issueof credi-
bility, the evidence is generally not admissible, trill
it would be admissible under the law governing u
of ,character evidence in all` cases. Even here,' the
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evidence -cannot be admitted unless the court finds
it 'relevant after a hearing upon a written motif)
and 'offer of proof. The evidence is 'also excluded ,

according to another general evidence rule, its hi-
flammatory effect 'exceeds its probative value. The
hearing on the motion is not in camera. gvidence
simians origin of semen,. pregnancy, or disease is
not affected by the statute:

C.- Special Victim lama

A bill allowing individuals to carry tear gas
weapons for self-defense was signed into law, effec-
tive January 1, 1977. The bill excludes minors and
felons and requires that persons carrying tear gas
complete a course in the use of such weapons and
then obtain a permit from local police.

Also effective January 1, 1977, is another Robbins
Rape Bill which:

(1) ReqUires _venereal disease and pregnancy test
ing to be available at all county hospitals, without
cost, for rape victims;

i-professionals-t
`examination of rape victims be available or on call
24 hours at each county bospitaln counties of over

, 500,000 population;

(3) Requires a specific medical protocol to be
used in connection with the examination and

of rape victims. The protocol is to be level-
oped by the Department of Health and' women's

cidi hiffUlp are applied so as to reimburse Only
impoverished victims.

A livi in California requires that the court, upon
,request -of the defense, clear the cot'lrtroo
liminary, examination -of a rape defend
as one mornan,remains in the courtroom
the victim. A bill to modify this law so
the Victim more support in the courtroo
"defeat in. 1976, but will. probably be r
in.1977.

COLORADO
,

A. Definition

Ait a pre-
t--as long

along with
i to permit

met with
introduced

, .

Colorado replaced its Jape stattfte in 975 with
a sexual assault ,bill. There are four d sees of
assault including sexual penetration; intrusion and
contact. Sexual penetration means vaginal, oral or
anal intercourse. Sexual intrusion is any intrusion
by any object on any part of a person's-body except
the mouth, tongue or parts into genital or anal open-
ings of another person's body..

organizations;

(4) Requires each country hospital to provide
_rape victims with information and application forms
for reimbursement under the victim crime compen-
sation law;

ir (5) Requires pOlice to receive training in the
investigation and handling of rape:and sexual assauli
cases, amid icquires the Commission onqtace Offiter
Standards and Training to establistlikdard pro-
cedures to be followed by all law. enforcement offi-,

- cers for the investigation of rape and sexual assault
;jai; .

. , I.
.1.. (6) Requires Department of Jusiice to . develop

forms to record medical examination data about.
. the rape victim for use in crirn nal proceedings

'against the r4pitt.

Ther.e.is it victim compensation law which reirn-
'burses'crime victims for their me ical expenses and

'.--- loss of *ages. HoweVer, stringent' tandards of finan-
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orroboration is mot 'required.

e Lord Hale cautionary instruction wat'abol:
ished by,. the 1975 changes. Evidence of past or ,
subsequent sexual history of the victim is psesutned
to be irrelevant in two instances: (Oaf the victim's
conduct, was with the defendant;' and (2) if the
evidence shows the source or origin-of semen, preg-
nancy or e . If the accused wishes to offer other
evidence of the 's -past sexual history, the
defense oust submit written motion and offer of
proof 30 days befo 'al. If the offer of proof is
sufficient, an in .. era bearing is held at which the
judge ma = .er the evidence admitted if -found
to be relevant to a material issue.

I

Special Victim Issues

A bill is presently pending in Colorado which
would provide compensation to victims of all crimes.

CONNECTICUT

A. Dellaidon

in 1915, Connecticut replaced its. rape statute
with a sexual assault bill which considerably ex-
panded the scope of forbidden conduce A person
is guilt o1 sexual assault' when he/she compels
another person to engage in sexual intercourse by'
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4* force or threat of force. Sexual intercourse is de-
fined as vaginal intercourse, anal intercourse, fella-
tio or cunnilingus. The statute also proscribes Von;
consensual sexual contact and genital or_artal pene;
tration by any object

Pioif
Connecticut instituted a corroboration require':

ment in 1971, but it was repealed in 1975.

A bill restricting past sexual history was -intro-
duced in 1976 but did not pass.

. C. Special Victim Issues

None."

DELAWARE

A. Definition

A man commits rapt when he intentionally en-
- gages in sexual intercourse without the consent of

a female (not his wife), or of a male. Without con:
sent includes forcible compulsion, threats of harm

. .
1 I' 0/11 II& II 1 . 1 1

Delaware d not have a statute providing com-
pensatibn t victims of rape. However, the State
Crime C pensation Board does have ,the power '-
to award money to crime victims, including victims
of rape. .

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

A. Definilibn

Carnal knowledge of a female forcibly and against
he Will or carnal knowledge of a female child under
16 against her will. The District of Columbia rape
laws were reviewed by a task force in 1973, and are
to be further studied as part of a general review of
the criminal code.

B. Proof,

Corroboration not necessary in cases involving
adult victims but may be required in cases involving
juveniles. Prior sexual history of the victim is ad-
missible but is subject to the discretion of the trial
judge: Presently this issue is under consideration

mental and physical incapacity to consent.

B. Proof
. The 14Hiware statute requires corroboration, but
it may bi`circumstantial.

law whick.passed in 11975 requires the de-
fendant: to make a written motion and an ?tier, of
proof to the court if he wishes to introduce evidence .
of the victim's past' sexual conduct for the purposc
of attacking her credibility. The judge Bears the
evidenCe out of the presence of the jury and if he/she
finds it; "relevant and not inadmissible" it may be
adinitteid: No evidence of general reputation or evi-
dence- of specific sexual history is admissible to
prove consent. -

A bill was defeated in 1975 which would have re-
quired a higher standard of proof to convict a dc-.

fendant of first degree rape. The new standard would
have required the state to prove the defendant's
guilt "beyond .any shadow of a doubt"

C. Special Vicfim,hsues

A 19'75 bill.was proposed, but not passed, which
would have provided that a woman who gave false
testimony leading to an arrest and/or trial of a male

- on a charge of rape should, upon a finding of con-
tempt, be sentenced to no less than one year in jail.

It
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at the appeal court level.

C. Special Victim Issues

None:

FLORIDA

A. Definition

Florida became one of the.first states to paskere
definition bill in 1974. involuntary sexual battery in-
cludes oral,, anal, or vaginal penetration by the sexual
organ of another or by any other object.

B. Proof /
The statute specifies thaethe testimony, of the vic-

tim need not be cktroborated but the jury may be
instructed with- resiket to the weight and quality of
the evidence-

Specific instances of the victim's past sexual con-
duct are not admissible except when consent is an
issue and the defense, outside the prisence of the
jury. establishes that such activity "shows sucR a re-
lation to the conduct involved in the case that it tends
to establish a pattern of conduct or behavior on the
part of the victim which is relevant. to the issue.pf
consent"
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C. Special Victim Imam

The 1974 change also made it a misdemeanor for
any person to print, publish, broadcast Or cause or
allow to beprinted, published or broadcast in an in-
strument of mass communication the name, address
or other identifying information of a victim of sexual
offense.

The carrying of a tear gas gun or chemical weapon
is 'prohibited unless the cheniical device is designed
to be carried in a woman's purse or a man's pocket
and contains no more than one half ounce of chemi-
cal.

if the victim is 14,:years old or younger, the court
may order a psychiatric examination of the victim at
the defendant's request. ,.

GEORGIA:

A. Definition

Georgia, another common law state defines rape

',/

as carnal knowledge of a female, forcibly and against
her will.

Several proposed bills, all of which were de-
feated, "would have redefined rape as 'sexual assault'
and extendkil the definition to include oral,-unal, and
genital intercourse.

B. Proof fl'(
Corroboration is 'statutorily required in Georgia.

An unsuccessful attempt was made to 415olish the
corroboration requirement in1976,. ,

.
A bill, limiting aatnissibilio, 6114110; victim's past

sexual history was passed in 1976;1171)Oudge deter-
Alines- the admissibility of such e%idenee at an in-,
camera hearing at trial: The past sexual behavior cif
the victim is admissible only if it directly involved
the .participation' of the accused or it supports an in-
_ference that ihe _accused. could have reasonably be-
lieved -ihat-the victim consented to intercoirrst
the defendant.

C Special' Vidim Issues

In 1974, the Supreme,Court struck'clown as un-
constititional a Georgia statute which made it a mis-
demeanor to print, publish, televise or disseminate
the name, address or identity of a victim of rape.

56 NI:
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HAWAII

A. Definition

Although Hawaii's criminal code was revised effec-
tive 1973, the legislature chose to continue to distin-
guish between rape and sodomy but divided both
crimes into degrees. The law also prohibits .sexu
contact by fOrcible cbmpulsion under a new sects n
entitled sexual abuse.

A maIe commits rape if he intentionally engages in
sexual intercourse by force or wheh the female is
mentally defective, incapacitated or physically help-
less.

11. Proof

. Corroboration is not required. However, unless the
offense is reported to a public authority within one
month of the occurrence, no pfoiecution may be
maintained.

If the defendant wishes td offer evidence of the
sexual conduct of the victim to attack his/her credi-
hilu ihraccusedshallmake-a-svritteiKaotioi-toLth
court accompanied by an offer of proof. If at an in-
camera heasieg the court finds the evidence is rele-
vant and inadmissible it may be ordered admitted.

C. Special Victim Issues

The legislature has appropriated funds to pro vide
.comprehensive social and medical services to victims
ofsexual assaults.

.: IDAHO

A. Definition

Idaho's. law, which dates back to 1896, 'clefinel
rape as an act of sexual intercourse accomplished
with a female,not the wife o'f the perpetrator where
the 'female is under age, incapable of consenting on
account of unsoundness of mind, and where female's

_ resistance is overcome of her resistance is prevented
--by threats of harm.

Several sexual assault bills which Vap id have con-
solidated non-consensual sex acts under one section
were introduced in the last year. or two but failed to

Piss.
r\

B. Proof

Corroboration of the victim's testimony is requir ed

f
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when her testimony is contracliftory, her credibility
ifimpeached or her unchastity is shown.

The pro$sed bills mentioned in section A would
also have reqiiired in in-camera procAding if the de-
fendant wished to introduce evidence of the victim's
past sexual conduct. The evidence could not be ad-
mitted unless it concerned conduct with the defend-
ant or had 'bccurred in the year prior to the offense,

C. Special Victim Issues

None addressed in proposed pills.

ILLINOIS
k

A. Definition

Under Illinois law, a male, 14 tears or older, coati-
mils rape when he has sexual intercourse with a fe-
male, not his wife, by force and against, her will.

.B. Proof

Corroboration is not required in Illinois as long as
-the prosecutrix's testimonf is clear and convincing.

A 1975 bill was defeated which would make inad-
miisible all evidence- of the victim's past sexual his-
toi except that with the defendant.

C. Spedar,Victim Issues

The use of or carrying of mace or teargas is a mis-
demeanor punishable by a maximum of one year in
the county jail or a $1,000 fine.

A 1975 proposal requiring all police to undergo
rape sensitivity training failed to pass;

A Rape Yictim's EanergencY Treatment Act, effec-
iivt 1976, requires that a wide variety of medical
services be made available to victims of-rape. Every
hospital licensed by the Public Department of Health
musrpro*de emergency hospital service to all alleged
rape victims. The minimum requirements 'of that

p-ifvice are: (1) medical examinations and labora-
tory tests necessary to ensure health, safety, and wel-
fare-of the victim, and which may be needed for evi-

. dence at trial; (2) oral and written information
regarding the possibility of venereal disease and preg-.
nancy, and medication or treatment needed for possi-
ble disease or infection; -(3) provision of necessary
_medication; (4) blood tests for venereal disease; and
45) any counseling-needed.

'

er

If a hospital provides services to an indigent rape
victim who does not qualify for public aid or does
not have insurance, the State Public Health Depart-
ment must reimburse the hospital.

INDIANA ,
A. Definition

The new Indiana aiminalcode, which takes effect
in 1977, definel rape as sexual intercourse with a
member of the opposite sex, not his spouse, by mons
of force or threat of force, or where the victim is un-
aw that intercourse is occurring or if thp victim is

entally incapable of giving conseqt.

R. Proof

Corroboration is not required in Indiana.

Evidence of the victim's past sexual history is ad-
missible under the following conditions: (1) tilt con-
duct was with the defendant; (2) it would shoW that

'someone other tlAtojie efendant committed the act.
and (3) the judge finds that the evidence, is material
and its inflammatory or prejudicial nature does not
outweigh its probative value. If the defense wishes to
have such .evidence Admitted, a written motion must
be made at least 10 days prior to trial and,the hear-
ing is held outside the presence of the jury.

C. _Special Victim Issues

None.

IOWA '
e ,a

Definidon.,

In 1978, Iowa will begin prosecuting rapes under
the new sexual abuse section of th'e revised criminal
code. The new code section, which replaces the old
common law carnal knowledge statute, defines sex-
ual abuse as any sex act between persons when the
aptis done by force, threats, or against the will of the
other or when the other person suffers from & mental
defect of incapacity Which precludes giving conk' pt.
The "definition of sex act includes oral, anal, or vagi-
nal intercourse:

11. Proof
A

A separate bill passe kin 1974 eliminated the cor-
roboration requirenlent.

.

Vit ,
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P Not

Any instruction cautioning the jury to. use a differ-
eat standard relating to a victim's testimony than that.
of other witnesses in a sexual abuse case is expressly
forbidden by the 1978 criminal code revision. The
code ievision does not' require proof of physical. re»
sistance to Obtain a conviction. Evidence of the viC
din's past sexual history is presumptuously inadmissi-
ble. If the defense wishes to present such evidence, la

. motion musrbe made and the judge determines if the
evidence is relevant and material in an in-Eameia
hearing.

C: Special:Victim asses

As a result of the criminal code revision, the cost
of a medical 'exam to gather evidence and the cost of
any treatment for venereal disease will be paid by the
State Department of Health.

KANSAS

A. Definition

Rape is penetration of female sex organ by a male'
sex organ committed bx,,a man with a woman not his
wife and without her &Intent. Without consent can
,include overcotning resistance by force or fear or the
physical or mental incapacity Qf a woman to consent.
A recently proposed bill was defeated which would
have made the crime sex-neutral.

B. Proof

No corroboration is required in Kansas. The legis-
lature passed a bill in 1975 which allows evidence of
past sexual conduct with the defendant or other peo-

liquids or gas. The penalty for violation of the Stat-
ute is a maximum 6 months in jail or a maximum

....fine of SUM. - , 4111'

KENTUCKY

A. ,Definition .

. 4

Although Kentucky revised its sex offense statutes
extensively in 1974, the terms rape and soddmy.and
their ordinary meanings were retained. Lack oh- -3,!*
sent is an element of each offense, and sari result
from forcible compulsion, incapacity to consent, or ,

when the Victim is undir 16, mentally defective or,in-
capacitated or physical* helpless.

r
B. Soot "

No corroboration is required. . .

Early-in t976, the legislature passed What.is popu-
larly known as the "Kentucky Rape Shield Law"
which specified that reputation evidence or specific °

:instances of the victim's past 'sexual conduct. with
others is-not admissible atrial. However, 'the com-
plaining 'witness's past sexual conduct or habits with
the defendant, as well as the details of the specific act
in question,.Flay badmitted if the evidence offered
is televanf and material to 1,facX at issue and itsyro-
bative value outweighs its inflammatory or prejudi-
cial nature. Relevancy is determined at an in-camera
hearing on the written motion concerning the evi- ,

dente which the defense must file at least two weeks, ,
Prior to trial. .

,

-pie to be admitted at trial if after anin-damera hear-
C. Special Victim Issues

ing the judge finds that it is "relevant and not other -
wise inadmissible." A written motion by the
defendant seven days before' trial is required, If the
proseiution introduces evidence of the victim's con-
'duct on- direct examination the defense may cross-
examine the victim or introduce independent evidence
in the defense case to rebut the victim's-testimony.

C. Special Vicblm Issues

A recent bill did not pass which would have re-
*quired standatd .evidence- gathering kit to be used

by personnel iri every'hospital and free medical treat:
meat to rapelvictims.

nsas statutory law prohibits the carrying or use
of teargas; or similar- weapons using smoke, noxious
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A gennial compensation statute authorizes pay-
ments to victims,of crimes, including rape..
LOUISIANA

A. Definitiimi

Louisiana am ended' its ,ripe law in 1975, estab-
fishing a statutory scheme of degrees, but 'continues

"*.to distinguish between the traditional notion of.rape
and other sex offeltscs.,

4
Heterosexual rape is sexual intercourse *with;catfe=

male without her Consent;"Homosi.Xual ripe is an act
of anal intercourse with ainati_sp'erson' without his.
confent

4

Z

4'

.
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B. 4roof
at.

'Corroboration is not required in Louisiana,

A 1976 .amendment restricts admissiMptuf the
victim's past sexual history to conduct wilier-Mel de-

, fendant but does not establish any procedure to de-
termine admissibility.

C. 'Sendai Victim es
,

None. . .

MAINE* :

A. \DeWitt*

The coinmon' law definition of rape was repealed
in 1976 and rare is now defined as compelling a per-
son, other than the actor's spouse to submit *to sexual
intercourse by, force and against the person's will, or
by threats of immediate death, serious bodily injury
or-kidnapping to either the victim or a third person.

o The.criminallcode revision defines sexual intercourse
as penetrati of female organ by the male sex organ.
Gross semi, isconduct covers sexual acts other
than vaginal inter e under same circumstances as
rape.

e_

B. Proof

Testimonyony of tile victim must be clear and con
vincing or elk it must be corroborated.

C. Speciil Vicllm Issues

None.

MARYLAND

A. Definition

e

.

Although the law now limits severealy the introduc-
tion of evidenc of past sexual conduct, those limita-
tioqs apply only to., rape Victims of ay iy soling
offense other than rape are not protected and any
evidence of Prior sexual conduct may be admitted.

When the charge 1's 'rape and the defendant wishes
to offer evidence of the victim's past.,sexeal conduct,' .,
an in-camera bearing must be held.' ;

Only evidence of the victim's past sexual conduct -
with the defendant: evidence showing tte source or
origin of pregnancy, semeh.or disease, evidence which °

supportea claim that the'vicr h an ulterior,mo-
or evidence offered fortivetgaccusing the defend

ihipaichment purposes after the prosetutdr has put
the 41ini's condult in issu < may be admiftedraiidir
'Ant be shown to be vent, material to a fact at
lute and its prsjedic = ust not outweigh its
filpbative value.

C. Special- VIctini Issues

A general crime compensation statute provides for
awards to victim of rapes as well as victims of other
crimes. ,

MASSACHUSETTS

Although Maryland made extensive changes in its
rape legislation in 1976, the dicbotority between rape
six' other sexual offenses iemains a part of the law.
Under the new law, rape is. defined as vaginal inter-
course with another person by force or.threat ofjorce '
against the wfil and without the conse,nt of that
son. All other no usual sexual acts, including'
sex contact are includ n the catch-all category

ual offenders.
-. ,

B. Proof
e.

Victim'etestimony need not be corroborated.

0
.

. *ratan,

A. Delinidep

.

A redefinition hill was passed in 1974, which -re-
yealed the old common law definition of -rape and
substituted sexual intercourse or unnatural sexuV in-
tercourse (oral,anaCend vaginal), by a person with
another, person 'under the age of 16 or who coin-
pealed to submit against his will, by threat of bodily
injury.

,

4 1
E.., Proof

Cirroboratioii of the victim's testimony is not ret.
quired td sustain, a cilictiop for rape. .

Lobbyists are planniag to introduce a bill which
would require dfb defendant to make applicationao
the courtbefore 'ordu ring trial for an in-cameril, hear:

,ing to determine admissibility otevidence concerning
the victim's past sexual history: Evidenc.e.,,,Of conduct
occurring more than onC)car prior to the date of the
offense wouldnot be admitted' unless it were conduct '-
with the defendant. .

A bill whichewoia have prohibited admissibility
of all evidence of the'victim's sexual conduct except

59
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that with the defendant or which shows the source or
origin of pregnancy, disease, or, semen has failed to .

pass both times that it was introduced.

C. (Special Mediu issue.--

In 1974, the Massachusetts legislature approved a
bill which withholds state approval of municipal
police training schools unless thcurricutum provides
for training of personnel in rape prevention and
prosecution, reqifires a rape reporting and prosecu-
tion unit consisting of specially trained police offi-
cers, and-a specia1 telephone hotline to be used for
rape reporting in each municipal police department.
'hie bill also requires that the police reports be con-
fidential and unatailableto the public.

As of autumn, 1976, a bill was pending bcforethe
legislature which would allow the judge to exclude
the general public from the courtroom at the victim's
request. Tii)ie persons who have "a direct interest"
in the case would be allowed to remain.

Carrying or using mace or teargas is a felony under
Massachusetts state law and carries a maximum 5
year jail sentence.

.

. MICHIGAN"A. Medd,
V B. Proof

e

151,days after the arraignment.If the court deter-
twines, in an in-camera hearing, that the evidence iv";
-material to a fact at issue and its inflammatory or
prejudicial nature does not outweigh its probative
value, the eyidence may be admitted.

C. Special -Vieth; Issues

The names of the victim and the accused and de-
tails of the offense may be suppressed ,by the magis-
trate until arraignment, dismissal of charges or until
the case is otherwiie concluded if either victim, de-
fendant or counsel so request.

e

MINNESOTA

A. Definition .
410

Minnesota passed a very comprehensive rape, re-
form bill in 1975 which defines the term criminal
sexual conduct to include sexual intercourse, cunni-
litigus, fellatio, anal intercourse; pe.neration Of genital
and anal openings by an object, or sexual contact
when committed by one person upon another without
the other's cdnsent. Degrees of criminal sexual con-. er.
duct were established according to the age of thevic-*
tin, the amount of force Used, and bent threatined
or inflicted.

^

'111974, Michigan discarded the entire. concept of
rape, replacink it with criminal sexual conduct, which
includes both 'sexual contact and sexual penetration.
Sexual ptnetration means sexual intercourse, entail-
lingtis, fellatio, anal intercourse,*ot any intrution of
an object into the genital or anal openings ofanotb-
er's body: tour separate degrees of criminal
conduct were created with each requiring certain dr:*
cumstances to complete the offense.

B. hoof.
Corroboration &the victim's testimonyis not r6--

quired.
. .

. The only evidence of the victim's past sexual his -
tory'which may be admitted is evidence...of the vic- -
tim'a conduct with the defendant or evidence ofSpe-~t
cific instances 'of sexual, activity showing the source,
or origin of semen, pregnancy, or disease.

lithe defendant wishes to offer such- evidence; he
must Ile a written motion anoffei of proof withiri.

;
In general, evidence of the victim's past_ sextiar his-.

tory may not be admitted in a prosecution for crimi-
nal sexual caciuct. Iliowever, when consent or fabii;
cation is a defense, evidence of conduct of the victim
tending to establish a common scheme or plan of
similar sexual conduct under similar circumstances
may be admitted if it occurred within the last year
and the judge finds that it is material' and its proba-
tive value is not outweighed by its prejudicial value.
Evidence Of pitsMexnal *duct .may also be ad-
;witted ft it wart with the defendant or would show
?he source of semen; pregna&y, or disease or if

.offered.to *peach the victim's testimony).

41' In order to admit shy such evidence, a motion by
Yule defenseltuii be made prior to trial and proposed

ev.idejee presented at a-hearing held out of the Ares- .
e4e of the jurr../ . .

Under the 1975 revisions, the testimony of the
`,complaining, witness does not require corroboTtidn

or the need to show resistance..*-

: 01 ANC
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. C. Special Victim Issui ..

Costs incurred rbospitals or physicians for an
'e vidence -gath 'bring examination of the victim must

:be paid by the county in which the allegea offense
was committed. ,

.

An act passed in 1974 authorized, the Commis-,
siontr of Corrections to develop a statewide program
to aid victimrof sexual attacks. The statewide pro-
gram included voluntary counseling to be made avail-
able to victinh.throughout the proceedings following
the rape, including hospital exomination, police in-
vestigation, and questioning of witnesses and trial.
The Commissioner of Correclions was also directed
to assist In establishing sensitivity training for proses
cuting attorneys, local police and peace officers, and
hospital personnel.. . .

The court may no longer give jury instructions to
the effect that it may be:inferred that a complainant
who has, previously consented to sexual intercourse
with others wbuld be more likely to consent to inter-
course with the defendant; that the complainant's.
previous or subsequent sexual behaiioi may be con-
sidered in determining' the credibility of the com-

;plainathhat criminal sexual conduct is a' charge
easily made but difficult to disprove; or that the Com-
plainant's testimony should be scrutinized more
closely Wait the testimiiiItother, witnesses.

Use or carrying of; mace and teargas are forhidden
by state law.. ,,,

.

MISS ISSIPPI

A. -Definition

RaPe is carnaymowledge of or rtivishilig-of,a fe-
male by force.

B. Proof

Corroboration is not required.

.A proposed bill which did not pass
plZed a total _ban, on admissibility of
past sexual history.

C. Special' Victim Issues

None.,

.

MISSOURI'

IA. Definition,

4 Rape is unlawful carnal knowledge .of a woman by
force."'

would have
the victim's'

; 411*

.

val&
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B. Proof

The victim's testimony need not be corroborated''
-unless it is contradictory in nature or unbelievable.

.C. Special Victim Issues 0

None.

'MONTANA

A. Dermilioa

A 1973 revision of Montana rape laws substituted
Ahe 'term "sexual intercourse without consent* for
rape. A conviction of sexual intercourse without con-
dent.requires that the person knowingly had sexual.,
intercourse without consent- with a person not his
spouse.

A section entitled 'sexual assault ploscribes know-
ing subjection of another person to sexual contact of
another person to sexual contact without consent:

A separate section, deviate sexual conduct, makes
homosexual conduct illegal.

B. Proof

Corroboiationis not required in Montana.-

in 1975; issibility of the victirds,past sexlil
Conduct was mites ,to evidence of past conduct with
the defend'an , or evidence of specific instances of in-

' tercourselo shot* the origin of semen= pregnancy or
disease. hearing must be held outof the presence
of-the j to dete(mine whether such evidence will
be ad ed

- Before 1975 changes,' a jury instruction could be
given that.allowed the 'ury to infer fromea complain-

a rape-immediately thtit she
The bill passed in 1975

w complaint was not
instructed that that _fact

standing alone may not bar ..-
-

SpeciallI m Issues \ .

No statute provides victim\compensation mor-.1;
carryipg of mace or teargas erohibited.

ant's failure to'report
varas not tilling the
'Illows the defense to sh
timely but the jury is to

,
.
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NEBRASKA

A. Defloition
.

Nebraska rape laws underwent an extensive nevi-
sibs ill' 1975: Two degrees of sexual asiatilt were
created which consist of sexual contact and sexual
penetration. Sexual penetration includes oral,- anal,
and vaginal intercourse andpenetations by means of
an object. Rape is a crime between husband and wife
even when they are living together.

B. Proof

Before specific instances of past .sexual history of
the victim with people other than'the defendant may
be admitted, an in-camera hearing must be held: If
the judge determines that the, activity which the de:.
fens t seeks to -admit sdows sucb a relation to the
conduit involved in the case ati71 tends to establish

--.pattern of conduct or behavior on the part of the vic-
tim as to be relevant to the issue of consent, it shall
tre admitted. The.new.law also provides that the past
sexual conduct of the defendant may be admitted if
it is (ound bythe judgeto be relevant.

C.' Special Victim Issues

A bill which would provide eompensatioq to vic,
tims of crime will be considered; by the legislature
during the nextsession.

.
.

4

NEVADA'
4.

A. Definition .

Despite efforts in 1975 to pass a r definition -bill
modeled iftellhe Michigan statute, N vada remains
one' of a number Of states which d fines rape as

.....

carnal knowledge of a female against er will.

B. Proof

No oboration is required in Nevada.,

In o er to have adnutted.any evidence of the vic-
int'i 'dual conduct, the defense must submit a

tten offer of proof to the court including the spe"-
nific 'facts be expects to prove. If the offer of proof
is sufficient, thkcourtivill Order a hearing out of the
p resence of the jury. If the evidence is relevant to the
issue of consent, and is not required to be excluded,
it maybe admitted. "Pe defendant may not present
'evidence of heinous sexual conduct to challenge the

o

-

.. , ,
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victim's credibility as a witness unless the prosecutor
has presented evidence concerning,-the 'past sexual
conduct of tea victim.

C. .Spiciai Victim Issues

Each county must pay the costs incurred by hospi-
tals for initial emergency treatment o rape victims
and any examination performed for evidencegatber-
ing purposes. By ordinance, each Board of County
Commissioners is also authorized tovprovide up to
$1,000 to rape victims who require counseling and
medical treatment. Howevir, in order to obtain bene-
fits of the program the ictim must file a criminal
complaint within 3 days of the occurrence of the
offense. 1

.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

. A. Delinition '
All nonconsensual sex offenses were consolidated

Into a sexual assault law in 1975. Sexual penetration
(oral, anal, vaginal intercourse and intrusion by an

6' 'object into genital or anallppenings) and sexual con-
-tact aecomplislied by application of Physical force or
violence, by threat of force or retaliation, by coercion
or when, the victim is mentally. incapacitated are
within thedefinition of sexual assault.

B. 'Proof '

The testimony of die, victim'need*not lie.cOrrobo-.
3

rated to _sustain a conviction. No evidence of any
`prior consensual sexual activity between the victim
and ,anyone other dial the defelidant may be ad-
mitted. 4.)

. .

- No prosecution ar sexual assault maybe had un-
less the offenesemszepoited to litw nforcemen
thorities within 6 months of its occurrence.

C. ;Spada! Victim Issues

None.- ' 4,0*

NEW JERSEY ,"

A. Definition

New Jersey f011owithe:
rape as carnal knowledge.
against herwill. .

e :
. .

I.
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: If the defenie wishes to introduce any evidence re-,.
garding the pa's,t sexual history of the victim it may
make application to the court for an order at any
time before or during trial. If, at an in-camera hear-.
ing, the court finds the evidence relevant, and its pro-
bative value is .not outweighed by the undue prejudic
cial value, or likelihood. Of confusing the issue, or
that it would not be an unwartanted invasion of pri-
vacy, the evidence will be ordered admitted. Evidence
of tlievittim's conduct which occurred more than
one year 'prior to the date of the offense will be prr-
sumer' inadmissible unless clear and convincing proof

t to the contrary is presented.

Corroboration is not required in New Jeisey. An
* attempt to codify tl)at case law rule was defeated in

1975.

\ "

.

C. Special Victim Issues

In 1975, other proposed bills were defeated which
itosg,Aave.rovided compensation to rape victims,

,1Islied.a sex crimes analysis unit; required train-
ing ,g1;;I:Oce in handling rape in9estigations and
allowedihOictim's name to be withheld.

NEW MEXICO

Definition

The recent changes in New Mexico's rape law
widened considerably the scope. of forbidden conduct. '
The crime of sexual 'assault is divided into degrees
based on whether or not there was penetration or
contact, the 'age of the - victim, -the amount of force
used, and harm resulting to the victim. Sexual pene-
tration include e'ral, anal and vaginal intercourse
and penetration o?rani and anal openings with on-

.

-object
4..%

WM,

B. tad.
.

!Under'the 1975statutory revisions, corroboration-
-is- nOi iequiked and the yictim% testimony-
tothesante weight -4-any other w_

- "reputation . specific n
stances of tlielVicOm'S past sexual-history ..*.wnat be.
ifinitteainriess-a siiitien'M6tio'n thick by the de-
feiidaat ltnd the court fidds.1,At an hi, ra *anti&

to-'the and its in,
liAnUnatoty or prejudicial nature d s not outweigh
its ptobative value. .

Z

C. Specild Victim Issues

None. ' .

NEW YORK

A. Dellaidon-

Rape is defined as sexual intercourse by a male
, with a female by forcible compulsion when she is

helpless to resist, or legally incapable 6f
consent by reason of a mental defect. ,Oral and anal

cintercSurse without the oiler person's consent are
elasgiffed as sexual misconduct.

B. Proof.

New York's requirement of corroboration for all
three elements of Tape (force used penetration, and
the defendant's identity) was abolished in 1974. Cur-
rintly, the statute requires corroboration for any sex-
ual offense in which lack of consent is an element but
the incapacity to consent results from the victim's
age, a 'mental defect,' mental incapacity, or when tbe-
defendant is charged only with an attempt.

Evidence of the victim's past sexual conduct is not
admissible,uniler 1975 amendments 'unless the evi-
dence: (1 Yproves or tends to prove specific instances'
of conddct with the accused; (2) proves or tends too
prove the victim has been convicted of prostitution
or soliciting; (3) rebuts evidenc presented by the
prosecutor regardisig the victim's failure to engage in
sexual acia during a given period of time; (4) ex-
plains origin or source of semen, 'pregnancy or dis-
ease;or IS) is found by the court after "such Waring '
as the court may require" to be relevant and admissi;
ble in the interest of justice. --

G Sped* Media lane;
New York has a prilram providing compensation

to the innocent victims of violent chute, ineluding
victims of rape. The program covers meslical ex-
pews, with no maximum limit, and othei losses up
to a limited maximum. Eligibility for compensation

subject to a means test.
.

NORTH. CAROLINA

A. Definition

Rapes carnal knoiyledie of a female 12 years or
-oiler by force and against her wilt.

: ,g,. !A:



A:eel.

New legislation, just draffedotut not thtroduced,
would establish the crime sexual assault which
would include oral, anal; and .genital intercourse,

- B. 'pivot -

The victim's testimo ny need not be corroborated.

Efforts are now underway to,draft
would restrict admissibility of the victims past sex-
ual history to only that conduct which
defendant.

C. Special Viedm Issues

with the

.

PropOsed 'bills which are now being drafted by
various groups may include authorization and fund-
ing for special training of law enforcement and hospi'
tal personnel.

Present statute forbids use and carrying.of made or
tear gas. .

The judge is authorized to exclude, by statute,
during the victim's testimony at trial or during the

--preliminary hearing, all people except officers of the
court, the defendant, and those engaged in the trial.

NORTH DAKOTA

A. Defmidon '4110

A criminal code revision, effective 1975, elimi-
nated the term of rape and substituted for it "gross
sexual imposition." The scope of the definition was
Widened from sexual intercourse with a female not
the wife of the perpetrator, to "a sexual act *ith an-
other whelre the victim submits by ffirce, threat of
force or where victim's capacity to praise or con-
trol condues has been substantially impaired."

: 1

B. Proof
.

The 1975 legislative changes,prohibit introduction
of opinion e'vid'ence, reputation evidence,' or specific.
instances of sexual conduct with others to prove con-con-
sent, although thidelendant is allowed to rebut .testi-
many .relatingto; victim's past sexual history offered
by-the prosecution: -

, .
Evidencoof 'victim's sexual conduct is admissible

' to attack fief: credibility. If the defendant wishes to
,.offei-such evidence/ lie must make a' written motion;
,acccinrpanfoid.hyin offer'of proof. A hearing-.+7n the

- inotiotis held out of the presenc,e of the- jury. Ifthe
.

. .544

fudge inds the avidenCe_ relevant and not legally in-
admissible, it will be ordered admitted.

4
,.

C. Special Vitas Issues

By statute, compensation is availabl to victims of
all crimes, including -rape: Compensa n to victims .
is limited to expenses under $100.

4

OHIO

A. Definition

Rape is defined as sexual conduct with another,
not the spouse of the offender, foja, threat of
force or when the victim's judgment or control is sub-
stantiajjp impaired. Sexual Contact without consent
is alsprohibited.

B., Pinot

Corroboration is required to convict .a person of . )
.sexual impositiok which is sexual corker without

. -consent.

The victim's past,sexual history is admissible only
in two instances: ( I) to Vionrkthe origin..otsperm,
disease, or pregnancy; or (X) if the conduct was with
the defendant and it is material to a tact at issue and
its inflammatory or prejudicial nature does not out- .

weigh its Rrobsttive value. The defendant 'must makes
the motion- to order' the evidence admissible -at-the7
preliminary hearing or Oleo days prior to trial, The
hOring to determine relevancy is heltin the judges
chambers . -

The statute specifically states' that the victim need-
not prove physicarresistance.

-
G Special ;Victim Issues

No.

A 1915 statutory Change allows the.names of -the'
victim and the defendant and. the -details of the evi-
dence to 'be withheld until a preliminary hearing is

The victim may also have private cotinsel, present:7.
at the in-tamer! hearing tasietermine,

-of prior sexualhistory. lithe Indigent, _then
the court.spit,40onlviCiiiii's P14114;liPPOilf4P1*--
Id ;- . - -,

..111,6.19/5 ...SiallitOty changes also allow minciri-,tor`t
dbtnin AreatMent Mier: a tape 'withOlif,theiit-x="-.4.:-..,
parents' Consent,:tektires , the ijetIto pay for,the'

.r !: -,
db.
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medical examination if used as evidence at trial; and
requires the public healtik:Ilepartment to establish
standard evidence-gathering procedures to be fol-
lowed by-ell hospital personnel. The victim also. has
the right to be informed ofall medical and psychiatric
services available.

OKLAHOMA

A. -Definition

Rape is an act of sexual intercourse accomplished
with a female not the wife of the perpetrator where
she is incapable of giving legal consenrthrough kin-
acy or unsoundness of mind, where she resists but
her resistance is overcome by force. or Violence or -

threats of force, where she is unconscious; or when
she is prevented from resisting by a narcotic or an-
esthetic ageht. .

B. Proof

No corroboration of the victim's testimony is
needed unless it is inherently inprobable.

A bill which passed in 1975 prohibits admission
of any evidence of the victim's past sexual conduct

4 except where that conduct was with or in the pres-
ence of the defendant. Tife defendant may also rebut-
iny testimony relating to the sexual conduct of the
victim if the prosecutor first introduces such evidence.

C. Special Victim Issues

None.

,OREGON.

A. Definition

A person commits-the crime of rape if heihat sex;
ual intercourse with a female by-forcible compulsion.

Bc Proof .

The testimony of ,the victim nerd not beicorrObo-7
rated. . .

Only. evidence of sexual conddct between the vie-
tin and'.the defendant may be admitted in a, prosecu-
tion for rape since 1975.1f the defendait wishes to

' introduce-such evidence during the trial negate the
exiitnc"of forcible compulsion, he must requests
hearing to be held 'out of the presence_of the jury. If

4

the court find; the evidence is relevant and not other-
wise inadmissible; the evidence-may be introciticed;.1
C. Special. Victim Issues'

None.

PENNSYLVANIA:.

A. Definition'

A person commits rape if he engages in sexual in-
tercourse with another, not 'his spouse, by forcible
compulsion,: threats of forcible compulsion, or when
the other is unconscious or so mentally deficient as
to be incapable of-consent.

'B. 1Proof

The testimony of a victim need nike corrobo-
rated as provided by statute. The credibility of a vic-
tim is to be judged by the same standard as a victim
of any other crime and no instruction may be given
cautioning the jury to view the tptlinony in any way
other than thabin which the-testimony of all victims
is viewed.

No evidence concerning the victim's past sexual
conduct is admissible unless it was with the defend-
ant. If the defendant wishes to offer such evidence, a
written motion must be.filed and the evidence heard
at an in-camera hearing.

A 1976 statutory revision abolished tile, require-
ment of prompt- complaint= tv.tithin 3: months of
the offense}, stilton-001k -defendant-Mat introduce
evidence qf the victim's failure to repOrfigomPtlY-

C. Special VifilpIssuen

A bill to and:
training progr for
currently being consider

RHODE; ISLAND

.fu d a- special sensitivity-
al justice "personnel

O

.4444.

V

A. Definition _
- . - _

- . - .

The Rhode Island-statute retains the cominat-lair7r---- -.---.. . .

definition-of rape.A.hottempt- to expapd the defi,ni :- 10.-
tion of rape to iiiclude other noncoffiensnal seival_ ' -:_;-_-_-_,'

Conduct, including contact;.was.defealcd in 1975. ,-
7,.i.,

.- - ,.....

.

.
.-

.... 75

,- Proof. .
_......---1

. . -..---4-
Corrobointion is not required in Rhode Island. c- -. -. ,
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It 'Restrictions on admit-ability of the victim's past
'sexual history are in effect as a result of a criminal
procedure rule approved by the bench and bar of

Ithode Island and promulgated by the Supreme
Court in 1975. When the defendant wishes- to intro-
duce evidence of the complaining witness's past sex-
ual con with others, he must give oral notice and
make a otfe of roof out of the hearing of the jury
and any s ctators. The court then rules upon the ad-

.thiAsibility of the evidence.

C. Special Victim Issues

phy-
sicians, health care orkers, social workers and coun-
selors

-would have required phy-A proposed bill (

selors to have the consent of the victim before re-
. porting a rape .to the police. Its purpose was to

encourage rape victims to seek prompt medical
treatment.

SOUTIVAROLINA

A. Definition

No changes have been, made in South Carolina's
definition of rape in at least 100 years. The statute
reads: "Whosiiever shall ravish a woman, married,
maid, or other, when she did riot cogent, either be-
fore or after, or ravisheth woman -kith force, al- -
though she consent aft , shall be deemed guilty, of
rape.

/.. .
In 1975,'a.bill Modeled after 'Florida's sexual bat-

tery law,-defirrit" of which included anal, oral, and
'genital Interco rse failed in .committee.

Propohe s of rape reform legislation are plan-
ning to I roduce a Michigan-style bill in late 1976.

"

B.

orroboration of the victim's testimony is not re
ire d. rrtG-

The pro ed bills have' attempted to restrict ad-
missibility of e victim's past sexual history to-con-
duct occurring- with 'the defendant or specific in-
stances of sexual acts with others which explains the
source or origin of semen, pregnancy or disease. The
defendant would be required to,make a written mo-
tion before trial and make an offer of proof at an
in- camera bearing.

C. Spetial Victim Issues

South Carolina, like Virginia, allows the victim in,

66

a rape case to submit her testimony by deposition.
No one other than the prosecuting attorney, the ac-
cused and his counsel marattend the deposition 'un-
less the judge expressly allows it. T,he accused has
the right to object to-admissibility of testimony either
at the time the deposition is taken- or at trial when

'the deposition is offered into evidence.

The deposition is to be destroyed after trial-if no
appeal is taken from the trial court decision.

The proposed statute would require that the state
bear the cost of the medical. examination of -the vic-
tim.

SOUTH DAKOTA

A. Definition
4
Rape is an act of oral, anal, or genital penetration

accomplished with any person by force, coercion,
threats of harm, 'or when the victim is incapable of
consenting because of mental or physical incapacity.

B. Proof

Corroboration is not required.

Evidence of the victho's sexual conduct with.
others is not admissible iffitess. it is relevant to a
fact at issue. If the defendant wishes to offer: such
evidence, the court must hold a hearing, out,of the
presence of the jury and the public, to determine

.its admissibility.

$

C. Special Victim Issues,

Any person convicted of rape must be given an
initial psychiatric evaluation to determine if counsel-
ing is necessary. If so, then counseling must be made
available in prison and'Counseiing may also be made"
a condition of parole.

The names of the victim and thetaccused and-the
details of the incident may be suppressed at the
request ofeither person until arraignment, dismissal
of charges or the case is otherwise' concluded.

TENNESSEE

A. :Definition

In Tennessee, rape. is the unlawful carnal knoWl-
edge of 4 Woman forcibly and against her will. A

.criminabiseitual cohduct ,statute inbdelea after- the

N

-21,
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Michigan bill, which would have grouped all non-
consensual sex acts, was defeated in -1975.

. .

: Proof

Corroboration is not required in Tennessee.

- In 1975,1 a bill passed prohibiting admission' of
eviden0 of any sexual activity between the victim.
And persons other than the defendant except when
consent of the victim is at issue, the evidence may
be admitted if it is established to the court outside
the presence of the jury and spectators that the
activity shows' such a relation to.theconduct of the
victim involved in the case that it- is relevant to
consent:

- C. `Speciak Victim Issues

Carrying and use of rgas or mile is legal if,the. t
canister is designed be carried in apOrse or pocket.

+ft

4 3

,TEXAS

A.. Definition
.,

Althodgh Texas rewrote its rape laws in 1975, like
Maryland, it chose to continue the distinction be-
tween rape and other sexual offenses. The new statute
defines rate as sexual intercourse with a female not
the wife of the offender without her consent. Without
consent is defined by listing circumstances in Which
the female will be presunted not to have consented,
e.g., where the offender compels the victim to submit
by force that overcomes her earnest resistance.
Deviant sexual intercourse; defines as oral or anal
intercourse, is a' separate offense entitled sexual
abuse. '

B. Proo f

Victim 's testimony in a rape case need not be
aOtroborated if the victim informed, any person
other thaii the defendant of the alleged offense
within 6 months of, its occurrence: . .

In ,order to admit evidenCe of the victim's past
sexual history (whether it is Opinion, reputation or
specific instances) ',the defendant must request an

, in-camera .hearing an the matter. The judge may
admit the-evidence if, and only if; it is material' to
alact at issue .and its probatiye value it not out-

, imighed bY its inflammatory or prejiidicial nature
The court shall seal the record of the hearing after

:-IadmiSsibility has .been determined,
,

t .

C. Special Victim Issues

A victim's compensation bill passed in 1974 '
which requires the state to pay only the cost of the .

evidentiary medical exam. .

UTAH

A. Definition

In Utah, a mile person commits rape when he
has sexual intercourse with a female,-not his wife,
without her consent. A report has been Submitted
to the state legislature which has 'recommended
eliminating sexual discrimination from Utah's laws
regarding rape and-sexual assault.

B. Proof

Corrobliation is not required.

Presently, there are no restrictions on the admissi-
bility of the victim's past sexual history; however, a
bill_scheduled to be introduced in the 1977 session
would allow such evidence to be admitted when the
conduct was with the defendant or to rebut eviler-ice
presented by the prosecutor concerning- theivictim's
past sexual conduct. A motion by the defendant
would bejequired and afimissibility.wouli be deter-
mined at an in-camera hearing.

C. Special Victim Issues

Plans are being made to introduce a-bilf 'in 1977 -
'which would reimburse- victims for the cost of
medical care, .examinations and counseling.

VERRVON'I'

A. Definill'ou

Vermont continues to follow the common law
definition of rape: carnal knowledge of a female
person by .force and against her

A proposed criminal code revision would con-
tinue the use of the term 'rape but would -redefine
it so that it would include any sexual act (anal, oral,
;itiginal intercourse) with ,another person, not the
offender's spouse, when the victim is compelled to
participate "by -force and against his /her. will, by
threats or coercion, or when the victim's ability to
control or appraise .his /her, own behavior has been
4stantially imp4ired. Nonconsensual sexuill contact
would also-be

7-v-
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B. Proof

Corroboration it required by case law but prompt
complaint or other circumstantial evidence will
suffice. The proposed criminal code revision would
abolish the requirement of corroboration.

Proposed restrictions on admissibility of the, vic-
tim's past sexual history would require the defendant
to'file a written motion within 30 days after arraign-

..
meat or 10 days prior to trial. At the in-camera
hearjng, it the judge determines it is relevant, evi-
dence of the'victim's past sexual conduct with the
defendant or evidence which shows the source or
origin of semen, pregnancy or disease may be ad-
mitted. Opinion or reputation evidence is never
admissible.

C., Special Issues

The: proposed bill would also have required' the
judge to suppress the name of the victim. and the
details of the incident upon request of the prosecutor,
or victim or "upon the court's own motion-.

-

A. pefiaitiof .

.

Rape is carnal knowledge bf a female against 'her
will, by fore*.

B. Proof

No corroboration of the victim's
required in a rapeprosecution.

, .

A. bill proposed in early 1976 would have pro-
hibited any evidence of the victim's past. sexual
conduct unless the defendant could ..sbow a pridr
association with the victimby Corroborated evidence.
The prior association would be 'established outside

'the presenee- otothe jury.

C. Spech4 Victini Issues

By statute, Virginia slows- the victim and other
witnesses in:a rape.case,to.give. testimony hat depo-
sition rather- than oral testimony in open cart. The
defendantibis counsel, and the prosecutoiare present
at the deposition arid-the judge rules -upon all- evi-

. _zdentiary questions estif in open court. No other
pillple_tpay be present williont express permission
of the judge.

68"
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iThe Virginia Legislature passed a elolution in
1976 directing the Virginia State Crime Commission
to condom a study on criminal sexual, assault, in-
eluding changes needed in legislation, law enforce-
ment, punishment and rehabilitation, public educa-
tion and _court process.

-WASHINGTON

A. Definifion ,

Although Washington retained the term rape in
revising the rape laws in 1975, the definition of
Sexual intercourse was rewritten so that it included
vaginal and anal penetration by an object, oral and
anal intercourse as well as vaginal 'sepal intercourse..

'Rape is defined as sexual intercourse with another
person by forcible, compulsion or, ithen a person is
incapable of legally consenting byireasbn of physical
or mental incapacity. .

. -

testimony

- 04.04.

:

B. Proof

The victim's testimony need not be corroborated
in Washington as provided by statute,

A written pretrial motion accompaniead by an
offerof proof must be made the defendant. The
hearing is held-out of, ;he presence of the jury.

All evidence of the victim's past sexual history
is inadmissible on issues of credibility and consent
except in instances where the defendant and the

have- engaged in sexual intercourse beiore
and that past intercourse is material to theissue of
consent.. The evidence may be admitteciAilecon-
duct' between the victim and the accusalljirdeter-
mined to be relevant and its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the prbbability titat.its
admission will create a substantial danger of undue
prejudi and that itsexclusion would result in denial
of sribstil dal justice.

C,. Spectil Victims Issues

The judge may exclude all persons except neees-0
sary witnesses, the defendant, counsel aid those who
hive a direct interest in the case or the work dfthe
court from.the hearing concerning admissibility of
the victim's past saw! bistary..

Washington's_ Victims of Crime . Compensation
-Act authorizes-state payment of crime victim's media -'
cal bills but no compensation is paid unless the
victim reports the crime to local authorities witbin
'72, hours.

78
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WEST,V1RGINIA.

A. Definition.

Sexual assault is defined as sexual intercourse
(anal, oral or vaginal" intercourse) with anothei

' persdn by forcible Compulsion or sexual intercourse
when the other person is incapable of consent be-
cause he/she is mentally defective or incapacitated
or under 16. . .

B. Proof

Corroboration is not required.

_ Evidence of specific instancei of the victim's past
sexual conduct is not admissible on the issue of
consent" unless such conduct was with the. accused.
All such evidence which the defendant wishes to
offer must first be heard out of the presence of the
jury.

Evidence of the victim's conduct with others,
opinicin evidence, and reputation evidence are ad-
missible only for the purpose of impeaching the
victim's credibility if the prosecution puts' such
credibility in issue.

C- Special Victim Issues

None.

'WISCONSIN

A. Definition

In 1976, Wisconsin 'repealed its rape law, re-
placing it with a comprehensiire redefinition section
entitled sexual assault covering all nonconsensual
sexual acts. Both sexual intercourse (includes fellatio,
cunnilingui, anal intercourse or any other intrusion
of any object, into the genital or anal opening of
another) and asexual contact are included in the
definition of sexual assault which is divided into
degrees according to amount of force used and
harm to the victim.

B. Proof

Corroboration of victim's "testirliony . is
(piked:

Any hearing involving the admissibility of evidence
of prior sexual conduct or reputation of a complain-
ing witness must be conducted out of the hearing
of the jury..

not re-

.4

Eyidence of prior sexual conduct of the victim
may not be admitted into evidence except evidence
of the victim's past sexual, conduct with the de-
fendant, evidence showing the source or origin of
semen, preguancl or disease or evidence, of prier
untruthful allegations of sexual assault made by the p
victim. Sexual conduct is' defined by the statute to
mean any conduct or behavior relating to sexual
activities of the complaining witness including but
not liMited to use of contraceptives, prior sexual
intercourse or contact, living arrangement and, life-
style.

C. -Special Victim Issues

The 1976 sexual assault...01 requires the judge at
the request of the complain* witness to exclude all
people from the evidence bearing, who are not offi-
cers of the cold, members of witness's or defendant's
families or "others deemed by the court to be sup-
portive of them" or otherwise are required to attend

. the heating. The judge may also exclude all persOlis
from the'hearing if he wishes.

Carryiiig and use of maceor teargas is prohibited
by state statute.

..
WYOMING

A. Definition

Wyoming has kept the-traditional common law4
definition, of rapecarnal knowledge of a woman .

forcibly and, against her will..

A 1976 bill' which completely rewrote the rape'
laws did not pass. The bill was similar 'to the
Michigan statute, defining sexual assault to include
-oral, anal, and genital intercourse and prohibiting
nonconsensual sexual contact.

B. Proof .

Corroboration is natinttired and the 1976,pto-
- Tosal explicitly stated that. .

There are no statutory restrictions on the admis-
sibility of 'lite victim's past 'sexual history:The pro-
posed. bill would have. required a vhitten motion
and offer of _proof by, the defense if it wished to
offer isiciefice of sexual conduct .with others . for
the' purpose of' challenging ;the victim's credibility
or to show that the victitri"wls Xlifig In conformity
with a trait. of character.? Under the proposed sta-
tute, reputation and opinion evidence would not be
admissible to shoW'Consent.

. .

.
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The proposea bill also forbade the following jury in and of itself may be considered in dete ining .

instructions; (1) that rape victim? testimony be credibility of ,witnesses.
t 7 viewed differently than the testimony of victims of

other crimeg (2) that the testimony of theqictim
. be examined with caution solely because of the

nature of the charge; (3) that charge of rape is
easy to make but difficult to defend; (4) that it may
be inferred that anyone who has previously con-
sented to sexual intercourse with persons other than

.4efeudaut would be more likely to Consent to sexual
`'ii tercoursragairi; and (5) that prior sexual conduct

o

I'

' "
"s-

.

wo

4'.
.01

C. Special Victim Issues

the proposed law would also have: (1 ) 'required
a doctor in each city to be on call 24-hours a 'gay
to ptovide treatment for rape victips; (2) required
the county to pgiy the costs of the'victim'i medical
exam; and (3) allowed the names of the victim

'and .the defendant to be withheld from the public
until the court took jurisdiction of the Cast.

.

1 .

-
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--- . S4c-kgb5and'and General Scheme of Proposed Section.;
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--_- - ,.. ...'- 7 '' '''. J T- . , . -

k_.,; 'ad tlifen4le Other then hiis by means of force, threats, Or certain, orms o .r...-z,.lt "-c-f- *..- - ... k -
..-r,.. , _ .

- - fundaments decepti n.. 431lie", chief problems are (i) todgcide and express what ,
,.., . . .. , r- .' ' -041,1 _be- the\ mittinitu amount of coercion or deception '-f.o be included here, i.e.. _ . -. .

i. - drawing the Ine between rae-skhiction, on the one hand, and illicit intercourse -_ -
,.....,,,,, -on the. others and (ii) to:devise a "grading' system that distributes the entire

1.
gioup of Offen es- rationally over'the relive of available punishments. The Latter

..-
problem-Is-esp 'Jelly iiiivrtant because:- (1) thi upper -rings d punishment,.-

. - :7'. .. .
insi,ude:146 piisoment Ind even death; (iNthe offense is typic ly copmitted,

_ .. .. - .. - -. - - .
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1 :-- _.:. .---,.
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. . .

in. statutory and '1Orcible rage is said to be rieg-ligible in .compariso
ek

- .
otiler -offenses. The grouping of statutory andfgreible rapj.s.tk-togetiker AO'

I

attempts _to chataCte rize"the rapisti! makep available statisti of_little
in.-i-d lantifyin'g the offender who merits the ultimate sanctioii. ". .

. .

-- .
.-_

-Ths classification proposed in the text is based on-the:,fAViii.filg
.

-

xtreme punishment of first degree .felony--is:reservia for situatiblis Which
%

t 'brutal or shoc4ng; evincing the most rkg. a\rdultrJal*"'o.n;"
- . .

threat to public security, and whiCh. alscs_providS79514,:ObjiiiiWk'-
compiainant'i testimony of non - consent:

,

The srnin4iyAnkj VffenSes-: _

law rape or the tisual statutory f
as second degree felonies. Subsections (2) and (3)

;-
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(1) Rape. A male who has kexual.in6ercoi.iree--wii
, .is guilty of rape if:

(a) he compels heir" to submit by force or` by .threst Of: iitmineriti'digth,
serious. bodily injury, xtreme titan or kidn,apprrg, ,tofie-,inkl'icted-oh anyone; or

(b) he hai substantra'lly iinpaired"h4i,poiiei:to appraifeor control: her
.. ..

onduct by administering or employing without he khowledge. drugs, intoxicants
,

or other means. for- the purpose of preventing re istance; or
(c) the female is unconscious; or .°

(d)- the female is less than 10 years old...,
Rape is felony of the second degree unless (i) in the:.courSe:4hereof the-

actbr inflicts serious lodily injury upon Anyti or the -vittAni was-lot a
i y o l : S t a r Y soci b q m p a n i o n of the actor' u p d n -t.44,occas ion of . ,the ..acimf and- had

, - . .... ,. .

'- not previbus/f fitted him sexual liberties,, in.',41,141,- cages__ the .offen4e. ie.-a..,.
__, : . . .- . ...; -; .. ::: . ' - .....e.t :::1::;: ;:.

i felony of the first degree. Sexual intercourse ;:iiigudes intercourse Peros..0:r . ,.-...
. .. .. . .

gir.Arnsri,- witty some penetration nshowever 'slight; emissili is nbi. regiirecl.,",frolon--a A.e.: .- .* . . i . . . , . . . . . .# , , - . ..Les of ;the first degree are punishable by' a possible idaximtint of llfe-finpV-sqn-
: -___.- .. i -. - .-- -

'inertt, with a minimum of not less than a..year nor more than ten year-C:1'4911'i. s
. - . ., - . . . .....

..

-, of th.e second' degree are punishable by a maximum of ten an s mininutn4f .ctia. Yqatr:.1
- ...

(2) Gross Sexual. Apasition; A male w-lio has' sexual iriircourse,-with 'a.
ti a fe
of one

(a) he cOmpels h
.-



. .
'.(1) Offense Defined. .A.male who has'sexual intercourse with a femal

. - .

of his .wife, or any person who engages in deviate sexual intetcOurse or causes
.

`.,.another engage in deviate sexual ,intercourse, is. guilty of_ an offense if:
. . .

.,1
. ( the other person is less than (163 years old and the actor is at
:..- . I . .:-. -.'' ,leset 14 years older than the other person; or. -

A -.,- 3 .

Aot.C'

(by thi other person is ...less than 21 years old and, the actor is his
. 21.-7(. . .

guardian or otherwise responsible tor general superuli

v

s, A
. n i

, -. - - - . ,

40: the, other perdoin s ans_. custody of law or. lie

e ' , N.

other -ini4tut.tbn and theradtor has "sui3ervisory or di
. . .. .,

of his iielfaret or.

ned in a hospital-or

iplinary authority over

. . .
erscsn wh6J.s induced -fo.Participate by i.

of 1.n4F.41344 actqrdoes not mean to perform. .
.-'6.1";i4i.i1,44.: :An of Joara0aph (a) of Subsection (1) is at.,*

.- . _.; 'ft.. ....... i. . .

-...s"--i-'-"--.'.S :011.1e:of,'.the thi.r4..digree. 01 erwise an. offense under this section is a leis-

. , . . ...e...



(7) 'the Othetperson is -less than 21 years old, and the actor is his

rdian or otherwite responsible'ipr general supervisioft of_ his welftres or elk
. -. .

-(8) the Other person is in cusiodY.of AWor detained in a hospital
.

., ;

other institution and the actor has supervisory or .discis4inary authority

over him. . .
t

--Sexual contact isany toualingof the sexual or other-intimate parts
)

of
-

the person of another for the purposeof arousing or'gritifying sexual desire..
,
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APPENDIX C
Z

STATE STATOTES-'
.

'Michigan, "Minnesota, Wallington,- Williansin

.

.:

A.' SPEXQAL ASSAULT SUMS -
. .

..-

-1 ., .. . .

... : 11'..
,1,-,,,

The peoble of the State of Mlchigan..'enact4. -..-. ....: .. ,

SeOtion 1. ACt No. '328,of the Public Acts' of 1931, as amended,
"being sections 250.1 to 750.568 of the Compiled Laws of ,1970, is, emended
by..1adding sections .526a, '520b, 520c, 520d, 520e, .520f, 520g, 520h, 520i

: 5.20j, -52filc,: and 5201: to read as folloWs:
. ' , -: J . .

-Stc. 520a7. As used in sections 520a to 5201: .
(a) ."Actor" means .a person accused Qf criminal sexual conduct.

(?) "Intimate parts" includes the-primary genital aria, groin;
inner thigh,. buttock, or breast of a.human being.

41'44,_

. (c) "Mentally defective" means that a person suffers from a mental
diseaseapdefect which renders that person temporarily or permanently
incapab3Vof app;aising the nature of his or her conduct.t

.0) "Mentally incapacitated" means that a persph:il,:xendered ... ,/
I

... temporarils%iricap4le of appraising .or controlling his or ler 'cOndQt
4.A.f.. due to the. nfluenoe of a ;iatcotic, anesthetic, or othen..substanCe

-administered to- that person. without his or her consent, or clue to any.
other gict cOrmriitted Ilion_ that - person :without his .or 'her consent.' '

1-- ;4
- - .- " (e) ,''physically helpless" means tla a Berson is lanconscipus,

--.
asleep,, or for ar& Wier reasOn:-is .physic lly unabl to.' commurhcate

.
. . ,

unwi.11.-ingnest to an act; . - :, .. .
. ..: - -, ,. - * .%

. . (f) --."Personal injury" -means bodily injuiy,llisfigurement,_mental ..I.. . 106 1

.anguish,, c,hickic pain, -pregnancy, disease; or, loss-or impairmerit of a.. .2
-, sexual .or'reproductive. brgAn-4- -

(4) "Sexual contact" includei the intentio.na-1. touching of the.
-

.

victim's or actor's intimate parts or the intentional touching 9f the
clothing.cOvering the immediate area of the victim's or actor's intimate
parts, if that intentional touching can reasanably be construed as being
fbro'<sthe purpose of sexual arousal-br gratification.

(h) "Se"xual penetration!' rani; -sexual. intercourse, ,cungiingus,
fellatio, anal - intercourse, -.or7any,-vother intrusion, holever slight,,of.,_
any _part. of a _person' s body or' of, any .objeft into tle-en,I,tal 'or aqil
opening's bf -another..person!s:body, bpt. tgiission :"of ,seven lts not required:

..._
(i)-.'!Y.ictink!' means- the person- akle4ing to have been , subjected to

- .- .: ...b.:rind-nal sexual; .1conduct. -__ .-;- ..o.°: A . ....- ..
-:. - . . - - ,_ , - . .," .

--. - .-.
...- ,.. .

.... ,., . .,.--

s

O

A-

.4 N. .! . i
ied,- -5215b.::. (.1.)Ape'riton 'is,qiinti.of:Crimiiiiir,s,exua. a condut in.,

*.khe-first, degree if he- or she engages in sexOkl pprietraion with enOther..,',..
',....':::,person and iif any of thef011sming circumstances exists :

. . , . 4 ... . $ ' ' 4

'CI

'1;"
'4//92

e



..

(al That other' person is.un4er 13 _years Of alje. :,- 6

.,-- .

k 415)-The otherfierson_iiat least 13 :but less-than-it'-yedfmof'age

_

.

and the actor is a member Of the same-hoUsehold as;the'mictim; the u.k:tor;
is related to-thvietim by blood or affinity to thefourth degree to
the victim, or the actor is in a position of authority over the'victiM
and used this authority.o:coerce the victito *belt:

.
(c) 'Sexual penetration-occurs under circumstances involving the

commission of any 'other 'felony. :-,:. ' .'

.-- (d) The actor is aided a-wetted by 1 or mo e'other persons and
either of the following circumstances exists"; _ .

. ...

. (i) The actor kpowdor has, -reason to kpow t the victiin is'-teren .

tally defedtive,mentally incapasitated, Or-phy call? helple
.

p (ii) The actor uies force_or.coercion to accoMpgshlth sexul _ '.?

.

.penetration. Force or coercion includes but is not limited to any of,
. thp eirCumstarices listed in,subdivision"(f)11)..to iv). _-... .

...;.,
.

. _,

(e) The actor is armed,with rweapon-Or anTother article used or -

fasnioned in a manner to lead the victim to. reasonably.belleve it to be.,
,' !

'-' '/
, 4 '' I

d (f) The ectOr causes_personaL4njury to theikrictim,and force or ,.

.

_.coercion is used to acpomp4shfsexual penetration. Force.Or coercion '. .

includes but is mOt-limitaato any of the followIng.circhmstancest--. .

---. . --.7.:,..-'' , ?..."'
, . .. -6 , -

(17). When the a:at& oVezedbies-the-Victim through the actkial-appliee----, -.7.-A---

, tion of physical force Or-physical violence.
.:...,....._ .

-...-

" .

(ii)yhen the actorcoerces the V ct to sUbmitly threatening tO
,

. use forceoi violence on the VictirW, ad,the-'victim be ieves-that.the

$ ,- actor has'tWetpresent ability to exeR.!
.

these thieifi. $

(iii) When the actor coerces the victim to submit by threatening to
retaliate in the future against the.4rictim,"Ot antotherperson,'an0 the
victim believes that the actor has the ability 'to execute this threat.
As used in this subdivillon, "to retaliate" includes threits of physical
-punishment, kidnapping, or exfortiorir ' 4 . ' . -

. .1
. .

(iv) When the actorengages in the medicartreatment or examination

-of the victim in a manner or for purposes which are medically recognized
as'unethical or unacceptable. 6

. ... '
. , p.'

.

4 .

. '(4).When the actor, through concealment or by the element of sur-
prise, is able to .Ov rcome the victim.

' ..' l V '
-,

(g) -The actorcapses$personal 'injury to the victim, and the_actor
knows or:has reason,tp.lknov-that the victinO.s,mentally defectivt
menta4y:incapiCitated, or phySiSally helpless... ". .

. . .
. .

(2) Criminal Sexual conduct in the first degree isa felony piiiiish.T7 '

able by imprisonment in the:state:WsOn.for,lifeor for any'terW4f years:-
..,

" . y ..-

Sec. 5206. ell A person' is

:

Vuilty c f,CiiMfheirtexuat Conduct in-the..
, .

.. -

Second degree it the person engages ii sexualcontadt with anotherlpimml .- , .- '-

( ..

41,

.

tt

014

And any-of thefol owing circumstancis-existsi

go

-

P

. :
,
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4 -

(a) That other.perpon is under 13 years of age.

(b) The, other person is at-least 13.but less.than 16 years of age
--and the Ater is-a memb'er of the eagle houSehiSld as'the victim, the actor

related twthe victim by blood or affinity to the fourth degree to
. thevictim, or the actor_isin a position of authority over:the. victim
anttiused this authority to coerce the 'victim to submit.T

- ,
Id) Sexual contattAnWvalder circualstances-involVing the cow:. °

.missign of any 'other felony.

(d) The actor is aided or abetted by 1 or more other persons and
4---;either orthe.following circumstances exists:

(i),The actor knows-or has reason.to know that the victim'is mem-'''; tally defectiie, mentally incapacitated, 'or physically helpless.

,

it
(ii) Tha actor uses force Or coercion to accomplish the sexual. .

'Contact. itirce or_cogrcion inciadas but is not limited to any ca., the
',circumstances listed in sections 520441)(0W- to-(v) - . , . .

te) The actor is armed with a weapon er any other article used. or
ifiashibned in a manner to lead a person to-reasonably believe it to be a
eapon.

(a The a-atr causes personal injury to the, victim and force of
coercion is-used to accomplish the sexual contact Force or coercion
includes but is not.limited to any of the circumstances listed in see-

ti°11!=::(tio;

to (v).
- -.--

or has. reason to know that the Victim is merit
.incApacitated, or physically helpless.

.

(2) Criminal sexual conduct in the second degree'is.a felony puniih-°
_

'able by baprisonmeht for -not more than 15 years. - 1

:1 .
4.. e . . ..17. :

..Y.

.

Sec. 520d. (-WA person isguilty of criminal sexual conduct in the
* third degree if the person engages in sexual penetration with. another.per-

sbn and if any of the following-circumstances exists!: ....-..

.6 ..

(a) That other person is at.least 13 years-of a4e and Under 16 years
of ago.. .. (

.

_
-.

V. -° - . - - .
.. . .

. ..?

. 'AO force or coercion is u'ed to accomplish
any

sexual penetration.:
1 ,

. Force.,:or coercion included but is not liiited to any of the' circumstances. .-x,-, ..,

. . listed-in section 520b (l,) to; (v} ..- .

-

. e ' ,' .P. 41.
%..'

(c) The,actpr knpSs or has read'dn%to know that the victim is mentally
. , .; . , . l A-.
4.:11 ',' defective, mentallysincapititatede or physically helpless.

.

. .
.

'Nob -
. It°

.
..- (2) Criminal sexual, conduct in the third .degree ii -a felonipunish-

.

*-16: able by iAprlionment fok not more than .15 years.
vt______---------_,i....

--ri _. . :
1 '.. 4C'' ..- °

- .,. - .,.
.

4 . Seo..,520e. tl) A person is guilty of criminal sexual conduct in- the'
Ifourth,degree if he or she engages in sexual contact with another_person

.

f . .. .

-and` 4i 'Vex of the,folloWing,circuMetancee exists.: .-::'' ..

:''''
' i ...)

. t*:

he- victim .and the ,actor knows,

111 aefective; mentally - .1

,

::-
'

, 1,1 .. 'r . ,t
1 :.,

.. - ,,
d- %

t .
... ' 1.$ /*:.......

, I.

. *
,

r
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q
.

(a) Force or coercion is ysed,to accomplish: the sexual confacti.
FOrce or coercion includes butris not limitdd to any of the circumstanCes
listed in set!tioh 520b(1)(g)(i) td (iv). .

161 Tile actor knows or has reason to 'know that the victim. is men-
.

.
men-

tally indapaCitated, or physically'helpless. .

(2)

_

Criminal sexual cOnd6t in tiie fourth.degrele is a misdemeanor
punishable by imprisonment for not more than'2 years, or in a line 9f ldt

.

more -than' 4500.00, or 'both..
4

r - A '

, . ., % .
: , ., . .e 1

Sec. 520f. (1) If a person is convicted or a 'se0Opd'oii suksequent -

. -

of se' under section 520b, 520c, or 520d, the sentence impogel'under
- ' - th se sections for -,the second or subsequent frense shall provide fir e

\ 4mandatOry'fainimum sentence ()Oat least 5 ars.

. (2) For-purposes of.thissection, an ffense is,c6htiderad &second.
or subsequent'offenie if, prior to conviction oUthe second -or subsequent.

1. offense, the actor has at any time been, convicted under section 520b,,52pc,
520d or under ahy,siMilarstatute,of-be United .States or any state for

a criminal:texuaroffpnse iolbding rape, carnal.knIliWledg!", indecent
liberties, .itQSS indecency, or an_attempt td commit such An offense..

. .
4

. s
Sec. 520i .(1),-As Lkult. with intent tocommit.BLMiharsexual conduCt

involving sexual
_

pedbtration'thall be a felony punishable by.imprisomment.
. for not more than 10 years. N.

.

(2) Asiault with intent to c
- -.4egreeis a felony punishable by

mmit criSnal.4exuaI con4 t in,the
-

second
pritonmellp flDi not more luU1-5 years.

. .-

.."..
..- ..-.

0

Sec; 520h. 'The ieitimonyof avictim,need not be corroborated in
.6

EXt)SeCiltiOnS 04eV SACIIS'52d/DI o 520g.
.1.

-

-r SecT2Pi., A victim Enc T e s i s t the aotoiin'proseciionunder .
s n206- $20

.M .

..
I

ectiOs to g. r.
,-, . .

,

Sed. 520j.. 41) EVdence-of sploifid inttandes of the victim's-sexual
conduot; -opinion eviaence;"of the victim's .sexual condai,cand reputation _ '1;

evidence of the vio'timis.texual conduct-tflall,.dorbe admitted undei sec-
4tions 520b to 520g unlest andnonly to the;erxteht that.the.judge finds

that the :folloiiing.proposed eiridtpceis material 'to a tact at issue in-
the case and that its infrimiriory'or prejudicial nature does not- outweigh
it§ probatp.re alue:

19*.

s d

. r .

(a) Evidence of the victim's past'sexUal
"It

cohduct with the actor.
1).°61dence-of'speciticinstances of sexual activity showing the

6

source or, origin of semenc pregnancy,,; drAiseate.'
. r \

el , (2-) If the defendant mposes'to offer evidence. described in sub-,

section (1)(a)or.,(151.the.defendant wittiin 10 days after the arraigsment-
. ,, i ",

- ,. :.:.:
,

- , , a
.-

,
ea'

r: ;eh f7-

4 4.4" ,
n ;

%

o. ... . ' e
I .. .. .....:..

.. /4

O

,

1
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%
. ).....

. . ... , ,.
.

.-

on the information shall file a writen, 112104On:end offer ,of proof. The
.

.court may.orderan in camera hearing to determine whither the-propose4'
,..

evidence is a4missible, under subsection (l). If new informatiort is dis-

durprthe-course of thetriaA that may makethe..eyidence'de3: 4

scribed in subsection (1) (a). be (b }.- admissible; the judgenlay-order,inn.

in camera bearing to deteriine whether the proposed evidende is-admis-
- t ?sible under subsection (1).

.
0(4

410PA

e

,Sem t201c; .Upon thd request of -the counsel or e victim or actort
in a prosecution under sections .520b to 520g theoagisf14 before.Whom
any person is brought on e,charge'ef having committed an offenSe_under
section030b to Wg_iball diderithit theenames of the vict*%and,actOr
and details of the alleged offense be suppre4ed until--such time as the,
actor is arraigned on the information, the charge is- dismissed, or.the
case li otheriiiA concluaed, whichever occurs first. ;

.Sec. 5201. A person doesnot commit,:exual assault under this act
) if the.victim is his or her legal spouse, unless the couple are living

apart and one of them has, filed for'siparatenaintenance,or divorce.
0

a

e, : lir
.

Section 2. All proceeding's pending and all rights and liabilities _..;

4isting,opcquiked, or, incurred at the time this amendatory act takes-

.
effect arwsaved and,may In consanmatip .561p-ding tO.the.Llaw in &ice
when thdy'are commenced.-%.,This amengttoty act, shall not be construed to 4
._affect any prosecution pending or begun before the effective date of

.
this amendatory ao,t0; -',,

-

4

, :
-Section,3:- Sections-85; 33

,

, 336, 33Y,-340, 141,. 342, arid 520 of
Act_ NO. 328 of the Public As of 1931, beiMg'sectiolim,75t.85L 750:333,
'750.33.6, 750.339, 750.340, 750.341, 750.342,- and 750.520 f the Compiled
Left of 1970, and-wciion 82 of chapter Tot Act No. 125 of the. Public -'

S ,Acts of 1927,-,being section-767.02 of the CorridIed Laws of 1970, are : .
1 ,

- ..,repealed. ,....-

' ,
. .. r .

,

.-.

.

;*

,, - ,
. -;-.?

; .

section 4. Thii amendatory act shall,take effect ,Neember 1,;197g o
.-. ".4- ,''

,
.

... B. MINNESOTA VICTIM ASSISTANCE STATOE
.

: f

. r CHAPTER 52,8 -Stt: No. 3301
..-:.e e -

[Coded] ,t i is
1-

*
. .

.
I- .

.'. . 1 . ,

. An act relating to_ crime an4 criminaas; requiring the comm'i'ssioner -
,

f
of correctiofte.to develop a prograin to aid victims of sexual' attacks.

4 I .. I, . ' .

.
, BE IT ENACTED:BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:. ...

,

L'
10.

*It ,

A

.WV.

,

-;
.50 :,-

'
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Section 1. 1241:511'CRIMEAND CRIMINALS; SECT AL' VICTIM;

PROGRAM TO AID. SuSdivision:l. The commissioner of corrections shall'
develOp a gommuuttili based, statewide programto aid victims of reported
sexual fattacks.

., ,

SUbd ., As used in this act, a "Sexual attack" means any non-
.

Consensual ct of rape, sodomy,, or indecent liberties.

a
.

. Su601.. a. The progrAm developed. by the-c ssionergf corrections may
include but not be limited to, provision of, the following services:

, .,
(a) Voluntary counseling by trained personnel .to begin as soon as

sable after a sexual attack is reported. The counselor shall be of
the same-sex;As the victim and shall, if requested, accAMMany the victim
to the hospital and to.otheftroceedings concerning the allegdpitack,
inc ding police questioning, police investigation, and court proceedings.
The bounselor shall also inform the'lfictim of hospital prIpcedures, police
an4court proceditres, the possibility.of contracting venereal disease,
. -
the possibility of pregnancy, expected emotional reactions,and any other
relevant information; and shall make appropriate referrals.tor any
ajaistance desired by thvictim.

. 4
. .

.

(b) Payment of. all costs of any. medical examinations and medical
treatment which the victim may require as a result of the'sexnal attack
if the victim is not otherwise.reimbursed for these expenses or is ,

ineligible to receive compensation' under any other law of this state or
of the United States.

Seg. 2. [241.52) POWERS OF COMMISSIONER. In addition to developing
the statewide4rogram, the commissioner of 'corrections may:

.
(a) Assist and encourage county attorneys to assign prosecuting

attorneys trainel, in-sensitivity and understanding of.victims of sexual -

attacks& ro
_

s
.

(b) Assist the peace officers training board and municipal police-..

-forces to develop programs_to provide peace offiberi training in sensi
-tivity and understanding of victiria of sexual atticics; and encourage the
assignment of trained peace officers ofthe same sex as the victim to Fon- ..'
dlictali necessary questioning of the victim;

3c)Encourage.hospital administrators to place .a high priority on
the expeditious treafient of victims of sexual attacks; and to retail' per-

,sonnel.trained in sensitivity and understanding of victims of sexual

'attacks. , .

.
. .

. .

i
. . -

. . . .

Sec. 3. [241.53) FUNDING; PILOT, ROGRAMS. The commissioner of **4

..corrections shall seek fundingTrom the governor's Commission on crime preVention
ankttontrol at the earliest possible date for purposei,of this'act *in ,_

addition, the commissionerOf.corrections shall seek..,and utiliteall other
. available funding resources to establish pilot coimunity:programs to aid
victims' of sexual attacks ,before DecemberA., 1974. ;

,, , . _ '. .

I

Approved 'April 11.0 1910.

VA.,

tt,r*
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WASHINGTON NAPE LAW .

9.79.140 Definitions- As used in this chapter:

:
-

.

.'

I

(1) 'Sexual intercourse" (a) has its ordinary meaning and occurs
upon any penetration, however slight, and :'

f

.
Also means any penetration of the vagina or anus however slight,

by-an object, when committed on one person by another#,whether such persons
iiire.of the same or opposite,gex, except when such penetration Is-accomplish-
ed-for medically recognized treatment or diagnostic purAses, and

(c) Also means any act of-texual contact betwEen persons involving
the sex orgins of one person and-the mouth or anus of another whether such
persons are of,the sane Or opposite sex. -% - s 4

.

'C

(2) "Married! means one who is legally' married to abohher:
...ceir

g . . ,..

(3) "kental incapacity" is that condition existing writhe tine-of .
the offense which prevents a person from understanding the nat e Or conse-
guenCes,of the act of sexual intercourse wh her that conditk is,prodUced. .

by illness, defect, the ilifieence'of ats tance or from some. o ex cause;
. ...

:(4), "PhyifCally helpless" means a perso who istunconscious orfoi -4
,

%anyPother reason is physical' unable to communi to /unwillingness to an adt,
. 4

(5) "Forcible compulsio means physical force which overcdMesresist
tie, or a.threat..express.o implied, that pieces a.person in fear of:death

Of physical injury. to hersel or,himselfOr another person, or in feat that
.sheor he or another perso ill.be.kidnapedi . .. '

. .:
- ,

,

.

. , .
,

(6) "Consent" ms that at the time of the act of sexual intercourse
there ire ictuaords.or conduct indicating freely given agreement to have
sem& interbourse-:t1975 c 14 S 1..j 1

. .1.. ..
.4C,. .,0,,

.

.,,,

,e .
.. . .1 .5

9...79:150 Testimony--Eyidence--Oien motion -- Admissibility. 14) In
order to convict a person. of Oily crimWdefinel\ih this chapter it shall not ',

'. be necceastry that the testimony of the alleg ftictim be corroborated.
.

. P

.;

(2) Btrid

limited iothe
tion for promi

ce of the viatim's;pagt s
victim's marital !history',

cuity, nonchastity, or se
standards is inadmissible on the issue
to. prove the viOim's consent except as
section, bbt when the perpetrato and
course with each other in the pa43t,,a
to%the_issUe of consent, eviclepee co
perpetrator and the victim may be a
offense. .-

. i , . .- f

(34 IntanY-prosecutionf0 e crime of rape or for an attempt to
coilimii-,,or ail assault with an i'n ent. to commit any,suCh came evidence of

I..

1 tehavior'including but not
orce history,.Or general rep4ag'
1 mores contrary to commpnity

credibility and is inadmissible
rovided in subsection (3) of this "
e victim have engaged in se*ual.inter7
when the Rost behavior is material
ruing the past hphavior between the..

issible on the.issde of consent to the

fii

1:
.

-



the victim's past, sexual behavior including but not limited to e
.victim's marital behavior, divorce histoty, or general reputatio for- ''

promiscdity, nonchastity, or sexualOres contrary-to community tandards,
'is not adlissible if offered to attack the credibility of the NT tim
and is admissible on the issue of consent.only pursuant to the ollowing

..procedure: t.,' . '- . .

'

.(a) A written pretrial motion shall be made byjihe defendiant
'

.to

the court and prO,ecutor stating that the defense haslan'offerlof proof
of the relevancy of evidence of the past sexu 'beha or of the victim
proposed ,to be presented and its relevancy onIthe is e of the, consent;

of .the victim. , . I I

:
. ,

' (b) The written motion shall be accom ed by an 'affidamit

affidavits in which the offer of proof *hall be stated.
. - /

(c) If ,the court finds that the offer of prOof%is.sufficient, he
court shall order a hearing out of the presence of .'the jury, if any,, and
the hearing shall be closed except to the,necessary.witnesses, the defend -

--ant, counsel, and those who hay lrect interest in the case Or in the
work of the court, . 4

ft

I

(d) At.the con usion of the haring, if the court .finds that the 1

evidence proposed t ;offered by the defendant'regarding.the past sexual _

behaVlor of the victim is 'relevant to the issue of the victim's consent;.
tis not inadmissible because Its probative value is substantially out-
'weightd by the probability that its admission will created Substantial I

danger of undue prejuditep a that its e*clusiOn wodl&reault in denial of
substantial justice to the efendant; a court shall make an order stating
what evidence may be introducea.by deiendant, which order.may include *.

the''nature of the questions to be p fitted. The defendant may pfien,offer
evidence pursuant to the order oe. e court.

. / / .e

V

.1-i

. ' (4) Nothing in this eectidn'shall be construed to prohibit cross-.
.:

examination of,thevictimfon ige issue of past sexual. behavior when the

AOK
prosecutiOn presents evide e inItts case in chief tending to p4olie the
nature of the victim's p, sexual behavior,.but the coot may reqdire,a
hearing pursuantt9-ed#Action (3) of this section concerning such eviden;:e.

.

f1975* i s t e x. elk, 2.]

l" ,.-'

/ ?". j

/ , .
.

9.79. 46
,u

D6fenses to prosecution under this chapter.

s (11 InAny prosecution under this chapter in which' lack of consent '

is. bas safely upon the.victim's mental incapacity ot.u0on the victim's
. ./

being,,phyelgallyhelpless, it is a defende tich the defendant must prove I/

by0ipOonder e of the evidence that at e time oUthe offense t I e ;.(

4efendent reasonably believed that the victim was not menially- inch') citatecl,'

iSnlOr phys'ic'ally helpless.
.

-. -'

/,' , (2) n any' prosecution under this chapter inwhich the offense or:' 'ef ,!.degree.o the' offense deiendsoon the ,vitim's age, it is no defense if the
.,.,: perpetra r,did not know thevictim's age, or that the perpetrator " iSited

the victim.'fo.lie older, as the. case may bet Protadid;-:That J.t_iiiii d tense. .

,

.

.99
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"

, *Mich he defenda
at the time of th
viciAm.to be old

(1975 1st
.4

7 9..9.170,
in,thefiiSt
amOthei perso
the pprietrat

";(a) Use

. ;Ip) Kid

'
.

. ! .4
. ..... 4. ' %

t
. . , .. , .

must prove by a preponderance olk the, evidence that,;" i '
offensethe defendant.relsonibil believed the...alleged
based Upon declarations'as toa0ebY the alleged

:

i
ex.s. c 14 6-31 .
t

. .

I

e in,tilefirst degree/4,-W A.Arson Is guilty Of rape
ee when such peso eneages in sexual intercourse'vith.'
t married to'the.perditrator b' forcible compulsiOn where

an accessory v 1 c .

threatens to ule a d ad4 weapon; or

theloictim;

... (c) Inf is seious phys cal in. =Y.& or
"1 7

r (
d) Fe ously entersli the ;building or vehicle where the'victim ' .e.

.

s)situl.te , . . ,

1

/ (2) pe in the first .0 ree "is a fel Ay, and shall be,punished by.
9.Mprisonm9 n the state 1e tentiary foreaterm of.not less than twenty
Joiars. No rson convicted f rap in the 6r$t degree shallbe granted a
deferteecir uspandedisentenie erc p6for.the purpose of commitmsfit to an

patient tf atment facility# Provided, ghat every person convicted of '/

pe in the' first degree shall be "maned for -aiminImumof 'three years:.
ovided f her; That the and prison' terms ofd. paroles shall, the

authority t set a period o ,corif erdilt greakerithdp three years but shat.

.0, Mlaver,reduc the 1minimum th.ee-ye r'perioid of confinement nor shall the
board relea e the convicted perso durin the-first threp yeiks of confine-.
Eqent as a r suit any typ of a tomatic,good time calculation nor shall ....-L

*the 'departm = nt of dole], an healthAeritices permit the convicted person
to particip to in any work AleaSelr§gram or furlough Program during the
first three years, of-confin el.:LT.197p 1st ex. 0247 § 1; 1975 1st ex:s
c 14 § 4.1 . . .

. . .
s:ir

,'
.

.
. .

!

I

'

fire the sato
,the first d
person, not

.

q, pippoi.p-the second degxd, (1)

d. d'egr'ee when,,Under.tircuistances

ree, the person en4agei"in'teXual
married to the perpetrator.:,.

-
.

person guilty of rape
not constituting ripe iv
intercourse pth another

(a) By forcible compulsioni or .

*

(b ) Wh n the victim is incapable of'consent by:reasbn of being
physically helpless or mentally inc4kaCitated.

(2)-Kape in the second degree Is./k felony, ind
imprisonment in, state penitentiapytfor not more
(1975 1st ek c.14 S. '

I\ l 4 .1. .

1 . b. ,i -4. .

9.79:19 Rape in!=the third degree: (1) A:personis guilty, of rape
in thi'thitd degree wh4n,bmder circi*itanCps not Constituting rape inthe

:, . ,
. . ..: !i

.- ..
. , , t
. .

1 : *' ,
.4,

...
.

4
... .

1

*.
.,.

I!
.

.47- . ; .

. : % . .

..
. 00 ..

shall be punishaebr,
than ten years.

Y.
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.
r 81.. ,

. ., .- .....'. .

47
fi st di Second degrees, such persoi engages in sexual,intercourse with°

--other person, not married to the perpetrator:- -;

illi (a) Where the victim did not consent as defined in Rei(9. 9:140(6)
.... sexual interpour6 with the perpetratogand such lack. of sent was

, olearly' expressedsby the victim's words or dondUst,lar
. .-

o t ;,-- 4'

ights 4 the victim.' -

,., Where there is threat of substantial Uhlawiul hammto property
:.

..... s- .

r: (2) Rape in the third detite is a felony, inctshill be punikhed bye
I. imprisonment in the state penitentiary for not iore than five Years;

- 11975 lstex.s. c 14 9 6.3 i

. .,. .
.

.

.

.

9.79:2004 Statutory rape,41 the first degree.. (l)Bj A 'person over
vthirteen ers of age is guilty of statutory rape in the first degree'

*van they person engages in sexuel intercourse with another person who ii
less than eleven years old. ,-

.

(2) Statutory rape in the first degree -is a,felony, andshall be

Punished imprisohment in the state penikeatiary,for a term of,not,lesi
than twee y years. No person conviAed of statutory rape in the first'
:degree shall.be granted a deferred or suspended sentenceexcept for the
purpose,of commitment tot an inpatient treatment facilityk. [1975 1st ex.s.,4_4:

' A.. .
,

., . t
. ,, - .

. .
,

..

' 9.79.210 Statutory rape in. the second degree. (1) :A perion over
sixteen years of age is guilty-of statutory rape in the second degree'
when such Lierson,engages in sexual intercourse with another person, not

. married to'the perpetrator, who is eleven years 4';a or older but less_''age o. .

than fourteen years old; .."
. .-

(2) Statutory rape in the secorldilegree is 'a felony, and shall be
punished by imprisdhment in the itace penitentiary for not more than ten
Jeers, (2975 iff&ex.s. c 24/9 8.1

C
.

9.79.220. Statutory rape -in the third, degiee. () A:'persoetivier

eighteen years of age is guiYty.of statutory rape' in the. third degree
when such person engages in sexual intercourse with another fersop,Ihot
married to the perpetrator, who is fourteen, years of age or oldeebut less
than sixteeh years old.

\ .

:'-

la

.. -

(2) Statutory, rape,in the third degree is a felonv.and,shall ..,

Punished by imprisinment in thestate penitentiary fomf.nOi.more th n five
years...11975 1st ex.s. c-14 § 9.] , _

t.

.4

I

4

4

I
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'WISCONSIN SkUAL ASSAULT STATUTE
..;

AN ACT to Apeki 942.02, 944.01, 944.02, 944.10,and,244.11; to renumber.
.

.

and aiend 972.11f to amend 901.04 (1)4.and (1,, 904.04 (1) (b), 90446 (1), '---/-\
.906.88 11) and (2) and 970.03 (4)1 to create 940.225, 971.31 (11) ind .., N...

e, 972.11 (2) of the statutes, relating to revision of rabe.lawi-pnd providing
penalties.' .,

. .
. .

v
. ..

The peop14 of the state of..,Wisconsin, represented in senate and 0assembly
do enact as Pgiows:

,
,, 40

Section 1. 961.04 (2) and (3).of the statutes are.amended to read:

401.04,(1) QUESTIONS OP ADMISSIBILITY-GENERALLY. 'Preliminary questions
4ncersaingithe quaiilfbation of a pers.= to' be a witness, the existence of ,

a..privilege,,orthe admissibility of geence shall.bp%detecminedW the
judge, ,subject to_sub. (2) and es. "9741,1 (1i) and 972.11-(2).

r . . .

Inimakin4 his determination he is bound by the =let of evidence only with
diteipect to privileges. .. '

. .

- .
.

.
, (3) HEARING OF JURY. is gib iit o. ',Hearings op the adm i y confessionsf*.

and; in actioim-under e. 940.225, of the prior sexual conduct or reputation'
of a complaining witness, shell in all cases. be conducted out of the hearing
of the jury. Hearingsdn other preliminary matters shall be so dondupted
when the interesih.bf justice require. . -

Section 4. 4.04 (1) (i0 of the statutes .is amended to read,

904.84OIJ (b), Chaatir of victim Except as provided in s. 972.11 (2),

.,/ evidence of S: putinenttrecit Rf character Of the-victinrof the crime offer-
ed by an aeused, or by the prosecution to rebut the same, or evidence of a

..

Leharacter/yait of peacefulndsi of the victii offered by,the'prosecution in 1:
a homicide case to rebut evidence that the victim Oaithe first aggressor;
f / . . 7 .

/Section 3. 904.66 (1).of the statutes is amended to Lads
.

904.06 (1) ADMISSIBILITY. Except as provided' in s: 972.114(2), evikence
/

of the habit of a person, or of 'the routine practice of an organizatibn,
whether corroborated or hot and regardless of the presence of eyewi asses

I

iis relevant to prove that the conduct of theTerson or organization : n.a
particular occasion was in conformity with the habit or routinopra tire.

i .

Section 4. 906.08 (1) and (2) of the statutes ire amended to read:

, .., 906.08 (1) OPINION AND REPUTATION EVIDENCE OF CHARACTER. Except A
proVided,in s. 972.11'(2), the diedibility of-a witness may be attacked or
supported by evidence,in the,form of teputation or opinion, but Subject to ,.

these limitations: (a) the evidence may.refer only to character for truth-
-'..fulness or untruthfulness, ,and (b),except with respect to an accuses who

1
. t .



$

tettifies in his own behalf, evidence of truthful character is admisiible
only hfter the charaoterof,the witness for truthfulness has-fmn -attacked
'by opinion or reputation evidence br. otherwite.

(2) *SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF combucT. Specific instances of' the conduct
of a witness, for the pilxpose of attacking or supporting his credibili
other than conviction Of crimes as" proi.dded in s. 906.090 may not be

edt to s. 972.1proved by extrinsic evidence. ,They may, howe
.if probative pi truthOpess or untrut4ftane
be.inquired Pnto oncross-examination of
examination of a witness who test .lies to his character f r truth
or untruthfulness.

. . 1

0

dUb
s .and not remote in time,
yitness h elf or on cr

. . .

Section 5. 940.225 of the statutes is created to read:
*1

. 540.95 Sexual assault. -(1) FIRST ?DEGREE SEXUAL ASSAULT... Whoever
does any of the follo4ing shall be finqd not hOrt than $i5,00Wor Amprilhoned

.

not more than 15 years or both: -
..

. .

i
a .

,
.years

. '

.

1
(a) HAS sexual contact or sexual intercourse mith another person With

out consent of that person and causes pregnancy Ork great4podily hani.to that
,.v

person. . ....\ .. .*
. . .

$
(b3 Has sexual contact or sexual iritercours e with-a"nothe' z person with-

out consent. ng that person by useoi threat of use of a dan6rdusweapon'or
any article used or fashioned in a manner; to lead the victim reasonably to
believe it to by la ,dangerous weapon.. . t .*

. .
4..0. .(c) Is elided or' abetted' by one or more other pertons and has ,sexual %

°contact: or sexual intercourse with .another person' without' consent of that '
.person by use on threat of force or +iolence.' ..... '

* .
i

-
.

(0) Hat sexual contact a sexual intercourse with a person 12 -years -
of age or youngei.

'Z'A
. . '1

-,4 . ' . I e

...
(2) SECOND DEGREE SEXUAL ASSAULT. Whoever does any of thli following

.
.shall pe fined. not. more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than 10 years'
or both: . . ,

. \(s.) Has sexual contact or sexual intercourse wiirssoper, person with-

.-

out Content of that person .by use 446, thfat of force or violence:
4 .%

(b). His sakual contact or sexual_ intercourse With anoth r-person with-
out consent of that person and causwinjury, illness, disease or loss or
impairment of a sexual or reproductive organ, or mental anguish. requiring

. . t

. :

psybhiatric care. for 'the 'victim.

0f; (C) Has sexual contacr :or sexual intercourse with a" person-Ohotsufferi.
rom irentgl illness or defldienct rendeis Oat pepoilt teraholArily
or permanently ihcapetleoi apptaising it condubt, and the defendant knows
of subtv condition. ......-.-

.

, (d) Has textual contact or sexual intercourse with a person- why the -

' defendant. knows' is unconscious .

-

,
N .

.

- ,,
'..'

' )
.

%

_ 7'

I

4'

. ;

'
t
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'1 a, . .. . 4 .t. . .
I .,

14
.. .

.1 .. .
:

,. ..i. A

* it' a

::' . ,
A

,
. a AlA*

.- , .11

(44,Has sexual contact dr'texual.,intercourse with a perlon who is
over the age of 22yeal and under the age of 18 years without consent s.

of at person, As consent is defined 4n sub.4). _ : .'. I.,r -...
I,- . .

(3) THIRD DEGREE
- ..

-with a person withOpt 'consent of that person.shall be fiited not more
Whdever has sexual intercourse

than $5,000 or impr4sonedilot more that: 5 years or both. ,

.
.

i
i a .

. ' (3m) POU DEGREE SEXUAL ASSAULT. Whoever'has sexual contact with,

.. -
0

a person without the consent of that ierson shall be fined not more than . '
;500 or imtrisoned7,not more than one year in the county. jail or.both.

,t

:
..

A ' k. I, lr
9'

(4) CONSENT. .Consentw, pa cased In this section, means words or .

,.

.s,

overt, actions by aloersonwho is competent to give informed consent indi-
..

, .
eating a freely giVen to have sexual intercourse or sexual contact.
A person tinder 15 igars f a eis incapable of consent asa matter of law.

!--

. .
The following per6ns .are peiume0 incapable of consent but the presumption' '.

* maybe rebutted by:dompeten evidence, subject to the provisions of
s.,922.11 (2): , . ' % . .

'
, .

..

(a) A p erson whois 1 to 17-years of age.
/ ft s

s f

;

.
___(b) A person suffering from a mental illness or defect which impairs

. .

him capacity to appraise his conduct. * ,i
(c) A perbon who,:is unconscious or for any other reasdn is physically.

unable to communicatetuiwillingness to an act!
.

e s

.

,
0

(5) DEFINITIONS. 1,In this section:
.

(a) "Intimate parts" includes the breast, buttock, anus, enDa, vagina
, Or pubic mound of a huian-being. _

,. N
'

.
(b) "Sexual contact" means anytintentional touching of the timate

parts, clothed or unclothed, of a person to the intimate parts, clothed or
unclothed, of aribther, or the intentional touching by hand, mouth,: object.

. of the intimate parts, clothed or unclothed, of another,, if that intentional
touching cfn reasonably be construed asibeing for the purpose of sexual
arousal or gratification or if -such touching Anteing the 'elements of actual
or attempted battery 4s definedin s. 940.20.

.

(c) !Sexual intercourse" includes the meaning assigned under s. 939.22
(36) as well. as cunnilingua:_fellatio, anal' intercourse or any other intru-
sion, howeiter slight of any part of a person's body or of any object irlio
the genital or anal opening of another, but emission of semen is not required..

$.
. .(Si.NO PROSECUTION 2F SPOUSE. No person may be prosecuted under this

section if the complainant is his or her,legal spouse, unless the parties
are living apart and one of them has filed for an-annulment, legal separation

`di*: ceori r .
t.

' - .'.,

. Sedtion 6. 942.02 othe atatutes ii repealed.
.:

/

Sectioh 7 944.01 and 944.0 of the statutes is repealed.

:o

4,

I
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. \!

.Seceion 8. 944.10 and 944.11 of ke statutes are repealed:
..

'. Jr" - ;:,.

Section 9. 9;00W (4) of the statutes is"Sinended to read: : V'

. 4
.

crime. - '970.03 (4) If the defendant ig accused of a drime under 4. 940.225,
the-judge shall, at the.. request of the' complaining witness, esti:Ode" from
the hearing all persons not officers of_the.coupt, members of Ae-witness's .

or defendant's faeilies or othets'deemed0 the court to be supportive of
. them, or otherwise required to attend. The icdge may exclude all such-

-ersons from the hearin in an cesi where the defendant it accused of a

A

6*

a

-crime hider s. 440.225 or a crime agajst chastity, morality or decency.,
% .

4.

N Section 10. 971.31(11) of the statutes is created to'read:

971,31 (11) In actions under s. 940.235, evidence which admissible
J:i' under' s. 972.11 (2) must be determined by the court upon prat %,a1 motion.

to be materiel to a fact at,4.ssue in the case and oisufficien probative
value to outrigh its inflammatory and preihdicial nature before it may be
introduced.at trial. .

-. . . N .

Section 11.,'472:11 of the statutes is renumbered 972.11 al and
J.

: .

amended to read: ,

.,..."

. . .
.

*
972.11 (1) Except as provided in sub (2), the rules of evidence and

'prattice in civil ictions9dhall be applicable in all Criminal proceedings
J.artless the context Of a section or rule manifestly requires a differerit s

construction. No guardian ad liteeneed,be appointedfor a defendant in
a- criminal action. Title =II, except ss, 887,05 to 887.12, 887:23 to
887.29, 8p8.22, 895.2.9 and 895.30; shall apply in all criminal proceedirose

.
. .,

, 4 ..,.

. Section 12. 972.11 (2) of the statutes Is created to read:
.

, 972.11 X2) (a) In. this subsection, "sexual conduct" means any conduct.
or behaviok relating to sexual activities of the complaining witness, i
cluding bUt not limited to prior experiente"of sexual intercourse xual

contact, use of contraceptives, living arrangement andaife-dtyle.

(b) 'If the ;defendant is accused of a crime under s. 940.225, any,
evidence concerning complaining witness's pfior sexual conduct or

' opinion of the witness's prior sexual condUct and reputation as to prior,
sexual conduct shall-not be admitted into evidence eluting the course of
the- hearing or trial, nor shall any reference.` to such conduct be made in
the presence of the jury, ixceptthe following, subject to s. 971.31 (11):

1. Evidence of the complaining witness past conduct wiik_the
*

defendant. I
1

.

2. Evidence of spe4fio instances of Sexual conduct showing the
. .

source or origih of semehepregnancy or disease, for use-in,determining"
the degree of sexual assault or the extent of'-injury suffered.

.

3. Evidence of prior untruthful allegitiops of sexual assault made
by the.complainitg4witness.

, . . .

. -

t
.

. ,

,.
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A :

Section 13. ross reference,changes. In 4eseCti ns of the
statutes listed, Column A, the cross references plio in Colurni
are changed to thp,cross references shbwn in Coluinn C:

A
%.

Statute. Section Old cross references-:,

49.02 (7). ch. 944

343.06 (11) 944.01, 944.62, 944./0

*(2) and (4) ; 944:11, ='

'944.12 and: 944,0

343.30 (2d) , , 944.01, 944.02, 944.10' 940..r 25, 944.12 and

-(2) and (3), 944.11, . 944:17

944.12 and 944,17

97e:01 944.01, 944.02 or.

944.11

975.01 .944.01 Or 944.02

cross references
it

. .

ch. 9 or s. 940.225.

940.2 944.12 and

I

At

Ale

s

944.1

0
dm.

940 +\225 (1), td (3)

.225\ (1). to (3)

to,

tr.

0

00 . 93
1

r
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APPENDIX D

SELEdED LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
.

The selected articles' listed in this legal bibliog.
raphy are intebded to ifrovide readers with more
extensive teferenc'esi concerting the principle issues
explored in the body of this report. As was noted

earlierA the twit, there has been a veritable explo-
..sion,of literature on rape during the past three years.
Much-0 thjoiterature hao.related to nonlegal issues
Eindifeediiot be docimented here. For those wishing
to pursue a broader range of reading a general rape
bibliography by Chappell. Ggis and Fogarty provides
a comprehensive source of references prior to 1974.*

'An'updated, rape bibliography is currently in ptepa-
, ration.by the newly established National institute of
Mental Health's Center for Rape Prevention and
Control.

at I. GENERAL

These articles present' an overview of the legal
issues of rape and deal-NI/kb more than'one topic.

1134;004 'Barbara, A Freedman. Eleanor Norton, and
Susan. Ross. "Repe!' Section II of Women and the
Criminal' Law. In Six Discrimination:, and the Law.
Boston, 'Mrs.: Little Brown and Comps*. pp. $20877.
1975.

Advo-
cate's

Richard A., "'The Thal of a Rape Case: An Advo-
cate's Analysis of Cniroboration, Consent, gild Cbarac-

4

ter" American Criminal Law Review, 11(2):309434,
Winter. 1973.

.. ,
II. bEFINIT1ON,,

I

GA Rediallee'* 1

K

tiworkin, Rdger 13: "The Resistance Standard in Unities-
.. lation," Stanford 41.4tw Rolm, II:680489, Febriterns .

1966, 1 .. ...

3.4

A
.

B.4 Frond :Ind Consent.
Hariis, Lucy Reeds "Towards,* Consent Standard in Abe

Law --of 1407' University of CNA:0 Let Review,'
4)(3 ) i613-645, Siring 1976. .

Scott, Jo$elynne "Frapd and Co sent IlaiediCompre-
hension of the Nature and CbarisciEr of the Act Ad Its

, Moral Implications." Ctiminal Law gnarierlyr teaa.),
.113(3):312-324, May 1976. '

C. Equal Rights Amendinept
:..$

.
- _,

Oallins.lames W. °Constitutional law The Texas Equal
Rights AinendmentA Rape Statute That Only Punishes
Men Does Not Violate the Texas' ERA Finley y. State.; .
Texas Technical Law view, 7:724.331, Spring' . . -

I,
-.

'Clump,2Susan. "An OvervioW of, the Equal Rights A end-
meat in Texas." Houston low Review, 11:136;;Pt -
1973.

. r( \ .'

D. Penalties' /
. ,

, . . ,

.`
.

lieday4 Hiigo. Adam. "Felony, Murder Rape and the ivJanda-
tory Death Penalty: A Study in Discretionbry Insilco."

' Suffolk University Law Review, 10M:495420, Skins
1976. . -4

Wolfgang, Marvin, and Aare Riede/. "Race, Judicial Distre .
rial.tetpd the Death Penalty." The dwelt, 407.:119-133,

,May 1973 , s . .
-

Wolfgang,Marvin, and Marc VeglIPIRePe, Race.-and the
Depth Penalty in Georgia," Xmodean Journal* Orthe. .
psychkuty, 45(4):658-66S. July l?7S. 411t

t . . ;
,

Landau, 'Sybil. "Rape: .The Victim as Defendant." T
10(4):19-22, July /August, 1974'

LeGrand, Camille P. "Rape and Rape Laws: Sexism 4, So-
ciety and Law." California Law Review, 61(3):919-941,
1973.

Methirisen. Sally Ellis: "The Rape Victim: A Victim of $c,
ciety and the Law." Willamette Law Journal, 11:36-55,
Winter, 1974. .

"Recent Statutory Developments in the Definition of
Forcibli Rape." Virginia Law Review, 61(7):1500-.1543,
November 1975.

Salk% Helene; and Deborah Sesek. "Rape Refahiigisla-
thin: H, It the 'Solution?" Cleveland State Law Review.
2A(3 A63-503, 1975. '

Woods, Pamela Lake. "The Victim in a Fortible Rapp Case:
KiFeminist- View." American Crimlnal Law Review.
11(2)1335-354, WA*, 1973.

Chappell, -DiincarfOilbert Geis, and Faith Fogarty.
""Forcible Rape: Bibliography" Journal of Ciiminal Law
and Criminology, 6.1 ,(2) : 248-263, June 1974.

s
f,

96'

111. PROOF . . t
A. folios Sexual 1114totx of ,Vi dm
Bisenbud, FredprichLISBitistioas on the light to Invoduce

Exislenee Pertainins;Rthe Dior Swat History of the .
Complaining Witness in Casa of Forcible Rape: Refiec-
tion.of Reality or Denbil Data Pitons:" Hof stns raw
Review, 3:40-426, Stall 1975. '

a"Tdal ferRare,
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